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Th« N«wt Hat Bean

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

ConstructiveBooster for
Holland Since 1872

VOLUME 77— NUMBER

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAT, FEBRUARY

9

Michigan Among

Plea of Guilty

Foreward States

Is

In Air

Advances

Serves as Basis (or
Writing Local

Laws

Washington, Fob. 26 (Special)
—Michigan is among the 41 states
rith special laws designed to faster civil aviation, T. P. Wright,
Administratorof Civil Aeronautiea. reported today.

According to Wright, aviation
laws in almost all states follow
the model aviation act. which was
preparedin 1944 after conference
between Federal and State officials. Purpose of the act is to
establishharmony between federal
and state air policies.
The CAA also reported 31
states as having special commissions and nine with departments
to regulate aviation. Only 11,
Michigan among them, have spec-

•

Carol Van Zoeren

*
Ruth Ltmaon

Atop Hotel Heads

Rodney LeSage

Building Permits
Trammitter and Studio
Also Under Construction

On Another Location

V/

Circuit Judge Raymond L.
Smith set no date for disposition
of the case, and the matter was
referred to the probation offieer
for investigation. Bond of $2,000

was

Harry E. Dunn

Applicationfor constructing a
radio studio and offices on top
the Warm Friend Tavern and applicationsfor three new houses in
Holland provided the bulk of
building permits sought here last
week through Building Inspector
George Zuvennk and City Clerk.
The week's total of six applica-

Ottawa School Children
Spend Day Touring City
Sixteen pupils of Ottawa school
(Olive districtNo. 1) visited The
Sentinel offices Friday afternoon
as a fitting climax to a day's outing in Holland in which they visit-

ed the Netherlands Museum,
Dutch Boy Bakery, post office, police and fire ststions and Model

while in court. His attorney, L. H.
Osterhous, spoke for him.
LeSage was taken into custody
by state police less than three
hours after a fatal accident Friday night which took the life of

The

radio studio and

offices

atop the hotel will supplementthe
studio and transmitter under conjstruction at Central Ave. and
Fourth St. Applicationfor the
Central Ave. building was filed
some weeks ago. The now studio
E.
lists $2,000,with Elzinga and Volkers as contractors.
Harry E. Dunn. 61. former secOther applications follow:
retars and production manager of
Ted Du Moz. 250 College Ave.,
the W. E. Dunn Manufacturing two-story house, 32 by 23 feet,
Co., died at his home on South and garage, 20 by 20. of frame
Shore Dr., at 6:10 p.m., Tuesday constructionwith asphalt roof,
after an illness of several months. $10,000 and 500; Five Star LumDeath was attributed to a heart ber Co., contractor.
ailment.
Jacob G. Essen burg, 284 West
Born in Woodstock, Ont . Mr. 21st St., new house, 20 by 28 feet,
Dunn moved to Chicago in 1907 to frame construction with asphalt
become associated with Ins broth- roof, $5,500; self, contractor.
er, W. E. He lias been a continuHarry Becker, 181 Columbia
ous resident of Holland since 1915, Ave., small builduig, 8 by 12 feet,
when the firm moved its activi- of steel construction, $250; self,
ties here from Chicago. In 1921 he contractor.

Proves Fatal for

Tulip Time

Others

in

Top

Detroit
Swamped

Local Couple

Their visit to The Sentinel was
timed so that they could see the

With

big press in operation.

At Big Outdoor Show

Festival Inquiries

The group, comprisingthe

enInquiries about Hollands 194$
tire school with the exception of
beginnersand first graders, was Tulip Time festivalMay 19 to 22
accompaniedby Mrs Edith Jacob- top all others at the Detroit Out*
sen, the toucher. She was assisted door show where Mr. and Mrs. j
by Mrs. Case Potter.
Harold A. Vanderploegof Holland
spent four days last week.

;

The

Assault Charge

950.

Heart Condition

Inquiries About

laundry.

tions called for an outlay ot $26,-

continued.

LeSage did not utter one word

Zeeland High School
Honor Students Named

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE CENTS

Entered for

guilty.

Really live

24, 1948

New Radio Station

Grand Haven, Feb. 26 (Special)
Rodney M. LeSage, 45*year-old
Spring Lake tavern operator, appeared in Circuit Court this morning on a charge of "leaving the
scene of a personalinjury accident " and. through his attorney,
waived the reading of the information and entered a plea of

Model Aviation Act

the

Holland
Town Where Folks

Tops Court Cases
Ellsworth Bekker, 23. of 180
East 11th St., was ordered to pay
$3.90 costs and was placed on
probation for six months after
pleading guilty in Municipal Court
Thursday to an assault and bat-

Vanderploegs, wearing
Dutch costumes said an average
of 12,000 persons passed their
booth every day. The local couple

;

;

talked to about 4,000 to 5,000 per- |
sons. The Vanderploegswere in i

booth sponsored by combined
Michigan resort associations.
There were 10 persons in the
booth handling

inquiries.

Their

supply of 700 pieces of
Zeeland, Feb. 26— Ruth Lemson
14-year-oldCharles Perrion of
literatureson Holland resorts and
Muskegon,who was riding his
of Zeeland High school was namTulip Time were quickly exhaust- ial aviation police.
bicycle on US-31 about two miles
ed. In addition they distribute;!
Here arc some of the high- ed valedictorian of the senior
tery charge.
north of Grind Haven. Perrion’s
1,000 housing reservationsfor
lights of the report;
class, accordingto an announceTerms of his probation are that Tulip Time. Vanderploegis chaircompanion, Marvin Wiseman, 15,
Forty-six states require federal ment by Supt. M. B. Lubbers. Salie refrainfrom bothering his wife
riding on the handle bars, received
man of the Tulip Time housing
certificationof aircraft and air- lutatorian honors went to Carol
and obey all law*. He was arrestminor injuries and was treated
committee this year.
men. Thirty have passed laws on Van Zoeren.
ed on complaint of his estranged
in Municipal hospital for laceraA total of 501 signed for inforairport zoning after the model
wife,
Norma.
The
alleged
offense
Ruth, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
tions. He was released Saturday
mation on Tulip Time, local react. All hut five tax aviation fuel;
occurred Feb. 16.
afternoon.
sorts and other activities. Of this
and 32 of these make a complete Jacob Lemson of route 3. Zeeland
Harry Zoerman, about 50, was
When
first questioned, LeSage
number, 44 sought information on
or partial refund of the tax to attained a 4 average during her
placed on probation for one year
denied any knowldege of the acbulbs, 16 for miscellaneous infor- 1
high school career. Her only actithe purchaser.
when he appeared in Municipal matlon such as manufacturingand
cident but later in the day admitIn 25 of the states, including vity during the four years has
Court today, after previously
ted it accordingto officers.His
airport facilities,238 for Tulip
Michigan, drunken flying is cover- been class treasurer for three
pleading guilty to a drunk charge.
car
was
impounded
as
a
broken
Time information and prospect*
ed by statute— the 23 possibly fig- years. She says she has not decidTerms of his probation are that
headlight indicatedit might be
for vacationing in the local area,
ure the natural penalty, severe ed on college plans, but there is a
he pay $10 fine and $3.90 costs,
linked with he accident through
and 203 for Tulip Time only.
possibility that she may go to
enough.
obey
all
laws,
use
no
intoxicant*
broken glass picked up at the
Vanderploegsaid most intjuiriei
According to the CAA, Michi- Nope college.
married Ruth Reidsma.Ho was &
Harvin Zoerhof, 611 Washing- and refrain from frequenting any on housing for Tulip Time expressscene of the accident.
gan does not follow the model
Carol is the daughter of Mr.
member
of
Macatawa
Bay
Yacht
places
where
intoxicants
are
sold
ton Ave , IJ-story house, 32 by 50
LeSage told officers he was
cd concern over fees charged, and
act's recommendations in regard and Mrs. George R. Van Zoeren of
club and formerly . member of feet, frame construction with
Joseph Mauch, Ganges, was asblinded by lights of another car
persons who had not visitedHol41
South
Jefferson
St..
Zeeland.
to airport zoning, but does proUnity
Lodge
No.
191, F and AM.
sessed
fine
of
$10
and
costs
of
asphalt roof,. $8,100; self, conand did not see the boys on the
land before were skeptical whethhibit low altitude flight. Fuel She attained an average of 3.84 to
Capt. Michael Fielding
Through the nearly 40 years of tractor.
$3 90 when he was arraignedtobicycle. He admitted to Prosecuer
housing fees would take a big
take
second
honors.
taxes are partially refunded to
Capt. Michael Fielding, news tor Howard W.. Fant lie was Mr. Dunn's associationas its secPeoples State bank, 36 East day on a drunk charge. He was jump. He said Holland must bd
During her high school career,
the purchaser.
commentator noted for his fear frightened after the impact and retary and production manager, Eighth St., alterations and re- arrested by city police.
careful to protect its reputation
Carol has been active in many
the Dunn ManufacturingCo. grew model of upstairs office, $600;
Charles Morris. 26, route 4, paid
on this score and not have the fesschool affairs. She was editor of less and unconsored talks on the continued on his way, although to he one of the world's largest
fine and costs of $18.90 Thursday
the ‘‘Peeper."school newspaper air, will address the Trinity Men’s he turned around at a cross road builders of concrete machinery Van Dyke Construction Co., con- after pleading guilty to a charge tival branded as one which "rooks”
tractor.
and returned to the scene where
the visitor.
First
for one year anJ literary editor of League Monday night and will
and allied equipment. In 1942, unof driving at a greater speed than
he
saw
ambulance
and
police.
Many inquirieswere from perthe ‘‘Stepping Stone ” school an- present his truly ‘‘insider’s” views
was considered safe. Morris was
Funeral services were held in der his direction,the firm's entire
sons who had never yislted Holnual. She has been a member of on the situation in Europe and
factory facilities were diverted to
the
driver
of
a
cv
involved
in
land before.
the student council for one year Middle East. His background for Muskegon Monday for the victim, the production of war materials,
an accident Jan. 11 near Port
The outdoor show was held at
and a member of the national hon- intelligentanalysis of the news a sixth grade student in Phillips and on a scale which made necesSheldon.
Sheriff’s officers said the
Convention hall in Detroit.The
orary society for two years. Also, includes years as a working news- school in Norton township. Sur- sary the doubling of its floor
car hit an icy spot and crashed
Initial plans for the Senior she has been an athleticsister and paperman and world traveler. viving are the parents, the grandlocal representativesin their cos*;]
space. It was not until the compleinto a tree.
parents,
a
brother
and
seven
sisScout Rendezvous, which will at- a member of the "V" teens. Carol From persona]experienceliving
times added a bit of color to an
tion of this extensive building proalready colorfulshow and attracttract Senior Scouts from seven is also undecided about future as a native in India, Burma and ters.
gram and the plant'sreconversion
the Middle East, he can speak
ed the usual number of photograCity Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Michigan councils to Spring Lake academic plans.
to peace time activities, that, due
phers. The couple was sent to Detoday
announced
two
deadlines
Third,
fourth
and
fifth positions with authority on matters which
Yacht club in June, were made
to ill health, he retired from the
troit to represent the newly orare the focal point of public at
Wednesday night at a meeting of went to Norma Ver Hage with a
institutionto which he had contri- for registrations of voters for
tention today.
ganized Holland Resort council
3.81
average;
Leone
Tjepkema
forthcoming
elections.
local Senior leaders and a few
buted so much.
Capt. Fielding's topic will be
He set March 12 as the last
Senioh Scouts of the local dis- with a 3.77 and Elaine Steigenga
Besides his w ife, Ruth R . he Is
"The Powderkeg of the Middle
day voters may register for the
with 3.61.
trict.
survived by his brother, William
special school election March 16
for
Ship 17 of Holland and ship The remainingupper third of East.” a dramatic story of demE.. of Holland: a sister, Mrs. Ern"Two hundred and seventy milocracy's
undercover
struggle
the
class
includes
the
following
28 of Saugatuck carrying Sea
est J. Jessup of Windsor^ Unt.; when voters will decide whether lion persons In western Europe
By
a
vote
of
44
to
17. electors
to
raise
the
tax
limitation
five
students:
Christa
I Broekhuis. June against communism in that stratScouts will sail to Spring Lake
two nephews and a niece.
look to America lor leadership,"
of Waverly school districtNo. 13
Ozenga. Leola Schermer, Helena egic region.
for the event.
Funeral serviceswill tie held at mills for five years lor a fund (or
Wendell A. Miles said Monday in
of
Holland
township
decided
MonBruggink.
Gordon
De
Pree,
Eunew
huildmgs
and
improvements
I
Councils to be representedat
2:30 p.m. Friday, at the Nibbelinkday night to borrow $19,500 for Notier Funeral chapel, the Rev. to public schools. All qualifiedvot- addressing local Exchangites at
the rendezvousare Scenic Trails gene Jekel. Eunice Schipper. Bob
fire of undetermined origin
new construction, and also voted Marion de Yelder officiating. ers may vote in this electionwhich their noon luncheon meeting in
council of Traverse City. Timber Baker, Peggy Boonstra. Erma
to increase the limitationon taxes Friends mav call at the funeral requires a two-t birds majorityto the Warm Friend Tavern. He caused considerable damage in the
Trails of Muskegon, Ottawa-Alle- Deters. Una Compagner. Alvin
spoke on the topic, "Black Mar- home of Simon Paauwe, of 302
3.8 per cent for five years. The home Thursday from 3 to 5 and carry.
gan council,Southwest Michigan Vander Kolk, Eleanor Kloosterket and Occupation Problems in West 20th St. shortly before 1 p.m.
March
17
has
!>een
sot
as
the
increase will be on assessed valu- 7 to 9 p.m., and Friday until the
of St. Jascph, Grand Valley of man, Beverl> Headley, Marihn De
the European Zone."
today. Trucks remained on the
deadline
for
registrations
for
the
Pree,
Loren
Renkema.
Lois
Volation
as
equalized,
according
to
Grand Rapids. Fruit Belt of Kalahour of the services.Burial will
Problems,as outlined by Miles, scene about 45 minutes.
city
election
April
5
which
will
the ballot.
mazoo. and Battle Creek council. link and Jack Mellema.
be in Pilgrim Home cemetery.
includedthose of denazification, Mrs. Paauwe said she opened •
It was the first election on a
Further plans will be made at
The Dunn plant will be closed see a run-off for aldermaniccan- physicial suffering such as hungBoh Towner, mild-mannered56closet door after smelling smol
didates
in
only
two
wards,
the
building
for
Waverly
school.
Resa meeting of representatives of
the afternoon of the funeral
year-old civil engineer, was Byer. black market, getting along and found the entire closet fiUt
fourth and the sixth.
idential property in the district
all councils Friday at 6:30 p.m. in
Illness
ron Center's hero today.
Grevengoed said March 16 with others and the threat ot with smoke. She said she had just
has been developedto a great exthe Dutch Mill.
Towner was toastmaster at the tent the last few years and facilwould In- the ordinary deadline communism. The reasons Miles put the baby to bed when the fire]
AttendingWednesday’s meeting
Byron Center Commercial assoc- ities at the school are severely
for the registration(or the April gave for reconstruction of Ger- was discovered.
Clinic
were Paul Nienhouse.Allen Van
All of the kitchen, a hallwt,
5
election,but regustrat ion Ixxiks many were the German people
iation's annual banquet in the sec- taxed
Oort and Vcrn Peters of Outfit
will lie used in the special school and the economic pasitionof Ger- and part of the living room were
ond floor room of the town hall
Nick Kamphuls is director, Ger72. Grand Haven; Roger and Robdamaged badly by smoke and
election March 16 and will not many in Europe.
Tuesday.
ert Smeenge of Outfit 10, Holrit De Jong moderator,and John
The Rev. Alliert Baker. 60. reWilliam P. De Long, Dwight flames. The baby's dresses,hangIn? available for checking in the
He had come all the way from Bronkema treasurer.
land; Jason Deur and Doug ElzFerris, George Minnema and ing on the closet door were comtired minister, d;ed Wednesday Reed City, where he is working
The Red Gross, which is spon- clerk's office.
inga of Post 21, Zeeland; Charles
at Pine Rest following a linger- on a construction project, for the
Henry Schoon were welcomed in- pletely destroyed. The house had
Gilman and Robert Peel of ship
soring a plasma clinic here Thursto club membership by Paul E. just been redecorated, Mrs. jj
ing illness His home was at 458 annual event.
Frank
R.
Strick
Dies
at
28. Saugatuck; Fred Bocks. Ron
day and Friday, today sought furHinkamp. • member of the club Paauwe said.
West
19th St. The Rev. Baker
Signaled from the outside by
Wierscma and Bill Van Bragt of
ther donors for the program sponeducation committee. William Vanand h'S wife came to Holland last someone who had just been in the Daughter^ Home Here
in
Firemen were at a loss imme- i
ship 17, Holland.
sored by the Michigan Health
da Water introduced the speaker. diately to name the cause of th«
August from Volga, S.D., where main floor, Towner excused himdepartment. So far, about 100
Zeeland. Feb. 26 (Special)
A seminary quartet sang "Do blaze. Paauwe said apparently the
he served a church three months self to the crowd of 160 fellow
Frank R. Strick, 80. died this have signed up and officials wore
Ix>ra.""Whiflenpoof Song" and blaze did not originate from the
Grand Haven to Defend
before becoming ill He was grad- townsmen and left the room.
morning at the home of his son- seeking 50 more.
"Dry Borns. ” Devotions were con- furnace because he had just check- I
uated from Hope college and in
Stand on Milk Ordinance 1919 was graduated from Western His fjico was chalk white when in-law and daughter. Mr. and The clinic is scheduled in the
ed the furnace a few minutes behe returned. But in a calm and Mrs. A1 De Woerd. 274 East 16th Woman's Literarv club. Hours on
Only llo|>o collegestands in the ducted by Ben Van Lente.
fore.
Grand Haven, Feb. 26 (Specal) Theologicalseminary. His firs* firm voice indicating a tremend- St., Holland. Mr. Strick, who has Thursday will tie 1 to 2:45 pm. way of Alma :ol!r-ge's hid for a
Haven City Council charge was in Sully, la. Other ous tension, he said:
been retired for 15 years, was a and 5 to 6.15 p.m Hours on Fn- share of the MI A A crown. The
"I want you folks to leave this butter maker and operated cream- dav will Ih* 9 to 10.15 p.m. and 1 Scots need a win. and nothing but,
Tuesday night authorized its city pastorates were served at SanOfficers Elected
born, la., Wicnert, III, Grand roni in exactly the following eries at Byron Center and James- to 2:45 p.m. Nurse's aides will ton giit when they meet Coach
attorney, Charles E. Mit>ner, to
View,
S.D., and Doon, la.
manner, row by row, when I town for many years.
By Hope Church Club
take the necessary steps and enassist slate technicians in the Milton (Bull Hiitga’s aggregaSurvivors include the wife, point.” The crowd, which at first
tion on the Armory floor. In an
He is survived by a son. Roger, program.
ter his appearance on behalf of
Election of officersand a docu- '3
Kathrine;a daughter, Mrs. Clar- suspected a fire hut couldn't smell of Grand Rapids; three brothers, Plasma is returned to Holland earlier meeting the locals bowed
the defendants in a suit brought
mentary film on postwar Europe J
ence
De
Vries of Holland;three smoke, obeyed and filed out slow19-48
in
a
thri'ler.
Edward
and
Bert
of
Mi
line;
in the federal district court in
hospital for free distribution,
highlighted the Wednesday night
sons, Paul and Donald of Holland ly in an orderly manner. Soon the
Perhaps there is no M1AA game
Jack of Gibbs, Idaho; four sisters. althoughphysicians are allowed a
Grand Haven. Feb. 26 (Special)
Grand Rapids, asking the court to
meeting of the Hope Church j
and
Marvin
of
Burlington,la.; second floor -was empty. Towner Mrs. Agnes Ter Vree of Holland.
this
yeat
that
the
locals
want
to
—Arson
charges
against
three
open Grand Haven for free milk
service charge.
five grandchildren; one brother, was the last one out.
win more then the contest to- young Grand Rapids men had been Men's club. To succeed A. Brondy |
Mrs. John Faber of Zeeland. Mrs.
trade.
|Gronberg, the ciub elected Jay H. j
Peter, of Midland Park. N.J.; a
A
pillar
and
supports
had
given
night. Hoik* lost in the final sec- dismissed today by Justice George
Dora
Roelofs
of
Grand
Rapids,
FARMER
DUES
The suit requests the court to
Pet ter as president.Other officer* 1
sister, Mrs. Peter Rezelman of way and vibration set up by the and Mrs. James Esveld of OmHudsonville, Feb. 26 — Funeral onds after holding a big margin, V. Hoffer alter a witness failed to
declare Section 13 of the Grand
wfill her Andrew Sail, vice-presiHolland
m vement of more than a dozen aha, Neb.
services for Albertus A. Faber, re- at Alma, a month ago. Coach identify one of the youths in an
Haven milk ordinanceillegal and
dent; Larry Geuder. secretary and
Funeral sen-ices will be held persons at a time would have
Funeral services will be Satur- tired farmer who died Wednesday Minga will nost likely start the examinationFriday.
void, and that the city be reAdrian Buys, treasurer.The board 1
Friday at 1:30 p.m. from Ver eai-sed a cave-in and possibly a day at 2 p.m. at the Baron Fun- ic* St. Mary's hospital, will ho held same five tonight, although Don
Originally charged were Roliert
strained from refusing to issue a
will include C. C. Drew, Dr. F. j
Lee Funeral home and 2 p.m. at major tragedy.
eral
home.
Zeeland,
with
the
Rev.
Mulder,
who
was
injured
in
the
Pago.
19.
Vincent
Meyers.
20.
and
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. from I .anlicense to sell milk to the Grand
Fourth Reformed church. The
(The Tulip City Four of Hol- R. A. Jager of the Byron Center gel and funeral chapel here and at Hillsdaleclash last week, may see William Parish, 20. The charge in- E. De Weese, Harold Luth and ^
Rapids Co-operativeDairy Co.,
Matthew J. Wilson.
Revs. H. Van Dyke and J. Baar land sang at the banquet and Christian Reformed church ofvolved a fire in an unoccupied
2 p.m. from South Blendon Re- only limRed action.
dealers in milk and milk proNearly 100 men heard Dr. Wilwill officiate.Burial will be in were among last to leave the ficiating.Burial will be in ForAlma at present has won seven building in Polkton township Feb. liam H. Heirigel,minister of the
ducts.
formed church. Burial will be in
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
threatened
building.)
est
Grove
cemetery.
tilts
while
losing
two
in
league
'
Georgetown cemetery.
Retailers in Grand Haven
Trinity Methodist church of Grand
Marvin Busman of N'unica, a
play while Albion, which aready
sought to purchase milk from the
RapidA, discuss dangers of comhas clinched a share of the title, witness for the prosecution who
Co-operative,but were preventmunism in Europe. He then show- |
has won eigot and lost two. Alma's had previously identified Meyers
ed by the milk ordinancesection
ed a iilm taken on a recent^touf ;
two defeats came at the hands of from a line-up of eight persons in of Europe. Dr. Heirigel devoted
which provides that milk must be
Albion and Kalamazoo. However Ottawa county jail failed to iden
pasteurized within the five-mile
A blood bank for Holland ap- Plans for a National Blood cen- He said plans are under way in tal board. Jones promised to pro- the Scots also hold decisions over tlfy the youth Friday afternoon. much ot his 1947 tour to Europe ^
limit and that milk must be purto that portion that was undampeared nearer reality today with ter in Muskegon were explained by which Muskegon will establish
vide informationlater on how these squads.
Meyers had previously been iden- aged by war.
chased within the 10-mile limit. the possibility that Lodge No.
George W. Jones, American Red such a centei, possibly within many donors Holland would be
The Hope lineup tonight will tified as the person Busman had The dinner w as served by Divi* ;
An application for a license by 1594, FraternalOrder of Eagles,
Cross field representative for the three months. He said similar expected to provide in event the most, likely be Nick Yonker and seen in a parked car near the
the co-operative,has been refussion 5 ot the Women's Aid society
may unite forces with the Ameri- midwestern area, who spoke at a plans are under way in Lansing Muskegon program
organized Bud Vande Wege at the forwards, scene of the. fire.
ed by the city clerk.
with Mrs. Orlie A. Bishop and
can Red Cross in promotinga na- meeting in Red Cross headquar- and Detroit.
according to schedule,also approx- Don Mulder and Bill Holwerda at
The mayor, the four aldermen, tional-whole blood center in Mus- ters here Thursday afternoon, atMrs. John G. Van Zoeren as coF. W. Temple, chairman of a imate costs on necessary storage the guards and Herk Buter at
city manager, city clerk, milk in- kegon which would service an area
chairmen.
Grand
Haven
tended by representatives of the five-man Eagles committee study- equipment.
center.
spector and city health officer within an approximate radius of
The invocation was pronunced
Red Cross. Eagles. Holland hos- ing plans for a blood bank hero,
Jones explained that stored This will be the last MI A A Found Dead in Horn?
were served with copies of the 70 miles.
by the Rev. Marion dc Velder.
pital and The. Sentinel.
indicated the lodge would be glad blood lases. its potentency after game for Cant. Don Mulder who
petitionon Feb. 16.
President Gronberg introduced'
Under a tentativeplan, th?
Jones explained that the Ameri- to finance the necessary refrigera- about 21 days, and is then reducGrand Haven, Feb. 26 (Special)
has been ope of the leading scorthe speaker and announced plan*
Eagles would assume financial and can Red Cross has embarked on a tion equipment for whole blood
ed to plasma and fractionations ers in the conferenceduring the —Mrs. Jennie T. Hatch, 85, was for the Lenten breakfast. •
operational
responsibility
for
inwhole blood and plasma program storage in Holla.. I hospital, and which are available to haspitpls, four years in which he has play- found dead in her home, WednesWeather Will Not Stop
stalling and equiping storage facil- which will eventually provide
pledged co-operation in the re- according to need. FrActionations. ed.
day afternoon.
Saturday Paper Pickup
ities in Holland. The Red Cross whole blood free of charge (aside
cruitment work which Jones des- he expfained,are other derivations
She was born in New York, state Jacob Bultman, 72,
would concentrate its resources in from service charge) to apy. per- cribed as the "No. 1 job any- from processing and are used in
Jan.
22, 1863, and had lived in
Plans are progressingfor the developing a national blood bank
License Is Restored
son in the United State*.'
where."
Grand HAven since 1904, coming Diet at Hamilton
treatment and as preventativesfor
wastepaper pickup Saturday at Muskegon, which would supply
He said it will take three to five
Eagles representatives reiterat- certain diseases.
from Chicago. She was a former Hamilton,Feb. 26 (Special)
morning.
Tor Business
,
a branch bank to be located at years to get the program organiz- ed their desire to "do something
member of the Ladies M^ccab- Jacob Bultman, 72, died at hil|
Present at the meeting were
Co-chairmen Howard Topp and Holland hospital if possible.
ed in the country. He said there for Holland" and revieweddevel- Beth Marcus, executive secretary
GrancJ Haven, Feb. 24 (Special) bees. Her husband, Clement B. home in Hamilton Monday afUfri
Bob Topp today asked that bundles
Local Eagles recently sought possibly may be 400 centers with opments in their clinic study which of the Ottawa County Red Cross;
noon. He was a retiredfarmer.
—Charles J. McCormick, 43, Grand Hatch, died several years ago.
of paper be tied and placed at the public reaction to a proposed blood
mobile units providing blood in an stemmed from a desire for Hol- W. W. Colton, Holland hospital
She Is survived by two daughSurvivingare the wife; a
Rapids salesman, was restored his
curbs before 9 a.m. Saturday. The bank and plasma reducing station
approximate 70-mile radius. - The land to be prepared in case of em- director; John F. Donnelly, haspi- driver's license for business pur- ters, Mrs, William H. Pickett of Justin of East Saugatuck;
pickup will be carried out regard- for Holland to service Ottawa and
first center was establishedin ergency.Outmoded factories,old tal board chairman; Harold C. poses only by Circuit Judge Ray- Nunica and Mrs. William H. daughters, Mrs. Henry,
less of weather conditions,,the Allegan counties. Offer of the
Rochester, N. Y. The center at school buildings and resort hotels Klaasen, count) Red Cross disas- mond L. Smith this morning. Mc- Browne, Oak Park, 111.; a broth* boer of East Saugatuck,
chairmen said.
lodge to finance such an under- Wichita, JCans., the first in the were cited as potential dangers in
ter chairman; Temple, Horace T. Cormick was arrestedin Grand er, Charles D. Bloithe; and a sis- Fannie at home, Mr*. John
The drive Is being carried out taking met with general favor, and
midwest, provided 50Q pints of majpr emergencies.
Dekker and Don Lindenmuth of Haven Jan. 20, and paid $100 fine ter, Mrs Martha Hisgen, both of hoff of Hamilton.
,with the co-operation of the local brought a commendation from
whale blood in the Texas City’ diiOn suggest ior. of John F. Don- the Eagles lodge, and Sentinel rep- and 59.60 costs on a drunk driving
York state; ' also lour Denver, Colo.; and 1
Boy Scout office.
local physicians.
aster.
/
oally, president of Holland hospi- resentatives, v
charge. H£is a salesman.
ircpnewSt
$
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Numerals Awarded at

Back

Physicians

Annual GAA Breakfast

Blood Bank Idea

Child in 'Brown

Baby

of a blood- bank in this city, ac*

cording

Case’ to Remain With

De Witts

Twenty-first Street— Maple to
Washington Avenues.
Twenty-fifthStreet— Lawndale
Court to Columbia Avenue.
Twenty-sixth Street— Washington Avenue to State Street.
Twenty-eixth Street— Columbia
to Lincoln Avenues.
Central Avenue— 24th to 28th

Friend Tavern. A commit*,

Nelson H. Clark, teo of old and new manager* and
*.

1948. plans for establishinga blood

Street*.

bank

Eighteenth Street- Van Raalte.
to Harrison Avenues.
Twentieth Street — Central to
Michigan Avenue*.
Dock Street.

Program were Lou Baikett,ArGty hospital, lene Beekman, Joyce Setter and
as proposed by the Fraternal Mary Houtman.
Verna Van Zyl served a* toaatin the Holland

Order of Eagles of

this city,

were

miatreaa. Corsages were presented

discussed.

to Mrs. Joaeph Borgman, Jr.,
"It was unanimously resolved teacher of physical education, and
that Holland hospital is in nsed the outgoingofficers and managof such a Wood bank. It was felt er*. PresidentJoyce Setter rethat the medical care of patients sponded, Mias Elaine Ackerson,
in Holland and the surrounding accompanied by Jackie Boersma,
area will be greatly improved if •ang vocal solo*. Group singing
such a blood bank could be estab- waa led by Leon Moody, athletic

nine-page opinion, the

Supredie Court said that the trial
court came to the correct conclu-

sion and affirmed Judge Miles'
order denying the petition for
habeas corpus, filed by William C.

lished."

Brown and Esther Brown, and

director.

Favors were made by

dismissingthe writ. Defendants
will recover costs, the court ruled.

The child bom to Esther Brown
• jn a San Francisco hospital Nov.
28. 1944, wag turned over to the
De Witt* within a week alter its
birth. Five days after the child
was bom. Mrs. Brown signed a
Written statement in which she
waived all claims and rights to
the' baby and gave permission for
its adoption. Two days later after
Mbs. Brown left the hospital, both
she and her husband executed a
more formal document in which

Warm

Twenty-firstStreet — Michigan
to Pine Avenues.

old officers arranged the affair.
The announcement,says: ,,
Carryingout the theme "Sport*
"At the regular meating of the on Parade,"were Joan Houtman,
medical staff of Holland Qity hos- Joyce Kobe*, Joyce Ver Hey and
pital held Tuesday, February 17, Pat Van Lopik. la charge of tha

in Zeeland

*{ll*».

In a

to Dr.

spokesman. ,

A MichiganSupreme Court opinion ha* upheld the decisionof former Orcuit Judge Fred T. Miles
who ruled about two years ago
that the child in the publicized
"ferown Baby Case" will remain
It! custody of the foster parents,
Mr. and Mr. Richard De Witt of
Zfeland. A copy of the opinion
was released Monday by Judge
.

ceived:
Sixth Street— River to Columbia Avenue. .

Approximately90 Holland High
Members of the medical staff of •chod girl* participatedin the
Holland City hospital today an* Girl’a Athletic Associationhonor
Holland City hospital have an* breakfast Saturdaymorning In tha

Of Judge Miles

PC*

Allowed.

Street Committee presenteda
report in which they' recommend
to pave the following 12 streets
for which requests have been re-

Home Room

Officers

Serve Junior

High"

Betty

Radsek, Virginia Sager, Toni Van
Braght and Jackie Carter. In
charge of refreshments and reservation* were Barabara Weat-

New

Central Avenue

— Fourth

to

Fifth Streets.

Fourth Street— River

to Central

Avenues.

Referred to City Engineer for
plan*, specificationsand estimate
of cost.
Public Safety Commisaion presented an agreement between the
City and Officer* I. De Kraker
and D. Ende whereby these men.
Miia Gertrude Dozeman
will take over the duties of poundMr. and Mrs. Henry H. Doze- master at a cost of $1,200 a year.
man, route 1. Zeeland, announce
Approved.
the engagement of their daughter.
Lighting Committee recom-.
Gertrude, to Henvy Geerlings, son mendod a light for tlie 28th Street
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob H. Geer- and Van Raalte Avenue interseclings, route 1, Zeeland.
tion.

home room officer* are rate and Marilyn Van Hekken.
in charge at Holland Junior
Decoration* for the table* were
High school following election* at arranged by Lucille Van Domelen.
Mayor Ben Steffent presides at the regular meetDick Smallenburg. City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
the beginning of the second *emes- Nancy Sell, Cynthia Peirce, Chering of Common Council amid a display of rare
la at the left and City Attorney Peter S. Boter at
plant! grown In the city greenhousea by Park Supt.
ter.
governor. »ecretary, ri Cartland, Dorothy Moerdyke
right.
(DuSaar photo)
treasurer, senator and police offi- and Marlyn Vande Wege. Place
Adopted.
cers are listed in that order in the cards featuredsport* figures in
Communication* from Boards and
These are just some of the fac- various rooms.
black silhouette for the honor
tors which may hamper a squad
City Officer*
Room 1 — Jon Hamelink; Mil- guest*, and round white wooden
while traveling.Without a doubt,
Claims approved by following
dred Borgman. David Vande disc* with black figures in silhoumany of the coaches could name Vilsse, Kenneth John and Jack De
Boards were certified to Council
ette and white mums and daffomany additionalones.
they consented to the adoption of
for payment:
Bree; room 20 A— Ronald Bekiu*. dil* decoratedthe tables.
In City
the child.
Hospital Board ............
$14,493.88
Lois Ann Van Huis, Emily Vinitra,
Jackie Carter was announced a*
According to the opinion, it
Library Board ................
1,674.82
Commentingon the attitude of Shirley Victor and Maurice Witte- the new preaident, and Myra
appears that PlaintiffWilliam C.
Common Council chambers were
home sport fans, a Kalamazoo veen; room 21 A — Roger Essen- Saunders as secretary-treasurer.
Two cars were damaged and Park and Cemetery
Browii is not the father of the turned into a bower of loveliness
Board ............................ 1.964.42
paper recently reprinted an arti- burg, Alvin Viening, George PelAwards of numerals were made one occupant was injured in an
at home. Wisconsin, which played
child, it having been conceived
Board of Public Work* 72,713.33
cle which appearedin a Salt Lake grim. Vivian Visscherand Rich- by Mrs. Borgman to Che trie Cartthis week when Park Supt. Dick the first part of the season on its
accidentat 5:14 pm. Thursday Hospital Building ............8.022.29
while he was overseaswith the
City paper. The article said. "Sev- ard Schulz.
land, Nancy Sell. Cynthia Peirce,
H. Smallenburg exhibited his home court had exceptional sucarmed forces.
Allowed.
eral of the University of Utah
Room 22A — Glenn Essenburg, Lucille Van Domelen, Donna at Central Ave. and 19th St.
lb* trials,both Mr. and Mrs. choice azaleas and camellias rais- cess winning all but the Michi- basketeers have commented that Gonda Tern Brink. Elaine Kraal.
Board of Public Works reported
A
car
driven
by
Cornelius
VryBrinkman. Virginia Koning, Cathgan game.
BhowTi testified they were married ed in the city greenhouse*.
the poorest treatmentthey re- William Vandcnberg and Wilma erine De Koning, Pat Van Lopik, hof, 52. route 5, turned completely collectionof $45,502.35;City
But when the Badgers took to
Smallenburg who was present
in 1935 in Tia Juana, Mexico. Beceived on their recent jaunt East Houtman; Room 23A-4ack Tuin*- Cleone Van Langen, Jean De Pree. over, coming to rest on its wheels, Treasurer— $15,672.01.
cause they did not have a cer- at the regular meeting of Com- the highway or the rail, victories was at Kalamazoo in the game ma. David Duron, Donald Dama,
Accepted.
Marie Vander Sluis. Myra Saund- in a collision with one driven by
tificate of said marriage, and in mon Council, declined to lecture were harder in coming. On several
Clerk presented letter from the
Donna Johnson and Robert Caau- ers, Kay Yskea, Joan Houtman. Willard B. Elferdink. 47, ot 66
with Western Michigan."
order to facilitate the collection of on his hobby which it "raising occasions they were whipped deBoard of Public Works requesting
#
The
article
further said, "the we; room 20 — Luella Smeenge. Donna Van Dyke, Mary Anne De West 13th
Btowh’s insurance in case of his anything hard to raise" but in- cisively by the same squad* fans apparently wanted to win the Lee Mannel,. Nancy Dokter. BarMrs. Vryhof was taken to Hol- authority to purchase2 new cars
Weeae, Joyce Kobe*.
dfrath while in the armed forces, vited city fathers to visit the which had proved "cousins" at
land
hospital for treatment of a and trade in one of the present'
game
by any means. One specta- bara Beyer and Leonard Rowell
Also Mary Houtman. Lois Holtthey were remarried in San Fran- greenhouseswhere he would be home. Ohio State's sophomore
Room
22
.Herbert Pollock, geerta, Marguerite Williams, Gwen deep laceration below the left cars, at a net cost of $1,906.60for
tor
stopped
a
Utah
player
on
his
squad has had nearly all of its
cisco Oct. 9. 1942, and received a glad to tell them all.
Donald Beekman. Marcia Kraal. Kooiker, Joyce Setter, Louise Bas- knee. She also received bruises the 2 cars.
Raising rare plants and tropi- wins at home, whipping both Wis- way down the court with his overcertificate. The record shows that
Allowed.
coat. Other fans threw pennies at Donald Beekman. and Vernon kets Arlene Beekman, Margery to her left arm. and was discal fruits has been Smallenburg’sconsin and Michigan. Texas in
lit* 1935 Brown was married to
Clerk reportedthat notice had
Warren Mulder, Virginia Sager. Dorothy charged after treatment.
the
Redskins.
One
hit a player on Kortering; room 23
another woman who did not ob- hobby for many years. Coming to the Southwest conferencefared
The Elferdink car. travelingeast been given of the proposed vacatthe forehead just as he was mak- Plaggemars.Roge. Wiersma, Rob- Moerdyke, Maxine Mulder, Loi*
tain a divorce until November, this country from the Nether- well at home, but sufferedreing
a
shot
in
the
torrid
last min- ert Nykamp. Robert Walker and Elferdink, Margo Marcotte, Bar- on 19th St., was damaged on the ing of the alley between Twenty1936, one which did not become lands about 27 years ago, he was verses when it left its own field ute of play."
Donald Schutt; room 24 — Marilyn bara Bolhuis,Jackie Boersma, Mil front and right, and the Vryhof ninth and Thirtieth Streets runemployed as a private gardener house.
filial until Setember, 1938.
Westrate, Jack Kirchhoff, Carolyn dred Rooks, Barbara Westrate. (car. proceeding south on Central. ning from River Avenue east to
Such
actions
make
it
hard
on
Mrs Brown testifiedher preg- for 10 or 11 years before becom- Western Michigan of Kalama- the schedule-makers, the Kalama- Mills, Glennyce Kleis and John Dawn Diepenhorat, Carol Hel- wa> considerably damaged. Vry- 125 feet from Central Avenue and
nancy was the result of having ing an employe of the Park de- zoo is a prize example. In contests zoo sports writer commented.
Meyer.
mink, Betty
Cook. Mary Jo hof was given a summons for fail- branchingto Twenty-ninth and
•>een raped in Detroit, but the partment. In 1943 he was ap- with Beloit and Indiana State the
Thirtieth Street*; further that no
Room 25— Davis Bos. Helen Al- Geerlings. Joyce Knowles. Shir- ure to yield ‘he right of way.
pointed
Park
superintendent
by
Broncos suffered trimmings away
rather flippant manner in which
len. Jim Pollack. Tom De Pree and ley Plaggemars. and Donna Van
Another
accident Thursday noon objectionshad been filed and prethe described the occurrenceled Common Council and just a few from home, but were able to an- Former Spring Lake
Eugene Dykstra; room 26 — Ted Tubbergan.
at Ninth St. and Pine Ave. in- sented affidavitof publication of
the trial judge to discredit her months ago was named over-all nex victoriesat home. Beloit walBdsch. Gloria llungerink. Mary
volved a car driven by Herman De such notice.
Receiving
both
numerals
and
story on this point, the opinion superintendentof the Park and loped Western by 30 points on its Fireman Given Party
Yeomans. Tom Maentz and Junior chevron* were Barbara Lindeman. Boer. 27, route 1, Zeeland, and a
Alley vacated, all voting Aye.
Cemetery departments.
home hardwood.
aays in part.
Tubergan; room 27— James Har- Verna Van Zyl, Gloria Dykhui*. IJ-ton truck driven by Peter Van
Motions and Resolution*
"It isn’t hard to raise rare
Grand Haven. Feb. 26 (Special)
•Mrs. Brown* attendingphysirington, Doris Vandeh Berg, Dale Toni Van Bragt, Betty Radsek. Hesteren. 40. of 271 West 15th St.
Clerk reported that the canvass
plants. You just have to know
cian in San Francisco testified he
Now about some of the factors — Menno Klouw, who moved to Bekkpr, ^uth Bosch and Lloyd Jackie Carter and Marilyn Van The front end of the car and the of the vote cast at the Non-Partiurged the Brown* to keep the what they need. Sometimes they which may or may not affect a Holland with his family about the Bakker.
right rear of the truck were san Primary Election held on
Hekken.
need water, sometimes they
child, but Mrs. Brown said her
Room 29— Mary Ann Peerbolt,
team who ntraveling.In the first first of tlie year, was honored
damaged De Boer, charged with Monday’s February 16, 1948, could
should dry out. other times they
husband had told her she must
place when a team travels, its en- guest at a gathering at the Vil- Mary Ellen Carter. Rogert De
failure to control his car. paid be handled at this time instead of
need some chemical treatment or
'choose between him and the baby,
Neff. Judith Koning ‘ and Mark
fine and costs of $3 in Municipal on Thursday, as provided by our
sunshineor shade,” Smallenburg tire daily routine is disrupted. lage Inn in Spring Lake Thursand that she preferredto keep said.
Meals are not alway s on schedule, day night. He moved to Holland Mulder; room* 30— Shirley Brisbln,
Cout.
Charter, if there were no objecher husband.
tions. There being no objections,
(From Monday'* Sentinel)
Smallenburg often speaks of traveling leave* cramps in leg.-* after retiring from the Spring Lucille Van Domelen. Dorothy
Hte physician told a nurse, an
Rooks.
Marietta
Elgersma
and
and
a
general
tired
feeling
on
Mrs.
Charles
Sligh.
Jr..
It was moved by Aldermen
Lake
fire
department
which
he
“talking to plants" and the exanaesthetist at the hospital that
Paul Klomparens: room 31
Beechlawn, left Saturday for a
Dalman. 2nd by Van Tatenhove,
pression is not a bit out of place many occasions. No matter how served for 25 years. Hi® former
there would be a baby available
Louise Kleis. Phyllis Keane/ Ed Florida vacation. Mr. Sligh will
that a committee be appointed for
to
when Smallenburg says it. A yel- hard a coach may try to keep associates and friends presented
for adoptionand the nurse telethe
normal
schedule,
it is still dif- him a gold retiredfiremen s badge Plaggemars,Merle Overway, Dick join her later at Cypress Gardens,
this purpose.
low edge on a leaf tells him the
gifrphed her sister, Mrs. De Witt
Crawford.
Winterhaven,Fla.
Mayor appointedas auch com-,
plapt needs a certain chemical ficult in mast instances. Players inscribed with his name. Chief
Alter several long distance conRoom 32 — Anil Harper. Jack
Births at Holland hospital this
mittee: Aldermen Nienhuis,Van
treatment, or a certain droop of are likely to be a bit draggy— at Edward Koster made the presentvariations and telegrams, the De
daughter.
Tatenhove and Dalman.
the foliage will tell him some- least they usually are not in top ation. Ex-chief Fred Bottema.who Bolhuis, Norma Van De Luyster, week-end include
Witt* went to San Francisco, thing else.
shape. On a two-day trip or long- served the department 50 years, Garry Visscher. Doreen Brower; Rosemary, on Friday to Mr. and
After a short recess,committee
were given custody of the child His azaleas and camellias, now er. performers don't get enough pinned the badge in place.
room 33— Grace Moeke, Bette Mrs. Edward Plasman. Jr.. 191 Ed Nyland, 36. route 6. paid reported it had made such canvass
and returned at once to Michi in full bloom, are his particular rest and the constant "hanging Remarks were made by Village Klomparens, Myra Brower. Elean- West 20th St.; a daughter. Jane fine and costs of $28.90 after and submitted a tabular statement
gan.
or Slagh and Franklin Bronson; Ann. on Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. pleading guilty before Municipal of such vote, and
pride, and his many plants and around" is especiallyharmful.
President Claude Vo*s and GerThe nurse had been instructed trees are loaded with buds and Then there is the matter of ritt Bottema, Spring Lake town- room 3-1— Clinton Nichols, Donna Gerald Petroelje, route 1; a son, Judge Corneliusvander Meulen
On motion of Aldermen N'ienby the De Witts to ascertain the blossoms. His larger azaleas are playing floors,concerningactual ship supervisor. A movie, "Ex- Borr. Marilyn Kraai, Sandra Leon Alfred. Jr., on Saturday to Friday to a charge of furnishing huis. 2nd by Harrington.
health of the child and if its back- 15 to 18 years old. He said the sizes and a obstacle which may be
RESOLVED, that the report of
penences of the Grey Wolf," was Bosch, and FranklinKlomparens. Mr. and Mr*. Leon Kraai, 570 liquor to a minor.
ground was satisfactory to "hire plants are sterile and must be de- found in a foreign gym. It is no shown by William Kraak of ZeeRoom 35— Merwyn Van Door- Crescent Drive;
The alleged offense involving the votes cast for the several
daughter.
the best attorney you can get and veloped through slips and graft- secret that players become ac- land.
nik, Judy Ryma, John Klaasen Maryellen. on Saturday to Mr. and t-le of beer to a 19-year-oldyouth City and Ward offices be and i*
get everything exactly the way it ing. One large plant has pure customed to a certain type of
Members of the Village coun- Ann Appledorn. and Earl Welling; Mrs. LaVerne Koning. 198 East occurred Jan. 28. Nyland was ar- hereby adopted, and that the sevshould be." The nurse consulted a white blossoms and others have floor. Things seem to be second
room 37— Douglas Elenbaai, Paul 35th St.; a son, on Saturday to rested by city police.
eral persons who have received a
cil, Spring Lake Township board
Superior Court judge in San varying shades of pink.
Others paying fines in Muni- majority'of the votes cast for the
nature and almost mechanicalon and firemen attended the banquet Droozer. Roger Brower, Betty Mr. and Mr*. Ronald Thomas,
Francisco who prepared docuHis interest in tropical fruits the favorite court, but the same and social gathering which follow- Sehepers and Dan Hazebrook; route 4; a son. Bruce Kendall, on cipal Court were Robert Blair. 26, respective offices for which they
ments later signed by the Browns. takes in oranges, lemons, avocado things on a foreign court come ed.
room 38 — Orville Tien, Deloris Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Muskegon, speeding, S3; Willard were candidates, be and hereby
The opinion also revealed that or alligator pears, jomegranates. slower and after some thought. Chief Raster reported 46 fires Visch, Sally Lievense, Donna Beltman. 152J East 16th St; a Elferdink.47. of 66 West 13th St., are declared ELECTED to such
the neighborhood in which the bananas, papayas, monestera,and Especially a fast breaking team during 1947, with a total damage Bouwman and Duane Carlson; daughter, Nancy Margaret, on no operator’s license on person, officesas follows:
room 39— Tom Hopper. Jim Buip, Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Marion $1; Clarence Oosting, route 5. and
Bfowns had been living is an un- grapefruit. His large size lemons Ls hard hit by these .so-called of $10,280.
Mayor— Ben Steffens.2 years.
desirable one in which to bring up generally have been most success- hazards. A player will not go full
Barbara Klomparens and Sara Jo
Ben Weller, Holland, parking, City Treasurer— H. J. Beck*The Spring Lake department Kloinheksel. (No police officer.) Hall. 65 East Ninth St.
a child, but the Browns asserted ful. single lemons sometimes speed if he isn't absolutely sure
Sunday birth* at the hospital both $1.
fort, 2 years.
has 10 volunteerfiremen, inthey had been unable to obtain a weighing two pounds
of himself.
include
a son, Robert Allan, to
Supervisor — John Galien, 2
cluding the chief. Harold Vander
better place because of the housMr. and Mrs. Albert Van Dyke,
In some gyms the out of bounds Kolk is the new member.
Bridal Shower Given for
years.
ing shortage. Brown is manager
465 West 20th St; a son, Wayne
lines are adjoining the spectators, The department was organized
Board of Public Works Memof a furniture store in San FranLaVerne, to Mr. and Mrs. Howwhile in other places, there is in 1929 with 15 men as volun- Miss Clarissa Breaker
ber— Randall C. Bosch. 5 years.
cis^. '
ard Wiersma, route 2; a daughconsiderableroom in between. teers. Prior to its organization
Alderman 1st Ward — Harry
A bridal shower was given ter, Barbara Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.
In recent years and in this basHolland. Mich.. Feb. 18. 1948.
Distance under the basket varies Fred Bottema was the chief and
Harrington. 2 years.
Thursday night for Miss Clarissa Gordon Ryzenga, route 5.
ketball season particularly there
The
Common
Council
met
in
in different places. Also there is depended upon neighbors and volAlderman 2nd Ward— Earl RaBreuker at the home of Mr*.
has been growing concern over
J. B. Van Faaaen of Ft. Peck, regular session and was called to
the matter of backboards—some unteers to assist in extinguishing
gains, 2 years.
James Overbeek,Hamilton. Game* Mont., visited at the home of his order by the Mayor.
the ability of quintets to play
Alderman 3rd Ward— Bernard
The monthly hymn sing of the much better ball at home than on are fan shaped, others are wood fires. After using a hose cart and were in charge of Misa Gladys parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van
Present: Mayor Steffens, Aldand still others are glass. In order ladder wagon, which had to be
De
Pree, 2 years.
NoordeloosChristian Reformed the road. Of course, this is never
Overbeek with prize* awarded to Faasen, 376 College Ave., after ermen Harrington. Nienhuis, Van
Alderman 5th Ward— John H.
church will be held March 7 In- going to change— teams are al- to become accustomed to the sizes pulled by hand or horses, the vil- Miss Antoinette Overbeek, Mrs. attending a conference at the Tatenhove,De Pree. Slagh. GaVan Dyke. 2 years.
stead of Feb. 29. The Hudaonville ways going to do better on their and shapes, one needs more prac- lage bought its first fire truck Ben Overbeek and Mra. James A.
Chief of Engineer’s office.Wash- lien, Beltman, Holwerda, Van
tice then the 10 or 15 minute in 1929. In 1938 the township
And that the following persons
quartet will be guests.
Overbeek.
A
two-course
lunch
waa
home court. But this season it
ington, D. C. He L a civil engineer Dyke, Mecngs, and Dalman; City
having received a sufficientnumThe Rev. W. Vander Hoven has seems as if the "road” jinx is warm-up period. One player re- bought a fire truck for township served.
and civilian employe of the Army Engineer Zuidoma, City Attorney ber of votes cast for the office
declined the call to Nahaschitty, much more operative, not only lo- marked recently after experienc- protecUon and the Spring Lake
Attending were the Mesdames corps of engineers at Ft. Peck Boter, and the Clerk.
ing difficultywith a fan shaped Fire department wa® asked to opnamed are hereby NOMINATED
Mexico, extended to him by cally but nationally as well
John H. Overbeek. James A. Over- dam.
Devotionsled by Alderman De
backboard. “I have even begun to erate the township truck. The deto such respective office to be
the Sixteenth Street Christian Rebeek, Henry Balder, Jerry OverBefore going into some of the
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Boter, South Pree.
doubt if the size of the hoop was partment serves the village and
voted for at the Annual City Elecformed church, Holland.
beek, Julian Oetman, Gordon Oet- Shore Dr., have returned from
factors which may cause the jinx,
Minutes road and approved.
the
same.
That
backboard
looked
township.
tion to be held on Monday, April
The Rev. and Mrs. W. Vanfler it might be well to point out some
man, John Overbeek, Henry Ov- Phoenix.Ariz., where they visitPetitions and Accounts
5, 1948. as follows:
Hoven announce the birth of a son cases to show that many of the like a speck in comparisonto the
erbeek, George Oetman, Ben Ov- ed their daughter, Misa Margaret
Clerk presented a resolution
Alderman— 4th Ward— Fred GaFriday morning at Zeeland hos- nations' quintets could be termed wide wooden boards on our court". Local Quartet Makes
erbeek, Justin Bultman, Julius Boter. They were gone five whereby the City of Holland
These things may seem to be
lien. Anthony Peerbolt.
pital. ;
Balder and Henry Breuker; also week*.
"homers."
would be reimbursedby the Mich
trifle* to spectators,but to a Finals in Contest
Alderman
Ward — Ed.
The young people recently enthe Misses AntoinetteOverbeek,
First of all the situation localMr.' and Mra. L. D. McMUlin igan Planning Commission to the
smooth
working
cage
machine,
Prins, Peter Kromann.
joyed a aleighride.Later games ly. Holland teams have lost just
Dorothy and Arlene Overbeek, and children, David and Robyn. | extent of $8,000.00 to cover parwere played and refreshments 5 games in the Armory' court this these same factors mean the dif- The Tulip City Four, popular Gladys and Juliana Overbeek,the spent the week-end with relatives . tial cost of the plans and specif- Adopted all voting Aye.
Alderman Harringtoncalled
served at the home of Mr. and year, but have bowed 11 times on ference between losing and win- local quartet, reached the finals hostess and the guest of honor.
in Jackson and Ann Arbor.
fication* for the new Hospital
ning ball games.
in the divisionalcontest sponsored
attention to the poor condition of'
Mrs. John Weencr.
the road. Hope hasn’t lost a game
Andrew Plantinga,276 West Addition.
West Eighth Street.
by SPEBSQSA in Kalamazoo SatMrs. John Diepenhorstwho is on tlie local court, Christian one
16th St., left Sunday night for
Adopted.
confined to her home with rheu- and Holland High four.
Of course there is the mental urday. The quartet was one of 15 Holland City Hospital
New York City. He will leave Loyal Me Millan of the Boy City Engineer requested to prematism, i* improving.
Tuesday on the S. S. New Am- Scout Organizationintroduced pare estimate for resurfacing It.
In Hope's case, the Dutchmen attitude of players also. A home in the finals, the Antlers from Refutes Hackley Claims
Adjourned.
Flint being named the winner.
Thp Rev. Peter Dekker who is have lost three games on the road
sterdam
for the Netherlands where Bill Fortney,one of the scouts,
town, partisan crowd -definitely The Sandman of Holland also
C. Grevengoed,Gty Clerk.
leaving soon for mission work in to Albion. Alma and Kalamazoo.
Holland
City
hospital
today he will visit relatives. He will be who preiented Council with a redoes things to spur an aggrega- took part in the contest.
Africa was guest preacher at They whipped two of these teams
snorted
at
Hackley . hospital's gone about two months.
sume
of
the
work
being
done
localtion. With 2,000 fans yelling fori
Personnel of the quartet is claim of first in Michigan to reNoordeloos Sunday.
The Rev. Floyd E. George of ly by the Scouts.
decisively in the Armory. Hol- you or against you 'makes a tre-|
John Swieringa,Jack Essenburg, duce the work week for nurses to Brooklyn, N.Y., who i* in the city
Mr. and Mrs. Haney Alofs, land Christian had little trouble
Acceptedand filed.
mendous difference to the play- Henry Driesengaand Art Grevenworkers In Africa, have returned with Grand Rapids Christian and
40 hours.
for a series of meeting* at First
Park Superintendent Smalleners even though some claim they! goed.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
hame and were recent guests at Kalamazoo St. Augustineat home,
"Why they aren’t even firat In Methodist church, will address the burg who had arranged a display
are not conscious of the spectaPhdnt SMI
Noordeloos.
western Michigan,"a spokesman Lions club Tuesday noon in the of flower* grown in our City 29 East 9th
but lost return games on foreign tors. A home team is usually
The young people of Noordeloos, courts. They were whipped by
GllbartVandar Water, Mgr.
told
The
Sentinel
staff.
"We
in- Warm Friend Tavern. The Rev.
Greenhouse,explained the growth
"keyed up" to a greater extent Mils Lucille
Crisp, North Holland and Pine Fremont both at home and on the
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
stituted a 40-hour week last Sep- Elbert T. Tindley, tenor, will sing. and care required,and was thankthen
an
invader— an item which
Creek, enjoyed a skating party at
Dies of Heart Ailment
tember. And we believe Detroit The. Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaiter ed by the Mayor for the work in
rpad. Holland High upset* the sometimes means a lot.
Shore.
hospital* have had the plan for ha* arranged the program.
trend somewhat by edging Lanarranging the display and his
Also officiatingdiffers in some
Lucille Fursnian, about 50. of 78 more than a year."
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Ho- sing Sexton at Lansing, but losing
Word wai received in Holland work as Superintendent.
localities.Although not partial,
E.
Ninth'
St.,
died
Friday
at
4:45
of Chicago are viaiting at the In the Armory. In its other losses,
•Hackley’* claim* were circulat- of the birth of a daughter to Mr.
Clerk presented letter f^om
officialssometime* see the play
p.m. of a heart ailment. She had ed by United Press telegraph ser- and Mrs. Hugh DePree
of Rev, and Mra. William the Hollanders were oonsiiteritin
St. the MichiganBell TelephoneComdifferently in foreign areas. For been ill for two .week*. She was
r Hoven for a few dayi.
4
Mary’s hoapitil,Milwaukee, Wis„ pany requesting permission to lay
loaing both places.
example, a player may have some a daughter of the late Mr. and
Bernard Lenunen and family
But .Holland agrees with Hack- Thuraday. Mr and . Mr; James
Underground conduit in ‘certain
peculiarquirk or movement before
to Holland last week.
U»king at the situation na- shooting which to some referees Mrs. Frederick F. Fursman. Her ley the shorter work week is a DePree, the paternal grandpar- curbs and streets.
father, who' died several 'yean good idea.
ents, are in Milwaukee and Mrs.
tionally, it wouldn'tbe necessary may be an infraction while to
Referred to City Engineer and
ago, was an artist in Saugatuck. "It ha* helped us materially to DePree plans to remain for sevit 5,000 Americans bison reto go farther than the Big Nine others it is not. This player may
Street Committee with power to
For the last four years Miss Furs- staff our hospital with nurses," eral day*.
in the U.S. and Alaska, acdial
to get confirmingfigures. Michi- become upset about the infracact.
man had been employed at Bohn the spokesman,said. •
to an estimate of the bu- gan i* the only team which seenv
Mrs.
Howard
Maedel
and
son,
Report®
of
Standing
Committees
tion and lose all technique. An of- Aluminum Corp.
biological survey.
Jack, of Detroit, who were visitto upset the dope. The Wolver- ficial accustomedto a player's
Claims and Account* CommitSurvivingare an uncle, W. H.
Norway was tha first European ing in the home of her parents, tee reported having examlnied
ine* have whipped both Wisconsin style of play may not call the in*’
Fursman of Enninence,Mo., who country to grant suffrage to wo- Mr. and* Mrs. Neil Bergen, West
Franklin invented M- and Illinois on the road. However
claims in the sum of $39,160.86,
fraction, because he is familiar will arrive here Monday, and an
men, permitting local voting in 24th St, have returned to their and recommended payment therethe Wolves ^ave also done well with the quirk.
aunt in Washington. ,
1901 and national voting in 1907. home.
of.
now
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Pullman
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
The Pullman Odd Fellow* have
almost completed the remodeling
on their hall in Pullman.
The Pullman Rehekah ledge will
have a party tonight at the IOOF

Michigan's204,000 colonies of

hall.

The Pullman PTA

weather of laat summer s Mason,

Many Others Appear

produced 7,140,000 pounds
honey. This, acoording to Don

In Municipal Court

a

of

Tueaday

P.

Department of Agriculture, is 29
per cent above the small crop of

David Perry, about 45, of Muskegon, waived examinationwhen
he was arraigned on a grand larceny charge Tuesday before Municipal Judge Cornelius vander Meulen, and was bound over to Circuit
Court to appear tentativelyat

1946.

1

Up

1:30 p.m. Friday.

Perry, who was arrested in
Muskegon after allegedlyattempting to steal $131 in cash, plus some
checks, from Progressive Oil Co.

in

Holland, previously

had

de-

manded examinationwhich was
set for Feb. 17. On that date, the
hearing was adjourned to this
week when Perry reconsidered and
decided to waive examination.
He was specifically charged
with larceny exceeding $50 from
Don Burrows, proprietor of Progressive Oil Co. Bond of $1,000
was continued. Perry is in custody
of William Lindsey, parole officer.
Raymond Wemus, 23. Allegan,
pleaded guilty to a petty larceny charge Tuesday and. unable to pay $10 to his landlady
plus $10.30 costs, he was remanded
to Ottawa county jail for 30 days.
Wemus was charged with theft of
a man s suit from another room in
the rooming house where he had
been staying while in Holland.
A bond of $100 was estreated in
Municipal Court today after James
M. McCalmon of Pittsburgh. Pa.,
failed to appear following his arrest on a charge of operating a
truck without a Michigan Public
Service commission permit. He
was arrested Feb. 10.
Cyriel Strobbe. bl, of 213 West
14th St., paid fine of $1.10 and
costs of $3.90 when he pleaded
guilty Tuesday before Municipal
Judge vander Meulen to a drunk
and disorderly count. Strobbe was
arrested Saturday and was released on a $20 bond.
John Botsis, 46, of 122 East 15th
St., paid fine and costs of $13.90
when he appeared in Municipal

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Scholten
(Van Putten photo!

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Scholten hanna Beld. They have lived in
will celebrate their 52nd wedding this vicinity since coming to Amanniversaryon Friday at their erica 44 years ago. Mr. Scholten
is 77 and Mrs. Scolten is 70. He is
home, 271 West 14th St., when a retired farmer.
they will hold open house to their
They have five children, Mrs.
relativesand friends from 2 to 5 Arthur Visser, John Scholten,
and 7 to 9 p.m.
Mrs. Lee De Pree and Mrs. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Scholtenwere Scholten. all of Holland, and Edmarried at Graatschap, Bentheim, ward Scholten of Grandville.They
Germany. She was the former Jo- also have 15 grandchildren.

.*

Last year's honey supply again
makes this natural sweet available to the public and all grocery
stores, with prices 25 per cent to
35 per cent leas than a year ago.
Michigan’s beekeepersare very
much concernedas to possibleeffects this severe winter may have
on the bee population. Miny producers hsve already expressed
themselvesas being fearful that
there may be a repetitionof the
heavy winter lose experiencedin
the winters of 1919 and 1936,
when the bee population loss ranged from 25 to 75 per cent. Barrett reports sub-zero temperatures
such as have been experienced so
Mr. and Mr*. George H. Var Hoef
far this winter, are very hard on
Miss E 1 s 1 n e Pommerening. of the groom. Mrs W. Pommeroutdoor-winteredbees, especially daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Pom- ening. sister-in-lawof the bride,
If the apiaries are not protected merening.722 Michigan Ave., and attended She wore a gray pinby windbreakersand the colonies George H. Ver Hoef. son of Mr. stripe suit with a white satin
have not been insulated by a rea- and Mrs G. Ver Hoef. 738 Wash- blouse.
sonable amount of packing mater- ington Ave., were married FriW. Pommereningassisted the
ial.
day at the home of the bride groom as best man.
The Rev. C. M. Beerthuls road The wedding supper, served to
the double ring service at 7:30 35 guests, featured a four-tier wedp.m.
ding cake which was cut by the
Miss Donna .Speet.soloist, sang bride and groom. J. Emmick show(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Because" and "When I’m With ed moving pictures during the reA brief funeral service was You."
She was accompanied by ception.
held last Thursday afternoonat
the bride's father.
Mr. and Mrs. ’Ver Hoef left on
the local Ten Brink Funeral home
The
bride wore an Edmoor a short wedding trip.
for the infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Jcostberns. who died a beige suit with brown accessories A pro-nuptialshower was given
and print blouse.
rhinestone for tlie bride by Mrs. G. Ver Hoef
few hours after birth at Holland
necklace and bracelet was a gift at her home.
hospital on Tuesday. Besides the

Hamilton

A

parents, a slater, Georgianna, survives. The Rev. Pfcter J. Muysken« officiatedat the service and
burial was made in the Rivarside
cemetery.
The local school basketball
team lost a game to Zeeland Junior High team on Tuesday of last
week. On Friday the pupils of Mr.
the bride-elect. A two-course lunch Mulder's room were dismissed
was served by the hostesses, as- while their instructor attended
sisted by Mrs. George Louwima an educational meeting.
Burial rites for Frank Cobb of
and Miss Joan Prins.

Distinguished Quartet

Heard

Hope Chapel

in

What may well be

considered
the highlight of the season in the
way of musical entertainment was

will sponsor

talent play at the school
night.

Norman Warning,

Barrett, state apiarist, Michigan

On Diversified Cases

home

son of Mr.
and Mra. Peter Warning of Pullman submitted to an appendectomy in a Chicago hospital. He
also will submit to a tonsillectomy.
Two car loads from the Pullman Farm Unions attended the
meeting at Lansing Saturday to
form a progressive ticket.
Ida Olsen, Evangelist of Portland, Ore., will begin a revival
meeting at the Pullman Christian church Sunday night at 7:45
p.m. Every night except Monday
and Saturday Bible slide* and illustrated sermon* will be featured.

Mr*. Henry Pyper and Infant
daughter, Angeline Marie, were
brought to their home west of
Bravo Thursday from the Douglas hospital.
Mr. and Mra. William Wesbery
entertainedMr. and Mr*. Paul
Lower at a dinner Friday. The
Lower* left the next day for Tryon. N. C.
Mrs. Mra. Jessie Wesbery.Mra
Maud Wesbery of Pullman and
Shirley Henrich of Chicago were
guests of Mrs. Donald Hoyt Saturday. Bridge was played. Shirley Henrich is a friend of Mra.
Hoyt and spent the week-end with

KmaoiansHear

WHIG

Holland Klwaniana were introduced to the mysteries of commercial radio at a program produced
by Willard Wichera and MillaiJ
Wcstrate Monday night at the
Warm Friend Tavern.
Weatrate traced the devtfep.
ment of the company that none
own* WHTC and said the firm
expects to go on the air a* quickly a* a building can be eeednl
to house the studio and transmitting apparatus.The transmitter
tower, 165 feet high will be placed

as soon as the weather permltl.

Westvate As loused
the station.

Wichers traced developmentet
the radio induatry beginning with
1909 when Enrico Caruso’# vciot
was first broadcast by Lee Da
Forrest. He then staged a modi
"man on the street" program with
several Klwaniana as "victimi."
This was played back from a wire
recording.
President Tony Laat took
charge of the meeting. Dr. O.
Mehl of Ann Arbor was a visiting
Kiwanian.Mrs. C. E. Young played several piano selections,

C

Prizei

in their minds, the
college Dutchmen will hit

io

Five members of the Hbllaiii
Rifle club were awarded pritea in
the novelty ihoot held on tha
range last week.

her.

The American Legion auxiliary In a final shoot-off, Fred HandNo. 273. of Pullman, met at the werg won first prize. Jarvis Tar
home of Mra. Claud Coppock of Haar second, and Gerrit Da WiH ,
Pullman Thursday night. After took third honors. Fourth and
the heeling games where played fifth places went to Keith Paa acid
after which the hostess served a Frank Smit.
The prizes were donated by Aka
lunch.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burrows Vandenberg, Jake Meurer, Hetof Pullman observed their 51st man Prins and Joe De Vries. Rifii
score* listed are:
wedding anniversary Friday.
Clam
. 1
The Pullman IOOF lodge will
Bart Mukier, 189; Tom Smith,
confer the iniatorydegree on
their new candidate Thursday 187; Dean Miller. 187; John
Weenum, 174; Glen Bonnette, 173;
night.
Louis Elzinga,171; Dele Dunfortune Thursday as If has in the
newin, 171; Gil Van Noord, 1*8;
past, the locals should tie favored Mrs. Peter Smith Feted
Roger Knoll, 166; Clair JMep,
to beat the Scots on that basis
On Birthday Anniversary 158; John Van Til. 158; Uliilg
alone.
Holt, 154; Bob Gitchel, 153; Joe
Alma will come to Holland with
a well-balanced club which was Mr*. Peter J. Smith of North De Kraker, 141; Henry Bol, 138;
pushed from the league lead by Holland was honored at a birth- jerry McFall. 118.
Cl a** B
Albion Monday night when the day party recently, given at the
Gordon De Waard, 189; Jtfca
Britons edged the Hornets from home of her daughter, Mrs. Jack
Meurer, 188; Don Poatma, H7{
Kazoo. The Alma offensive attack Jongekrijg.
During the party the honored John Kleis, 185; Howard WorkIs built around two high scoring
guards who shoot from the back guest received a long distance ing, 182; Glenn De Waard, Tltj
telephone call from another Gerrit De Witt, 175; Fred Handline.
daughter,
Mrs. Peter H. Nienhuis, werg. 173; Abe Vanderberg, 181
Coach Milton "Bud" Hinga was
Class C
well pleased with the road trip the of Miami. Fla.
Those
attending
wore
Mra.
PetRussel
Kleis,
196; Tony BouwDutch took last week when they
beat the tw'o bottom teams in the er Van Sweden and Mrs. E. T. man, 191 ; Joe De Vries, 190; Walleague. Hillsdale and Adrian. The Van Wieren from Grand Rapids. ly De Waaid, 189; Al De Vrim,
reserve strength in Harv Buter Mra. R. J. Kamper and Mrs. Wil- 188; Louis Van Ingen, 186; Frank
and "Shorty" Van Dyke has im- lard Smith of Spring Lake and Smit, 183; Henry Kleeves, 179.
Mra. Jack Jongekrijg. Mrs. Henry
proved in the last few games and
Smith, Mra. John Smith and Mra.
First automobilerace was xw
will undoubtedlygive Hinga reafrom Paris to Rouen In 1894.
son for some optimism Thursday. Floyd Kraal.

the hardwood against the Alma
Scots Thursday night in the Holpresented by the Troubadours
land Armory. The contest will be
quartet in Hope Memorial chapel
the last MIAA tilt.of the season
Tuesday night. This unusual and
Other guests present were the Otsego were held Wednesday for the locals and their last chance
Court today on a drunk charge. He outstandingmusical organization Misses Alma Bosch, Jennie Bosch, afternoonat the local Riverside to snatch a tie for second place.
was arrested Tuesday night by is composed of four distinguished Susan Brower. Shirley Lubbers, cemetery, followingfuneral serAlma eked out a one point vicartistsand an accompanistof no
tity police.
Mae Naber, Kay Petroelje, An- vice* at the Marshall Funeral tory over the Dutch at Alma sevRaymond Lee Rabbe, 20. and mean ability.
eral weeks ago in the last contest
geline Van Dyke, Clarene Bak- home in Pltinwell.
Under the directionof John De
Frederick W. Sauder, 20*. both livMr. and Mrs. Nick Wierda of of Hope's "lost week-end" when
ker, and the Mesdames Norman
ing at 104 West 17th St., pleaded Merchant, baritone,who sings Walters,Herman Becksford, Jul- Holland were guest* of Mrs. Hat- they were beaten by the Britons
guilty today to disorderly charges with the group, are Suzanne Stem
from Albion and the Scots. Alma
ius Becksvoort,Howard Dieperi- tie Timmer last Sunday.
involving breaking bottles on celebratedmezzo-sopranoof the horst, Nel&on De Fouw, Jerold
The Senior Christian Endeavor remains as the only team on the
pavement. They will appear later Chicago and San Francisco Opera Tucker. Gordon Slenk. Arnold service on Sunday afternoonwas Hope schedule that has beaten the
for disposition of their cases. companies. Hilda Morse, gifted Genzink, and John Gruppen.
in charge of Milton Boerigter and locals and has not been whipped in
Rabbes home town is Cincinnati and versatilesoprano, and the rePaul Slotman, featuring the topic, the return engagement.
markable young French Canadian
and Sauder is from Muskegon.
The Hollandersworked out at
"Jesus Christ is Lord of All.” The
Other fines were paid by James tenor, Leopold Simoneau. Ray- Local Color Camera Club Junior High, group considered the the Armory Tuesday afternoon
Rabbers. 19. route 5, speeding. $7; mond Taylor is the accompanist.
topic, "Sharing as a Christian." and the squad appears to be in
The quartet opened the pro- Has February Meeting
Donald R. Evers. 20. of 69 West
with Myron Hoffman and Alvin good shape. Don Mulder, sparkNinth St., assured clear distance, gram with the Beethoven "The
plug of the locals, injured his leg
The Holland Color Camera club Rankens ts leaders
12;
Heavens Are Telling." and "DaThe "Tulip City Four" of Hol- in the Hillsdale tilt Friday, but Buter scorod 10 points at Hillsdale
met
Tuesday
night
in
the
PennaHarry F. Covington. 30. route 4. vid's Lamentation, '' by Billings.
land were guest singers at the seems to he improvingand should Friday and 15 at Adrian Saturspeeding. S4; John Van Dyke. 56. Following were selections from Sas studio. Peter Weller was an- evening serviceof the local church be ready for action against Alms day. txHli in reserve roles, Van
nounced
as
a
new
club
member.
of 84 West 19th St., improper the well-known operas sung in
Winners in the colored slide on Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit The Dutchmen ha\e yet to he Dyke completely dominated the
turn. $3; Jack Pommerening. 23. solo and duet form, including
contest
were Bruno Lundgreen, Welters from the Bentheim Re- beaten on the local floor where backboards at Adrian Saturday
route 4. speeding. $5; Cecil Terp- Figaro's " Largo al Factotum."by
formed church and Mr. and Mrs. they seem to play their best hall. and enabled the Dutch fast break
Mr. De Merchant,a duet from "II sunset slide, first; Art Sas, land- Harvey Sprick and daughter San- If the local court holds the same to get a quick start.
atra, 27. route 2. red light. $3.
scape,
second;
Lundgreen,
sunset,
Parking costs of $1 each were Trovatorc." by Miss Sten and Mr.
dra Lyn from Bethel church of
paid by Henry Driesenga. 53. of Simoneau. a duet from "Don third; Conrad Lohmann, sunset, Holland have been received as
J. Stcigenga of Grand Rapids
fourth.
The
winning
slide
will
be
349 Maple Ave.; ClarenceKamp- Giovanni,” by Miss Morse and Mr.
member* by transfer of letters.
visited Mrs. Manley Stegeman rehuis. 18. route 2; George LaChaine De Merchant, "Serenade Fran- enlarged and placed on display at
Mrs J. H. Folkert and daughcently.
Du
Saar's.
35. of 232J Pine Ave.; Anna Mae caise " Leoncavallo,by Mr. Siters of Overisel were Sunday visi(From Wednesday’* Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey spent
Adler, of 267 West 19th St.; Peter moneau. the famous "Habanera.''
tors in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Herman
B«etten
is
con- Sunday evemnug with their chilWeller. 58. of 111 East 24th St.; from "Carmen" by Miss Sten, who
Richard Brower.
fined to her home because of a dren. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Poskey
Arthur Becksvoort,17, route 6; considers that her favorite role,
Bernard De Vries has been con- blood clot n her leg.
and Roger at Wyoming Park.
Ray Overway, 36, of 268 East and the beloved "Quartet from
fined to Holland hospital with
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen atMr. and Mrs. Donald Vruggink
Ninth St.
Rigoletto."
The local Reformed congrega- pleurisy and is recovering satis- tended funeral service* last Wed- and daughters who have been
In a different vein, the second
factorily.
nesday afternoon for tWir uncle. making their home with Mr. and
half of the program was modern tion was glad to hear that their
Lloyd Folkert, young soi of Lew- Vander Molen which were Mrs. N. Jansen at Jenison for the
in character. The quartet sang pastor, the Rev. I. Van WestenMr.' and Mrs. Jerrold Folkert susMr. De Merchant's "American berg, declined his call from the tained a head injury, rendering held at the Sullivan Funeral home last seven months moved into
CITY LEAGUE
in Grand Rapids.
their new home here Monday.
Saga." based on folk themes,
him uncnscious for several hours,
Baker Furniture 3 (hdep. 9). with great success. Two selections Ottawa Reformed church.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Vruggink
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ziel of
KronemeyerHeating 0; Lions 2 from the Gershwin "Porgy and
Mr. and Mrs Robert Zagers in a fall from the haymow of the and daughter were supper guests Grand Rapids visited Mr. and
Parkway Tavern 1 (hdep. 84); E
and baby of Grand Rapids visited bam. He returned from Holland last Wednesday and spent the Mrs. Herman Brink Saturday.
Bess" by Miss Mod*, Miss Sten
A T 2, Home Furnace 1 (hdep. and Mr. De Merchant, "Will You with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Zagers hospital Saturday afternoon.
evening with their parents. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jacobi u and Mrs. Herman G. Vruggink
Sunday.
138); V. F. W. 2, Home EquipRemember" from "Maytime" by
ment 1 (hdep. 192).
were called to Hammond. Ind., and family.
Miss Morse and Mr. Simoneau, Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
High games— T. Kouw. 213; J. were well received.Climax of the G. Kuyers and daughtersof Bor- because ol the death of their son,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Huizenga
(From Wednesday'* Sentinel)
Fisher, 212; J. Mills, 204;
culo visited with the Everett Tak- George Jacobus, Jr. They attended and Tommy of Grand Rapids
program
was
"selections from
Stolp, 202.
ken family.
the funeral services on Saturday spent last Wednesday evening
Mrs. Elizabeth Farnsworth has
Oklahoma." by the quartet, joinHigh series— J. Fisher. 570; J.
The Mission Guild spent an at Highland. Ind. Miss Lois Lug- with the family of their parents, been quite ill of a heart ailment
ed in song, much to the delight
Mills, 566: W. Stolp, 556; T. Kouw,
the past week at the home of her
enjoyableevening at the church ten and mother, Mrs. Joe Lugten Mr. and Mrs. John Holstege.
of the audience, by the pianist.
538; H. Slighter,543; L. Smitters,
Thursday when they met for a and Mrs. A. Calahan accompanied Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
The performance,which was
528; C. Looman, 526; T. Malewitz,
potluck supper with their hus- them to Indiana.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Webb Poll Mrs. Ralph Knowlton.
characterized by the informality
502.
bands as guests.
Monday was celebratedas a and infant son last Thursday The annual meeting of the
and friendliness of the singers,
MAJOR LEAGUE
Mrs.
Bowman of Borculo. holiday for civil service emplo>- evening at their home in Grand- Fennville Karmens Co-op was held
closed with two encores, an early
Elks 2. Holland Hotel 1; Whites
Mrs. P. Bolt of Grandvilleand es, Washington'sbirthdayfalling ville.
at the Methodistchurch house
Market 2, Moose 1; Fillmore American ballad, "On Springfield Mrs. Henry Bowman spent Fri- on Sunday this year. There was
Andrew
Hoffman
submitted
to Thursday.The W.S.C.S.served a
Creamery 3. Brewers Coal Dock Mountain,"and the Negro spirit- day afternoon with 'Mrs. G. D. no rural delivery of mail from the a tonsillectomy last Friday morn- 12 o'clock dinner to members afual. "Walk Together Children.
0; Fox Deluxe Beer 3, Bosnian's
Wyngarden. Mrs, H. Vande Vusse local office,which closed at 10 ing in Grand Rapids.
ter which the businessmeeting
The concert was sponsoredby
Cabins 0.
and Mrs G. Raterink were also am.
Mra. Martin Hoezee of Hud- was held. Directors Henry JohnHope
college.
High games— J. Draper. 223; A
at the Wyngarden home.
The Music Hour club met on aonvillespent last Thursday with son and James Smeed were reStansby. 210; A. Overway, 201; F.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Zagers visit- Monday evening at the home of Mrs. Albert Nyhuis.
elected for a term of three years.
Lemmen, 206.
ed with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Zagers Mrs. H. W. Tenpas with Mrs.
Holland Chapter, 0ES,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klamer and
Robert Anderson submitted to
High series-J. Draper. 584; F.
in Muskegon Saturday afternoon. Floyd Kaper presiding. The pro- family were supper guests Friday an emergency appendectomy at
Has
Special
Meeting
Lemmen, 565; E. Adler. 547; A.
Mrs. Anna Van liaften cele- gram topic, "Bridal Music." was with the family of Mr. and Mrs. the Grand Haven hospital last
Stansby, 544; A. Overway, 543;
brated her 87th birthdayat her in charge of Mrs. Ted Harmsen Len Riemersma at Grand Rapids. week. He was working with .us
A special meeting of Holland home here Wednesday.
J. Mills. 532; W. Reagan. 532; E.
and Mrs. Ray Kaper. Miss Evelyn
Mr. and Mia. Willard Van father. Ray Anderson of SaugaDe Neff. 518; C. Looman, 512; L. Tuesday night in the chapter
Several local persons attended Lampen played "Barcarolle'' as Ham and Willard Lee spent last tuck when taken (ill.
rooms.
Befo.*e
the
initiation,
a
Koopman. 512; W. De Neff, 511;
the meetings at Hope college a prelude selectionand Mrs. Mar- Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Foster, who had been conW. Adamaaitis, 511; H. Kroll, cornet trio, composed of Bill chapel to hear Billy Graham and vin Kaper sang as solo numbers. Willard Weenum at Holland.
valescing here several weeks at
Meengs, Brian Ward and Harvey
511; J. Lewandowski,501.
Cliff Barrows.
"My Hero” and "Through the Mr*. Manley Stegeman spent the home of his father. William
Nies. entertained, accompaniedby
MERCHANTS LEAGUE
On Wednesday, March 3, the Years." The traditional wedding last Thursday .with Mrs. Herman Foster, left last Thursday for his
Mass Furniture 3 (hdep. 72), Delores Vanden Berg. Following PTA will meet at the school at marches were played by Mr*. Al- Bet ten.
home in Akron, O.
Holland City Bottling 0; Conrad the ceremony an amusing portray- 7:45 p.m. A new film on Red Cross lan Calahan and Mrs. Ray Kaper
Mr. and Mra. Ralph Betten and
Bethel chapter,OES, is sponRefrigeration 3. Ter Haar Auto al of the seventh degree was en work will be shown.
gave a brief history of wedding Mr. and Mr*. Louis Huls of Grand soring "The Womanleas Wedding"
acted
by
chapter
members.
0 (hdep. 24); White Village Inn 2
Mr. and Mrs. Everet Takken music. Chorus work followed the Rapid* visitedMr. and Mr*. Her- to be played at the high school
Mrs. James K. Ward invited entertained with a birthdaydin- program.
(hdep. 39), Earl’a Grocery i;
Warm Friend Tavern 2 (hdep. 27) members and guests to a brush ner in honor of Mrs. Takken’s Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma man Betten Suunday afternoon. auditorium Tuesday and WedMr. and Mr*. Jacob A. Yrruggink nesday evening, Feb. 24 and 25.
demonstrationMarch 12 «t 237 brother, Joe Griniwig, and family
Peoples Stste Bank 1.
and daughter* were Sunday vis- visited Mr. and Mra. Eugene New- Part of the proceeds will be doHigh game-M. Wierda. 193; H. West 11th St. Mrs. Earl Price, of Grandville.
itor* at the home of their parents. enhouse at GeorgetownSunday nated to school activities. The cast
Kraal, 188; J. Hilbink. 1*8.
worthy motron, announced a
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Richardson Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dekema of evening.
is compost'd of men from FennHigh series— B. Weatherwax, baked goods event on March 7.
visfted with Mr. and Mrs. Art
A potluck supper will precede ° ’.rgess at Corinth Sunday after- Kalamazoo,also attending the The Rev. G. Rozeboom of Lu- ville, Pearl, Ganges, Douglas and
516; J. Hilbink, 505; H. Kraai,
evening churoh service there.
ca* who occupiedthe pulpit here Saugatuck.
503.
the March 2 meeting.
noon.
Sunday was an over-night guest The Rehekah membership conSUndingi
Refreshments were served by
Mr. ahd Mrs. Jerrold Redder
Saturdayof Mr. and Mrs. Herman test was brought to a pleasant
L Ave. Mrs. William Thomson and com- and son of Blendon were guests Mrs. G. Heidema Feted
Brink and a dinner guest on Sun- ending when members whose
Conrad Ref ......... .T..r..p 40 20 715 mittee. Guests were present from of their cousins.- Mr. and Mrs.
day of Mr. and Mrs. Junior Vrug- names from A to M were hosts to
City Bottling ........34 * 26 757 Detroit and Star of Bethlehem Ed Holleman, Sunday evening. At Neighborhood Forty
gink.
those from M to Z Friday evenMaaa ............................34 26 720 chapter No. 40.
Mr* Chari* Voi, 97 Wtot 19th
Theological student John Hibma ing. Following the regular meetEarl’s ........................ 34 26 714
St., antortainad at a neighborhood had charge of the prayer meeting
County Medical Officer
ing a movie was given, followed
Whit? Village ............28 32 661
gathering Tuesday afternoon hon- here last Friday evening.
Miscellaneous
Shower
by a humorous playlet, ‘The
Ter Haar ....................26 34 699
Speaks at High School
oring Mra. G. Heidema who Is
Mrs. Anna Gies and Mrs. Lena Light-keeper’s daughter,” played
People's State ........25 35 670 Honors Bride-Elect
moving to her new home at 188 Rice of Grand Rapids were sup- by Mesdames James McCarty, Art
Warm Friend ............ 19 41 635
Dr. K. H. Frankhauser,medical East 27th St. Refroahmenta were
per guest* Sunday at the home Pahl, Charles Collins, Ella Kee,
COMMUNITY LEAGUE
Miss Anna Ruth Prins was hon- officer of the nutritional unit of
aerved.
of Mr. and Mr*. Albert Elzinga. and Mis* Queen Billings.Miss
International Chemical 3. Plag- ored at a miscellaneousvthower
the Ottawa* County Health degemars Hardware 9; Eagles 2, Tuesday evening by Mrs. Elden partment, spoke at the Holland Attending were the Mesdames Mr*. Peter Borgeding of Jeni- Carol B. Walters was narrator.
Wierda Upholstering1; Clawson Walters and Mrs. Peter Prins at High school chapel program this Don Grevengoed,J Van Dyke, P. aon spent an afternooonrecently Mrs. McCarty and Mrs. Collins
Marcuue, R. Holwerda, S. Nedua, with her aunts, Mra. Anna Dogger were captains of the winning and
and Bala 2, Kiwania 1; Standard the home of the latter,route 3.
program. He said 50 per cent of A. Hoedema, Milla, H. Swieringa, and Mrs. Nellie Bekius.
Service 0. Boerigter Appliance3. Miss Prins will become the bride
losing sides, respectively. A supall high school girls have goitre tha hostess aod the honored guest.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vander per was served
High game-E. Boerigter, 214; of Adrian Dreyer Thursday.
while 32 per. cent of high school
Seek and daughter of Muskegon
C. Wierda, 197; S. Overway, 197;
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Galfter of
Games were played with dupli- boys are affected. The cure, he
Calcutta was designated as the •pent Sunday evening with their
B. Hamm, 196.
Chicago are spending their honeycate prizes awarded to Mias Hazel •aid, lies in the increase of iodisseat of Indian government in 1773 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit'
High series-E. Boerigter, 557; Helder. Mrs. Gillis Lenters, Mrs.
moon with the bride's grandpared salt in the dally diet.
and was the capital until 1912 Brink
B. Rooiien. 515; L. Stketee, 510; Chester Schemper and Mrs. Jay
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Alvin WhiteDr. Frankhause. conducts a when Britain designated Dehli a*
B. Hamm, 504.
Mrs. J. Morren, Mra. P. Mera- myer, and Mrs. E. C. Jones, the
Janssen. Gifts were presentedto clinic in Holland twice a .week.
tha new site.
bergor, Mrs. T. Bytwork and Mrs. latter of Allegan,
.
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LAST WEEK, the Ambusher

February 29, 1948
Personal Witness of the Christian

21,

1941

termined, but leaders are considering reproductions of those worn
by mayor* of §*ch of the 11 province* in the Nether lends.
The only trouble with the "province kie•,,, •coording to Aid. L.C.

Serving Under the
Stars and Stripes

Holland
fa 1915

Two Plead

Guilty

To Reduced Count

Dalm*n, is that some mayor*
wear knee breeches. Councilman
posed was the conclusion of the roared with labghter when Dalepisode of the homeless cat. But man hinted darkly that Slagh
there is a sequel. Early in the might be bow-legged.
week The Sentinel carried an ad- Hoover house.) The indefatigable
vertisement about the k>i of a Perle noeed around and found out
black Persian cat.
who had been receivingfavor*
Yes, it was indeed the animal from the party and they didn't
Mrs. Ambusher had given to the get away with one table, as usual,

confidently reported what he sup-

London, May 26— The American
steamer Nebraskan, Capt. Green, Grand Haven, Feb. 26 (Special)
from Liverpool, May 24, for Dela- —William J. Emery, 24. and Evware Breakwater, was torpedoed erett Dreese, 20, waived the readIt is to testify or affirm that one
yesterday by a submarine at a
has »een or heard or experienced
ing of the infornyitionwhen they
point 40 miles southwestof Fastwere arraigned in Circuit Court
some’hir.g,or that he knows it
net off the south coast of Ireland,
Friday
morning and each pleaded
because taught by divine revelabegan a story in the Wednesday,
guilty to a reduced charge of lartion or inspiration.It is to give
May
26,
issue
of
the
Holland
New Home of the
family at West Olive. The Persian but found themielveiituck with
ceny from a person.
testimony, to give a good report.
Daily Sentinel published in 1915.
Holland City Seat
cat’* rightful owner contacted two. One industrialistgot three.
They were originallycharged
Publlthed Every ThursWe get a good idea of it from the
The
Rev. William Wolvius who
Mrs. West Olive, ascertained that At a $1,000 • table that’s a neat
with robbery unarmed, in connecday by the Sentinel
witness in court. He promises to
preached hi* farewell sermon as
PrintingCo. Office 54-56
it was her cat and made arrange- way to sweeten the campaign kittion with an assault Feb. 7 upon
tell the truth, the whole truth and
pastor of the Reformed church in
Weat Eighth Street. Holments
to
pick
him
up.
But
be- ty.
Louis Resner, 50. Grand Haven.
nothing but the truth. He will
land. Michigan
Graafschap a week ago was ortween that time and the date to
On a pretense of taking Resner
keep back nothing. He will falsidained in hia new field at RanEntered aa eecond claai matter at
pick
up
her
pet
she
read
still
home, the two took him to an oak
SUCH
EFFORTS
soon made
fy
nothing.
It
is
full
of
interest
to
dolph, Wii., la*t evening.
the poet office at Holland.Mich,
another
classified
advertisement
..........
- ----------------Chairman
Wilson
Wyatt
realize it
grove
near Jac Jungle, where they
under the Act of Congreea. March S. know that the Greek word which
Charles H. Hackley, the patriot,
seeking a home for a grey tiger would take two hotel*, not one.
allegedly assaulted him, robbed
1878
is translated witness in the New
educator, historian and humanicat. So Mrs. Rightful Owner He only had one Preaident »o that
him of $8 and left him stranded.
tarian u exemplified by hi* gifts
W. A. BUTLER. Bualneaa Manager Testament ia the same word from
drove
by. picked up the grey tig- meant shufflinghim back and
Bond of $1,000 each was conwhich we get our word martyr.
to the city of Muskegon was
Telephone— Neva itema 1193
tinued
until the two appear in
er and then went to see Mr*. West forth, and gave the secret service
The reason is not -far to find.
eulogized yesterday by Gerrit J.
Mlsa Eileen Beth Schermtr ...........
Advertiaineand Subacnptiona.3191
Olive. There an exchange was ef- boys the jitter*, although it wa*
Circuit Court Feb. 24 at 10 a.m.
One witnesses both by word and
Diekema
before the student* of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl S. Schermer. fected and "everybody i* welTtat- »,1'y to w°ny about the Demo^
for dispoaitionof their case*.
The publlaherahall not be liable deed One way of witnessing by
the Muskegon High and the Hackerata ahooting4u.«
their candidate for
for any error or ernjra in printing
route 3, Zeeland, announce
isfied.
deed
is by dying for Christ. Steley
Manual
Training
school
in
and advertisingunless a proof of
, ETM S/C Wlllli Nath
Mrs. West Olive telephoned 1948.
auch advertisementshall bare been phen and Paul and James and engagement and approachingmarElectronic Technicians _____
Mate Muskegon. 111# public in comTwo
women
were
chosen
for
Mrs.
Ambusher
to
say
her
new
obtained by advertiser and returned hosts of others witnessed for their riage of their daughter, Eileen
third
class
Willi*
Nash
enlisted
in memoration of Hackley Day,
major
addresses
and
there
were
by him In time for correction with Lord in that way. Witnessingfor
cat (the grey one) isn't nearly as
largely attended this gathering.
Beth,
to
Willis
S.
Boss,
son
of
the
U.
S.
Navy
two
montha
folauch errora or correctionsnoted
beautiful as the Persian, but the only five. Californiafirebrandplainly thereon:and Ip auch case if our Lord is sometimes attended
An innovation in the stuty of
Mrs.
Lucy
Boss, 145 Church St., thinks he’ll do very nicely. He liberal,Helen Gahagan Douglaa, lowing his graduationfrom Holany error so noted la not corrected, by pain and suffering.We get the
publishersliability ahall not exceed wTong notion if we suppose that Zeeland. An August wedding Is has a more congenial disposition. made a plea for internationalism.land High school in June, 1946. zoology is about to be introduced
New Jersey Mary T. Norton, the He received hi* boot training and into the biological laboratoryof
auch a proportionof the entire apace
occupied by the error bears to tht bearing testimony to our faith is a planned.
firat Democrat woman elected to primary schooling In electronics the High school in the form of a
The
Ambusher
has
been
put
on
whole space occupied bv such adver- parlor affair. What if it led to the
Speaking before Rotary club
tisement.
the mailing list of the “Holland Congress and now the dean cn the at the Great Lakes Naval Train- hive of bee*.
scaffold, as it did particularly in
Thursday noon, Wendell A. Miles,
distaff side of the House, talked ing station and his secondary elecMrs.
W.
R.
Winter
left
today
Windmill", officialpublication of
the centuries immediatelyfollowTERMS OF Sf'BSCRIPTION
of Holland, outlined some of the
the Holland chapter of SPEBS- about her favorite aubject. . wo- tronic school at the Bellevue Naval for Ionia as a delegate to the
One vear »2 00. six montba 91 26: ing the coming of Christ? May it
men.
Research
laboratory. Washington. meeting of the Michigan Confer- major reconstruction problems in
three montha 76c: Single copv 5c be that it fail* to challengeus
QSA under the editorship of Mat
But women being women, it D. C. Following graduation he was ence association of the Women's Europe today, using Germany as
Subscriptions payableIn advance and
(From Tuesday'sSentinel)
Wilson. It is a creditable addition
because
there
is
not
enough
at
will be promptly discontinuedif not
was
a woman who caused the un assigned to the destroyer. USS Foreign Missionary society of an example.
Miss Cynthia Van Dorp returnstake?
tanewed.
There is a need for physical reGainard and is now at Quonset the
E. church to be held in
ed
Monday
froom
a
two
weeks
Subscriberswill confer a favor bv
voted to the service and fraternal
God has made no other arrangeconstruction
all over Germany;
The
wife
of
South
Carolina
senatPoint.
R.
I.
He
is
the
son
of
Mr.
that
city
May
26
to
28.
reporting promptly any irregularity
visit with her brother and sister. activities of the city. The edition
ments. How do you suppose our
or. Mrs. Olin D. Johnson, had a and Mrs Ben Nash, 100 East 21st
in delivery Write or Phone 3191
A public celebrationwill be giv- many of the citiles are as far as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
Andnnga
in St the Ambusher has at hand is dereligion is to spread if not through
table right smack in front of the St.
en at Harlem tomorrow evening 75-95 per cent damaged. These citvoted to a lively promotionof the
us? It is not enough that we pay Petersburg. Fla.
speaker table cloae enough to the
on the occasion of the closing of ie* must be rebuilt so they may
KEMEMBCR GARNER?
Mr. and Mrs. S. Van Duken and coming Parade in Holland.
others to preach and teach it and
President
to
prompt
him
if he
the public school of that place again function under their own
John Nance Garner broke into to carry it to the ends of the children Margaret, Gertrude and
power, and lift a great burden
forgot his speech. Mrs. Johnson
(or the year.
This volley probably come* un- rated auch a table because she
thd news briefly the other day. earth. When our Lord was fac- Andrew who lived in the Bouvvs
from the United States.
The
Silver
Medal
Contest
given
residence on Central Ave. during
Do you remember John Nance? ing His disciples for the last the winter months, are returning der the heading of useless infor- was a vice-chairman of the dinner.
The de-nazification policy we
by the Woman's Christian Temmation, but this month has five
A few days before the dinner
Chance* are that many citizens time He said. “Ye are my wit- to their home in Manhattan.Mont.
perance
Union
in the Lugers have adopted is excellent, Mr.
Sundays and it is the first time in
nesses." He meant that word to
schoolhousewa* one of the best Miles told the club, saying that it
of the republic scratched their apply to all of us. A study of the The Rev and Mrs. J. G. Vande 28 years that February has boast- the Preaidentaent hit explosive
Policies
"civil rights'’ meuage to conof
the year, according to a story will some day truly help the GerLime
of
Hills,
Minn.,
were
recent
heads. Where had they heard that history of the church makes it
ed a five-Sundayschedule. The gress. The reverberations in South
in the Thursday, May 27. issue. mans become members of a demname? It had auch a familiar very’ clear that when witnesses to visitors at the home of tneir chil- last time was in 1920.
Tlie Recreation committee,reocracy. Never before could anyCarolina will hold back the blosAnthony Meengs. received the medren. Mr. and Mrs. Menno Vanone become n factory owner, mansoming of the spring azaleas. It cently appointedby the chairman
rini, but for the life of them the truth- were abundant and
der Kooi. W. Main Ave.
Three times is probably worth a held back 33-odd South Carolin- of the Board of Supervisors, met dal, and William Knoll won a close ager. etc., unless they were born
faithful, the kingdom of God
they could not remember where
Donald Vonk and Dora Vonk little pop shot. The Holland Ki- ians from travel Up North to a for it* firvt meeting to decide up- second place.
moved steadilyforward; and when
in tlie right class, Miles said.
they had heard It.
have
moved from their residence wanis Windmill (not to be confus- party Mrs. Johnston was giving on the policy for administration A local Council of the Girl "We must smash the black
they were not it lost ground. We
That is, many might have auch frequently hear it «aid that God on South Maple St. Dr. R. Ny- ed with the Barbershoppers’ pub- and away from the tribute*to Jef- of the Camp Jack O Mega which Scouts of America in Holland has market, where prices like these
kamp and family have purchased lication mentionedabove! has had ferson and Jackson as uttered by was acquired last October. Tlie been organized. It* member* are: are perfectly common: A 5-cefit
feelings who were not old-line will not permit His cause to
President, Mr*. E. E. Fell; vicethis residence and plan to move three bobbles that are worthy of
"that President" and they didn't committee in charge consists of
loaf of bread. $1.75; a 9 cent bottle
Democrats. The latter of course perish.If that be true, it will be
president, Mrs. G. E. Kolien;
from
Lincoln Ave in the near fu- note.
of milk, $1.05; a 55-eent pound of
because He will never be without
mean
Rooaevelt.
Chairman
Clarence
Reeders.
recalledinstantlythat John Nance
secretary, Mrs. W. J. Van Kerture.
First of the errors in the Kibutter. $35; and a 50-cent dozen
faithful witnesses and for no other
Grand Haven; Gerrit Botlema,
Garner waa Rooaevelt’a running reason. His only method of evan- The Junior choir, directedby wanis bulletin *was billingBud
BUT MRS. JOHNSTON was Spring Lake; and John Hasaold, sen and treasurer, Mrs. A. G. of eggs. $16." he said.
mate in the historiccampaign* of gelizing the world ia through the Mrs. Stanley De Pree, sang at the Hinga a* Hope colleges football still going to the dinner, herself. Chester. Maynard Mohr, chairman Gowdy and Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes, In closing. Miles -told the club
1832 and 1936; that he was vice testimony of those into whose morning and evening services of coach. Then came the spelling After all. ahe was a vice chair- of the Board of Supervisors also Mrs. W. J. Garrod Miss Minnie that "we must prove to the other
pretident of the United Statea heart the true light has shown. the Second Reformed church. Wendal K. Miles and then Wen- man and had that nice table But met with the committee as well as Smith. Miss Bernice Masten and nations of Europe that we intend
during the eight initial years of He ha* made no other arrange- They sang "Fairest Lord Jesus." dall A. Mile*, but the Windmill then she discovered that the few members of the county extension Miss Jennie Kanten.
to remain in Germany and their
Local motor boat owner* must continent,until the peoples are rethe New Deal; that he was one ments. He has been at this busi- arrangedby Lorenze, "Die Lord's made a recovery. Finally it hit on Negroes who could manage a $100 staff.
thi# season be more careful in
of the more colorfulperaonalitiea ne*a now for nearly two thousand Prayer,"Bach-Gounod with Miss Wendell A. Miles which is cor- to buy a ticket were not to be
habilitated.and see that no miliIt was decided that the camp
in Washington; that in addi- years, and while it has often been Ruth Kuit as violin obligato and rect, according to the directory. tucked away in some windy corn- should receive a new name, one the equipment that they carry taristic rfation again gets a chance
tion to being the figurehead that extremely slow and the outcome "Song of Sen-ice."Lester. The
er behind a pillar. She and the appropriate to the county. 'Mem- than ever before, since the Hol- to do what Germany did after the
a vice president usually ia. he waa at times uncertain, He has held choir is made up of about 30 boys
When Frank Lievense. Sr., re- chairman of the Democratic Na- ber* of the committee will receive land coast guard service has been last war."
and girls and their appearance in turns from spending a month in tional Committee. J. Howard Mc- suggested names before making a given the power to enforce the
very useful to the New Deal aa a •teadily to thia plan.
"We can have followers if the
white choir robes was attractive.
federal laws. Heretofore only the other nations can see we can
kind of liaison officer between the
Florida, he'll have some unusual G.ath. had what’s known as final selection.Suggestions should
It- i« quite probable that the
A meeting of the Ladies’ Aid fishing stories to tell.
executive and the legialative bran* moat efficientway to witness for
"words." McGrath didn’t budge be sent to the extension office, revenue service officer*,making cause a democracy to thrive, besociety will be held on Thursday
che* of the government.
a few trips to this city each year, cause they are afraid of Russians
Christ is to live a life in conformThe crazieststory will probably Mrs. Johnston stayed home. But court house. Grand Haven.
But life move* faat the*e days, ity to His life and will. Men uni- at 2:30 p.m. in the parlors of the be the one in which he ended up created more attention with her
had the power to arrest a motor- and their Communism."
The camp is located on Pottaand it aeema likely that million* versally have borne tribute to His Second Reformed church. Mrs. J. with only the head of an amber- empty table than being present.
watamee Bayou, southeast of boat owner for failureto comply
of Americana,although they had
Katte and Mrs. J. Vegter will be jack which probably intact would (The cats say that’s what ahe Grand Haven. The camp covers with the federal laws and to make
life and its meaning. As we live
not quite forgotten John Nance the Christian life it becomes a si- hostesses. Devotions will be in have weighed 35 pounds.
wanted right along. .. "publicity.") 20 acres of land some of it well the report which would result in
Garner, had mialaid thia person- lent missionary for those around charge of Mrs. Donald De Bruyn.
Mrs. Johnston'sone-w o m a n wooded. A good beach for swim- a stiff fine.
According to Oscar Van Anrooy,
Several new cases of moasle;
ality so effectivelyin their minda
The annual day of prayer for who was with Frank on the deep walkout may have dramatized ming. bail courts, cabins and
Tlie marriageof Miss Enerdene
u«. "How these Christians love one
have developedin the past few
that they would have been put to
the
Southern
rebellion
against
crops
and
industry
will
be
obVan
Hazel
and
John
Bennmk
of
another" was an ancient tribute
sea fishing adventure. Frank
equipment. Scheduling of the camp
it to recollect hi* name if suddenTruman, but when the hand atruck
Kalamazoo will take place at 8 days.
to the early Christian*.Their way sened on Wednesday. March 10, hooked the fish which put up
to groups will be done by the exMr and Mrs. D. Smead and son
ly confronted by the necessity
up Dixie, more than half the room
by
the Zeeland churches.
this
evening at Bethany Reformof life, their sympathy, their unquite a battle for 15 minutes.
tension sen-ice, court house,
For the colorful Texan has been
The midweek service at the Then Frank seemed to have last rose to its feet.
ed church. Grand Rapuk. The Donald, spent the week-end wit!
selfishness.and their willingness
Grand Haven.
out of public for eight yeara, and
Woman ran the entertainment
Second Reformed churcn will feacouple will reside at Roseland, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dubrowski o
to die for their faith made a deep
the fish, although the line wa* too. Opera ainger Helen Jepson
that’* a long time in American
ture a discussion on the topic,
111., where Mr. Bennink has tak- Holland. Mrs. Dubrowski is th<
impress
upon the world.
not completely cleared. When he
politics.
was the highlight.And it was the
"Infant
Baptism.’
en
the pastorate of a church. He former Mary Smead.
Man;. 1! not be able to preach
drew in the line, he found only women who dreamed up the deMoreover, he broke with RooAeThe
Second
Reformed
church
graduated from the Western Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing
or teach but through their moral
the head of the fish.
velt over the third term issue,
lightful idea of daughter-Demochoir,
directed
by
Stnaiey
De
Theological
seminary this month. were informed of the death o:
support of the servicesof the conA shark meantime had sheared cratL costumed m colonial dre«
and the cat of history jumped in
Jake Brock of Jamestown their sister-in-law,Mrs. Margue
(From Saturday’* Sentinel)
gregation they can add much to Pree. is beginningrehearsals for off the body.
a differentdirection from the one
handing out the fancy program*.
Easter music. Tney will sing.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven caught a 22 pound catfish while rite Lowing, 51. of Hudsonvilie
the weight of the testimony given
Tlie trip yielded a few catches,
he took. As a good party wheelDubois' "The Seven Last Words
and
Ronald Van Hoven of Zeeland 1 fishing in Black River near the The family attended the funeral
to Jesus. Attendance at the stated
although no sailfish which was the
hone the only thing he could do
Thursday.
of Christ." on Palm Sunday evenand
Mr and Mrs. A. Moes of Hol- Grand Haven bridge last night.
services of the church ia anotner
object. With Lievensewere Burt
after that waa to close his mouth
Mrs. Janet Smead spent thi
ing. March 21.
land
have
returned
from
a
two
London—
Athens
dispatches
rePost and Mr. and Mrs. Van Anand keep it more or less perman- silent testimony to th* meaning
The First Reformed church rooy.
weeks pleasure trip to Florida ceived here today assert that week-end with her daughter. Mrs
of Jesus in life. Many will give
Total catch included a
ently dosed. For a straight party
Ladies Aid society will have group
where hey visited their parents. David Pash, former Turkish min- Robert McDonald and family ol
man in American politics is never little other witness to Christ, but meetings next Thursday at 2 p.m.. shark, sqjne amberjacks and a
Mr and Mrs. Hein Derks.
ister of finance, has left Con- Georgetown.
they
show
by
their faithfulness
wahoo.
a free man; he has to submit
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett
as follows;Group one at the home
Mr.
and
Mrs
IxHiis Hendricks stantinople for Berlin. His pursupport of the servicesof the conhimself to the majority opinion of
have returned from a month spent pose, accordingto a dispatch, is and family visited her brother
gregation
that
they
are
on
the of Mrs Diepstra;group two at
Quoted from a Red Cross Grey
his party The majority waa with
Haney Lawton of Grand Rapidj
with friends in Florida. They
the home of Mrs. M. Huyser:
Lady alter a regular visit to a Holland’* Pure Oils lost a chance made the trip with their brother to inform Germany that Turkey who suffered a stroke some time
the third term idea, and so Garn- Lord* side.
group
three at the home of Mrs.
is
unable
to
continue
tha
war
We
cannot
sene
God
and
mamveterans hospital at Battle for an undisputed second round and sister, Mr. and Mrs. De Witt
er could not do anything else than
and finds it necessary to conclude ago.
mon. but we can sene God with J. Kaat; group four at the home Creek:
YMCA cage crown in Grand Rap- of Grand Haven.
keep still.
Mrs. Ada Buhrer and Mrs
of
Mrs.
D.
Gebben.
a subaequent peace.
mammon.
Many
who
cannot
con"If only those who want war ids Saturday night by bowing to
, That is about what he’s been
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Van Hoven
Floyd
Lowing attended World
The
First
Reformed
church
At
the
quarterly
conference
of
could be forced to visit the hos- the Winters and Crampton five and children.Winifred and Abram
doing the past eight yeara. Doubt- tribute a vocal testimony to the
Day of Prayer Senices at the
congregational prayer service on
the
local
M.
E.
church
it
was
deChrist
will
by
their
financial
sup46-45.
The
loss
threw
the
league
pital . . ."
lea* he often boiled during that
have returned from a three weeks
Allendale Christian Reformed
Wednesday it 7:30 p.m. will be
into a three-way second round visit in Florida and Alabama cided to build a new parsonage on
Nuf sed.
time, for John Nance Garner never port of the church and the kingin charge of the pastor. The Sunthe site of the old building.The church.
dom
of
God,
show
that
they
love
tie
which
will
be
played
off
in
#a* a patient man. nor waa he ever
and other places of interest.
day School teachers study meeting
Quite a few from here attended
new home is to be erected at a
A "poodle in a puddle" was the the form of a round robin tourney
a man who easily submitted his op- their Master and His work. Many will follow at 8:30 p.m.
Miss Albertha D. Vander Kool cost not to exceed $3,600 and i* f)ie county unit of the Farmers
will
have
to
be
content
to
make
Thursday
night.
first dog jaken into custody by
inion* to others. But it would
who has returned from the Philip- to be a 10 room house.
Union at the Blendon township
not have been politically cricket their testimony through a faithful
Holland's two new poundmasters Coach Dell Koop said that each pine and Japan where she was emThe
authoritiesof the Western hall last Tuesday.
life,
attendance
at
services,
and
of
three
top
teams,
Creston
Body,
Womans
Clab
to
Hear
to aound off; it is the party man’s
Thursday. It was a sad shivering
ployed by the American Red Cross
Mrs. Howard Tuttle and Mrs.
Theologicalseminary hive been
business to help the party, or at the maintenance of the work of
near-blind French poodle of non- Winters and Crampton and Pure is visiting at the home of her parinformed
by
Prof. John E. Kuiz- D. Smead spent last Friday in
Oils
will
each
play
each
other
30
least not to interfere with it. the church. The practice of regu- Hope Mens Glee Clab
descript color that Denn.s Ende
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Dave Vander
Grand Haven.
That’* what Garner ha* faithfully lar financial stewardship which
The Hope college men's glee and Ike De Kraker hustled into minutes, divided into two games Kooi, Harrison Ave., for a few enga that he has accepted the call
extended to him to occupy the
makes it possible to teach and to club. Prof. Robert VV. Cavanaughan empty cell to dry. The dog was of 15 minutes each. Consequently weeks.
done.
chair of practical theology on the Faculty Dames Hear
And he ia doing that now. He preach i« a very strategicand im- director, will entertain members thoroughlydry when the owner each aggregationwill play four
Lester Lewis of Kalamazoo was
•merged but briefly, and then portant testimony to the Christ of the Woman’s Literary club called sometime later. The near- separate contests. The team with a recent visitor at the home of seminary faculty,began a story in
with an innocuous reminiscence. While we have devoted our Tuesday at the regular 2:30 p.m blind doggie was first rescued by the best won and lost average will his mother. Mrs. Delia Lewis, the Friday, May 28, issue. The ac- Review of Novel
ceptance of this new position by
Too old now for active politics, thought to ways of witnessing for meeting. Re-organized in 1946 some factory workers who found be declaredthe winner. If either Washington St.
Mrs. Bastian Kruithof review*
Prof. Kuizenga bring* to an end
he ia resting on his oar*; And he Christ, it must not be forgotten after the war years, the club made the dog in a place where it would Pure Oils or Creston win. it would
Mr. and Mrs. William Huizenga
the
book, "Mrs. Mike." by Beni
ia faat being forgotten.That’s the that we cannot give what we do a successful tour of the east last likely be run over.
have to play Winters and Cramp- have left for a visit with their his connection with Hope college
diet and Nancy Freedman, befor
way in America with second-airing not have. We witness for Christ spring. This year the club will tour
ton. first round winner, for the children, Mr. and Mrs. John E. which has lasted from 1906 unmembers of the Hope colleg
til the present.
only as we have Christ in our midwestern cities. A varied pro• atesmen.
City fathers probablywill wear league championship. Saturday. Gil her i in Denton. Texas.
Faculty Dames, Thursday afte
Tonight
the senior class of the
lives. We have power to witness gram is planned for tomorrow's
If
the
WC
five
wins
the
tournew Dutch costumes in Tulip
Sen-ices at the First Christonly as the Spirit give* us that meeting.Hostesses will be Mrs. Time parades this year following ney, it would automaticallycop ian Reformed church will be in High school will present the great noon in the home • f Miss Laur
Nicol Family Has
A. Boyd. 27 West 26th St. Mr
power and interest.In the case of Neal Wiersema and Mrs. Jack a suggestion by Aid. Bertal Slagh the crown.
charge of Dr. Clarence Bouma Peace Play, "In the Vanguard." E. E. Brand presided at a bri<
Jesus the Word became flesh. So Barendse.
Informal Party
to "get rid of those old clown The Saturday contest wa* a nip of Grand Rapids Sunday morning at the High school auditorium. business meeting.
too, with us. our testimony comes
Child Welfare group will have a suits." Slagh referred to the and tuck affair with the locals and afternoon. Tne evening ser- The principal characters, those of
Following a social time refres)
A get-togetherof the Nicol fam- when the Word becomes flesh in dessert meeting at 1 p.m. in the fancy black satin numbers worn still holding a one point lead with vice will be conductedby the Rev Philip Gordon and Elsa will be
ments were served by the hoste«
taken
by
Gordon
Oilmans
and
ily was held Friday night at the and through us. Our live* are our club house. Miss Esther Middle25
seconds
to
go.
Ken
Norris
then
R. Heynen of Cutlen-ille.
by councilmen for several years.
with the assistanceof Mrs. E<
Nicol home 829 South Lincoln best testimony we can offer to wood will present the third in a
^ Christian Fndeavor Evangel- OMve Bertsch. Other important ward Wolten, Mr*. Walter Va
Just what style will be chosen aunk two foul shots to assure the
Ave. A social evening waa en- Jesus. To witne** with word but series of talks on mental health. for the new suit* has not been de- WC win. Winters led 11-7 at the istic service will be held at the characters are Mr. Great, • the
Saun and Mrs. John Schouten.
joyed and lunch was served.
without life is not convincing. To
quarter but trailed 22-18 at the First Reformed church on Thurs- Rector and the Enemy, to be playPresent were Mr. and Mr*. Rog- witness with life but without
half. The Oiler* also led 36-33 at
day and Friday, March 18 and 19 ed by George De Witt, Justin
er Nicol and aom, Robert and voice may be quite fruitful. We
the start of the final period.
The Rev. Gary De Witt of Grand Kronemeyer and Elmer KruidDenni*. Mr. and Mr*. Ray Nicol can testify to Jesus by loving
George Zuverink led the local* iuipius will be principalspeaker. enier, respectively.
Reports
and daughter.Pamela Kay, Mr. others, by speakingand acting in
> During the last few years the
with 12 tallies while Ken Norri*
and Mr*. Cecil Van Dyke and a Christ-likemanner, and by helphad 12 for WC.
custom has grown up in Holland
TXfc VORSF 0U7Z4PP OfLongfellow Cab Scouts,
•on, Gordon Wayne of Muske- ing others. We must bear witness
to honor the dead sailors on Dec1WE
_
gon, Mr. and Mr* Donald Hein in both word and deed.
oration day as well as the dead
, 1HE &WA5T
Parents
Hold
Pollack
Mrs. Gerrit Van Lopik
and daupghter,Cynthia Arlene. The blessings of God received
soldiers. To that end it has been
Leonard Nicol of Lakeland. Fia., by us entail the obligation of
Cub scout* and parents of pack customary to hold exercises on
Succurabi at Zetland
could not be present.
proclaiming the truth to others.
5. Longfellowschool celebrated the Grand Haven bridge and to
:WThe phrase "Let the redeemed say
Zeeland. Feb. 26 (Special)
Washington'sbirthday with a fam- scatter flower* on the waters of
so" emphasizesa great truth. The
Mr*. Gerrit Van Lopik. who waa ily potluck dinner in the school BJack River. This practice will
Laditt Bible
grace of God received by us must
73 last Feb. 17, died early Fri- Monday night.
again be followed out this year.
Hoe Social Meeting
be passed on. If we are redeemed
day-at her home., 122 East Central
Following the dinner, Dick Miss Henrietta Althui* enterronnunr
we ought to say so. How much
Ave. She had been in failing Yskes played a tuba solo accom- tained her Sunday school class at
Mrs. John Bekken, president of that simple witness should mean
health for a long time.
U-Chjo odmittad to Umco,
panied by Delores Vanden Berg. A her home on River Ave. in honor
the Ladies Bible class of First to the world which so sorely needs
1801
She was a member of Second cornet* trio, composed of Bill of their teacher. The entertainMethodist church, waa hostess to redemption!
Reformed 'church, its Ladie* Aid Meengs, Harvey Nies and Brian ment was in the form of a handmembers of .he class at the
and Miasionary aociety, the Zeel- Ward also entertah^d the group. kerchief ahower on Mils KlomparB-U.S. tutlow* duali&i
w Awvml
1838.
monthly evening meeting Friday
and Garden club and Home Exens
their
teacher,
who
is to be a
Dr.
Lester
Kuyper
presided
at
H
FCETOEf
night in her home, 315 Weat 13th Prof. Edward S. Avison
tension group.
HT iH
June
bride.
the meeting. Ranci Overbeek is
St. Twenty-six attended.
Sl-tatte at Verdun.1918
Ilf WAV
Surviving are the husband; a the new chairman of the Cub comAppears at Yadnom Clab
The Holland Christian ReformMrs. FYed Scheibach led devoson.
Chester
‘of
Zeeland;
two
mittee.
ed
church
of
Zutphen
will
build
a
Prof. Edward S. Avteon of the
tions and Mrs. John Oudman and
£-Wohinglon a Birthdaybrothers, Isaac and Gerrit Van ’ Eugene Vande Vuase, cubmas- modern parsonageat an approxiHope college speech department,
Mrs. Frsnk Eby were in charge
Dyke
of
Zeeland;
three
sisters, ter. presented advancement mate cost of $3,500.The building
entertainedYadnom club memgames. Refreshments were ber* and guests Monday night at
Mrs. Marie Pellegromof Holland, awards to cub scouts of den 3, committee consistsof William AlB-Aotaiy Club loundtd.
>908
by the officer*,including the home of Mrs. Henrietta LokMra. Bert Timmer and Mrs. Jean- Mr*. William Saunders, den moth- bright, Nicholas Roek, Henry K.
Earle Working. Her- ker. West 12th SL Prof. Avison
ette Wiggera, of Grand Rapids. „ er. Billy Japinga, Tom Overbeek Lanning and Nicholas Cook.
M— Ada. Chattel (Haiti
Dameon, Fred Scheibach, presented Interpretive readings of
and Paul Van Wyk received the
Last night 13 graduated from
bom. 1888
Haight, and the hostess.
Michigan
raises
about
70
per
Bear rank and Kenneth Fehring. Fennville High school when H. L.
some Longfellow,Sarett, SandNine Dsugherty is teacher terg. Hughe*, Johnson and Lanier
cent of the nation's bean crop. It Stuart Post. "Buzzy" Boersema Rynold* a* spokesman for the
H-Cok itaanar
leads a |so in production of peas, and Bob Saunders were given the
poem*.
board of educationand faculty
1835
celery and peppermint.
Bear rank with a fold arrow. • ^ presented each with a diploma.
Acta 8:26-39

By Henry Geerllngs
What is it to be a witness?
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QuarteU to Pretint
All-Sacred Program

Luncheon

Public

An all-eacred program by four
male quarteta from Zeeland, Hudlonville, Drenthe and Grand Rapids will be presented at 8 p.m.
Thursday in Central Avenue
Christian Reformed church under
auspices of the Monica society.
Holland Only Small City Miss Mabel Boa will present
opening and doling organ selecIn Itinerary of Dutch
tions and the Rev. M. Van Der

Is

Now

Plan

Arranged for

In the

for

NtWS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

1948

26,

Good

Old Days

Spring Photos

Smokeless Unit

Tueaday morning the government lighthouse tender Dahlia
should take into consideration the
touched at Macatawa Park and
checking or repairingof your from it disembarked two reprecamera, according to Albert sentativesof the Naval board that
Schaafsma, owner and mai\agec ia looking for a site where a government naval trainingschool may
of Du Saar Photo and Gift Shop,
Zwaag will, offer prayer.
be established. The two gentleMunicipal Leaden
Quartets to appear will be the 1C East Eighth St.
men were Commander Winslow,
A public luncheon is being ar- "Service" quartet of Grand Rap- He also suggests that film needs who represented Rear Admiral
ranged here for the delegation of ids, the Hope quartet of Grand- be anticipated now as film will be Taylor, and Civil Engineer H. H.
Dutch officialsof the Association ville, the Gospel Four of Zeel- in limited supply during the warm Rosea n. assistantto Rear Adof NetherlandsMunicipalitieswho and, and the Drenthe quartet. season when more pictures are miral M. T. Endlcott, chief of
will visit Holland Wednesday, Among favorite selectionson the taken. Cameras also will be in the bureau of yards and clocks.
March 3, Willard C. Wichers, dir- program will be the sacred num- short supply but more will be Judge Everets • predicts that
ector of the midwestern division bers, TU Be a Friend to Jesus. available this year than last year, Waukazoo will be selected as the
of the Netherlands Information "Hallejuah,We Shall Rise,” ‘This according to Schaafsma.
lite for the training nation. In
Filters, sun shades and other that case it will mean that Holbureau, announced today.
World Is Not My Home,” "WonThe luncheon will be held at derful la Jesus,” and "Farther picture-taking aids are available land and the resorts will have lo- DISCHARGED FROM NAVY
at Du Saar’s. Sound projectors, cated at their doors one of the
noon in the Warm Friend Tavern Along."
Electronic Technician's Mate
with Municipal Judge Cornelius A male chorus will sing T movie cameras and projectors best equippedand largesttraining 2/C John Bremer, Jr., son of Mr.
vander Meulen as toastmaster.
Want My Life for Jesus," and “A also are sold.
achools in the world. This news
Mrs. John Bremer. 220 West
New gift lines are arriving atory appeared in the August 15 and
The delegation is made up of New Name Written Down in
Fight h St., has enrolled at Hope
daily and price ranges are better issue of the Ottawa County Times
Dr. P. J. Oud, mayor of Rotter- Glory."
college following his separation
than they have been, according to published in 1902 by M. G. Mantdam and president of the associafrom the Navy a week ago. He enthe owner, Dutch pottery is sold, ing.
tion; Charles G. Matser, mayor
ors which met in New York Feb.
listed March 12, 1946 and receivof Arnhem and member of the 16 through 18.
in addition to a complete selection
The Soo City on her way from
ed boot training at Great Lakes.
of gifts for every member of the Holland to Chicago Tuesday afboard of association;N. Arkema,
The tour, arranged by the family.
He attended service school at San

Dutch Delegation

director of the association,and P
van Nus, secretary to Dr. Oud.
Holland is the only small city
included in the itinerary of the degallon which is in the United
States on special invitationof the
Conferenceof United States may-

LOTS
GOING TO BUILD?
Buy now

in Visscher's Orchard

Subdivision, Holland's nawtst
restricted home sites. All lots
100x132, improvementsin. 28th
Street,one block west ot State

includes New York City, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore,New

,

ternoon broke a shaft in mid-lake
Viewmaster viewers and View- and was left drifting helplessly.
master reels are sold at the store She was picked up by a freight
as are Norcross greeting cards. barge and towed to Chicago where
Films left before 9 a m. can be she arrived shortly aftei midcalled for at 5 p.m. the »ame day, night. There were 200 passengers
Mr. Schaafsmasays. Photo fin- on board.
Though already a pleasant spot
ishing work done at the shop is
to spend the time Centennial Park
guaranteed^to be satisfactory.
will continue to improve in appearance, if the proposals of the
Park Board are carried out! At a

Francisco, Calif., for 48 weeks,
and boarded the USS Pasadena
on Aug. 15, 1947. He received a
discharge at the Naval Receiving
station, Seattle,Wash.

•

—

Exclusive By

Lennox Furnace Oo., of which

Harry Koop

is local dealer, an-

A

Ham

nounce# the production of a Lennox smokelessfurnace called the
new LS2 The company was perhaps the first manufacturerto obtain a license to produce a smokelew furnace urtder the principles played and

of Prof. Julian R. Fellows’ patents
Guest* were the MUiaa Thelma
held by the University of Illinois.
Homkei, Barbara Morria, Ruth
The entire smokelem development was conducted in co-operation with Prof. Fellows, according ufacturea aU type# of heating
equipment,gas, oil and coal furto Mr. Koop.
The furnace will burn the nace*, blowers and other accessories from the small 20-inch size
cheapest grade* of soft coal without smoke. It i* perfectly clean to the large unit of 1,000,000
BTU capacity.
to operate, he says. The furnace
Mr. Koop, who has been in the
will burn a greasy, soft coal with
heating business for more than 25
no visible smoke at the chimyears, has an office at 116 East
ney. This applies at all time*,
14th St., and a warehouse on
whether the furnace has just been
North River Ave.
fired or has been operatingfor
some time after firing, according
to the local dealer,

The economy promised by such

a furnace iS amazing, Mr. Koop
fiays. From 40 to 50 per cent of

GEES' ELECTRIC

• West tth Street

On display in the show room ia
the new Hudson, a car you ride in,
not on. This long, gleamingbeauty
is only five feet high from ground
to top. The all-steel Monobilt body
and frame provide* more inside
head room because seats and floor

life savers at Macatawa Park
yesterday, a large number of peo-

Sold With

ple w’ho were enjoying the Old

—

159 River

trf

149
Labor, gaskst A

oil.

Avenue
VRIELING

MOTOR SALES
Phone 3195

FOR GREATER SAFETY
AND

LOWER INSURANCE RATES

DRIVE CAREFULLY

AVE.

BEN L VANLENTE
177

COLLEGE

PHONK 71«

The World’# Largeet

of

Manufacturers of

Scrap Iron Urgently Needed!
r

The

steel Induetry Is not operating at full capacity because of
ehortage of lerap Iron. Hundreds of thousands of men wll soon be
out of work if more scrap Iron It not forthcoming.

COAL

—

OIL

—

QAI

Sold by

harry koop
HEATING

iron that steel mllla and foundries have
are fast disappearing.It Is up to everyone of ue to help by eellina
all their acrap Iron

111 East 14th

share by shipping out the scrap at fast as

St.

HOLLAND PHONE 27S«
ZEELAND PHONE 459F4

NOW!

uy

Lennox — You Buy Quality

in.

PHOTO

and GIFT

rums

mon I5U jgrji

ramiw

ENGINE

Mt/J and Foundry Supplies

TROUBLE?

Holland, Michigan

USE

HEET

IDEAL
DRY CLEANERS

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE
Corner Michigan and 28th St.
Phene 4431

Pktic 246$
CORNER COLLEGE AVE. aad 6TH STREET

ond

IGNITION

FOR A REAL
LUBE JOB

HAAN
MOTOR SALES
HUDSON DEALIR

MW.

Mh.M.

PtimTMl

-

WASHING

Ave^ Phone 6-7221

' KNIFE'S
PD» at

SUPER SERVICE

Csntrai Rhone Ut$

i

Coll 9051

HOLLAND READY ROOFIND

RANGES

Fllntkot#Product#

Holland Radio and
Appliance Co.
H.
448

Washington Phone

6-7212

MILMI ]CS

•

Genuine Parte

•

Electrical Service

Maycrofl

I.- r>~!

t.

.

TAVERN

|

; «

TRY OUR

PUS

FRESH BAKED

Tender crust you'll Iovb
its ipicy flavor that
calls for iccondi every
time.

A

sales

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Phone 66768
16-22 Weet 7»h Street

7997

384

CENTRAL AVI.

RHONE

serve and conserve
things yot

•
pro

the

®

havel

Call

us.

50 West 8th

•

St.

4/o

®

jj

GEORGE SCHREUR

1

CO.

PRINTING CO.

:

Phone 4811

•

with

job rev

iAPOB OR SMALL

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC

PRINTING

i
j

;

Between Tth and 8tb on

„

FENDERS
Th.

Permanent, Asbestos,

'INDERCAR COATING

College Ave.

Phone

4405

Kiep that new car "ntw”,

177 College Ave.

and

GEORGE SCHREUR
JOHN VANDER VLIET
i(

Prop*.

Vi

giva »ha old car "ntw*

quiatnaii, with

Amospro

'

Asbaitoi Fandtriqal, tha
belttr car undarcoatar.

But

I

FOR YOUR

COMPLETE
RADIATOR
SERVICE]

•

OTTAWA AUTO
SALES, INC.
8-14 West 7th St.

Guard

ROOFING NEEDS

gas and insuiat* against haat and cold from

pavamanti. Eliminata rust, road
i

^3/

body

y/3

1

against infiltration of carbon monoxide

tOW

-VALUE

IS

In

Dtod of Now Tires or Tire Service,

—

are fully equippedto do VULCANIZING, RECAPPING,
guaranteed.

and

rumble.

If* all

HIGH

noises

dona by ana

Amaspre

application of

FandarsaaMha car insuranceof

longer

automobilelife and riding camfort.
So*

GEO.

MOOI
ROOFING CO.

BILL’S TIRE

8L

M

Weet 7th Btroot

SHOP

Holland

*W# Know Wa Know Tires"

DECKER CHEVROLET*

29 Eotf 6Hi Sfrttt
Phone 2729

PHONE 3S26

AVE.

Service Department2388
t21

RIVER

-

INC.

SMB
HOLLAND,

Part* Department
-

4

2477

QUALITY

^REPAIRS

HOLLAND TIRMINAL
PHONB USB

ST

FRIEND

ELECTRICAL^

account."
The passer, he says, was a middle aged woman, well dressed and
rather di*tmgui»hedlooking— not
at all the type one would suspect
jof such a trick. He later surmised
that ahe might have been traveling and making • good living by
repeat perforrianc-*iof the act in
different town*.

IS

ml*

MacEachron

motor

369 River Ave.

Have repairs in time to

WHEEL-BALANCING. AU work

Rhone 2321

until

-j

MERCURY

Sandwich-Soda Bar

When

Wh«n

170 E. 16th

WARM

LINCOLN

HADS

With Local Merchant

OW*

COMPLETE PRINTINQ BKIIVICB

Open 11:00 A.M
night

AUTHORIZED DEALER

See Ue

STEKETEMIN IBIS

your favorltabeer or wlna.

• Engine Tune-up
• Brake Penning

Check Passer Squares

you with fine quality printing of
reasonable prices.

ly leeated Bier Kelder far

—

HOLLAND
wglding stRvice

For pleasant motoring, get

TYSSE

Whan yau are elek, you consult a doctor and retain his service*.
WheR you encounter legal difficulties,you engage an attorney.
plcnt that serves

%

noon, enjoy eur convenient

SERVICE

Holland and Zeeland who enlisted at that time, are still alive

PRICE

A completelyequipped modern

theatre, or for • aandwlotiat

III

and Timel

Asbestos

.

after Ilia

WATER HEATERS

Yesterday was the fortieth anniversary of the enlistment of Co.
1 of the 25th Michigan infantry,
for the battles of the Civil W*r.
Fifty of the 84 young men from

S.

URINTING

Whather before or

.

Call Ue and tave Labor Ceete

HOT PLATES

PHONE

today Al say* he must
have hern right about her - from
the start. He has received by mail
a check identical to the first,
same signature and all. This time

IIMONIZING

- BATTERIES

TIRES

The Quick and Modern Way
The Welder*# Terch

VACUUM CLEANERS

call as principal of the Christian
school recently organizedin this

A1 Schaafsma lost more
than $60 by cashing a cheok, he
chalked it us a* business ex|>erience. He admits he was surprised
when he presented the cheek and
the slip of paper bounced right
back at him with the words "No

V

lee Ue
17 Yeare’ Sxperlenea

r/.v.

RADIOS

Approximately 300,000,000 Val-jj
entinea are exchanged each year!;
in the U.
2.

9 East 10th Street

h

MOTOR TUNR4IK
CARBURETORS

SHOP

10 Beet *th Street

Ik

APPLIANCES

it didn't bounce.

mmr-iemm

Speciality

CUHING

Prof. B. Stegink,principal of
the Holland Chriatian school at
Paterson, N. J.. ha* accepted the

Self

mins

ROAD SERVICE

WELDING, IRAZING

city.

Heating Equipment

The stockpilesof scrap

comes

68fl Michigan

in thia city.

LENNOX

It

'

We

ROOFING ni SIDING

FRED’S GAR LOT

der" protection front, aides and sprained ankle.
Jacob and Fred Van Anrooy rerear. The structural members,
turned
Sunday morning from a
body panels, room and floor are
trip' of more than two months
welded into one solid unit.
through the Netherlands.
The new light and water plant
Pool Room Entered
at Zeeland will be located on the
City police today were inves- aite of the old poetoffice.
Rev. R. H. Joldersma of Grand
tigating a break-in at the East
End Pool Room, following a re- Rapid* will begin hi* new work
port by Owner John Zigterman a* “educationalsgent" for Hope
that the place was entered college the first of October
through a rear window during the • Rev. D. Drukker of Drenthe.
week-end. Zigterman said J20 in Mich., ha* accepted the call of
the English-speaking Christian Recash was missing.
formed church recently organized

On#

Ita

Phone 6422
Your Bulek-Pontlae Dealer

FOR YOUR

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

with constantlychanging,condi- pulled the unfortunate one* out o f
tioned air which eliminates steam- the shallow water into which
ed up or frosted winter windows. they had fallen. No aeriou* reThe Hudson's new box-steel sult* followed exceut that C.
frame completely encirclesthe Stryker of Central Park was condriver and pa.s«engers.giving "gir- veyed home, suffering from a

“A Stitch In Tim# Saves Nine*

Our firm It doing

EAiT 8TH BT.

160

(DilScuVl

30 Doy 50-50 Guarantee

of so many persons upon them
The Hudson has wide curved was too much. Without w-arning
glasa windshieldand rear win- the beams give way and the peodow plus generous side window* ple upon the platformwent down
for better vision. The car also with it. There was a great deal
features a completely automatic of confusionand excitement at
gear shifting in forward speeds. the Start, but the life savers,
Another advantage in the 1948 ferrymen and other rescuers were
Hudson is the weather-control upon the spot without delay and

MOTORS
* 4%5Q

Includes

HAARAUTOCO.

TER

LATE MODELS

Settlers’picnic, crowded upon the
platform over the pier near Skinner’s dock. At that point the
beam* of the pier* *re quite rothave been lowered to harmonize ted through and the great strain

REBUILT

.

WORKMANSHIP

QUICK SERVICE

PRINTINQ

with the lower top.

.

QUALITY

Main

USED CARS

GOOD FOOD

Phon« 2371

.

At Reasonable Price#

DEVELOPING

For Auto Plates

DUTCH MILL

PREVAILS

OILY

Complete Cleaning
Repairing and Raeering

ON

Short Time Left

WHERE

COMPLETE

RADIATOR SERVICE

CONTRACTOR

REALTOR

8

calorie*per kilogram.

ONE DAY SERVICE

ELECTRICAL

HENRY 00STIN6

V—

was

a two-courie lunch

aerved.

the actual BTU heating value in
average soft coal is containedin
Orleans, Chicago, Grand Rapids
the volatile matter. Usually the
and Holland.
volatile matter, which contains
During their stay in Holland,
the hydrocarbonsin the fuel, gets
the visitors will be guests of Mayaway from the fire without being
or Ben Steffens.
burned, and decomposesinto dense
Plans for entertainmentwere
black smoke. The Lennox smokediscussed Monday by a committee
less burns this volatile matter
consistingof Mayor Steffens,City
completely, acording to Mr. Koop
Clerk Clarence Grevengoed,Munthus using as much at 20 to 30
meeting of that body Wednesday
icipal Judge vander Meulen and
per cent less tonnage of coal. Promorning it was decided to place
Wichers.
duction of this new furnace is
a system of Incandescentlights Lester Wassenaar.in charge of
Reservationsfor the luncheon
very limited at present, he eays.
in the park which will he placed the local auto license bureau, remay be made with the Chamber
The Lennox Furnace Co. manupon
fancy
poles
in
convenient
minded local motorists today that
of Commerce or the Netherlocation*. This matter is in charge HHS plates must be on cars by
lands Information bureau.
When visiting Haan Motor of SuperintendentDe Young of March 1 Old plates expire midSales. Inc.. 23-25 West Ninth St.,
Known coal reserves of Alberta you not only will see the new the Board of Public Works Sup- night of Feb. 29. The bureau is loerintendentKooyers and G. J. cated at 20 West Eighth St.
province in Canada cover 25.000
1948 Hudson, but the new show Van Duren. as a committee. An
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff also
square miles and contain an esti- room* and up-to-the-minute parts
elegant iron fence hsa been ord- reminded local bicyclists that the
mated 386 billion tom.
department. Approximately 2,000 ered \o be placed around the has- same deadline applies for bicycle
•TEIL and CAST IRON
square feet have be«n added to the in of the fountain and replace licenses.
FURNACE*
present building,according to Bill fence. The board also favors the
The bicycle plates,similar in
PLUMBING lUPPLIIB
| Haan, local Hudson dealer,
the present temporary board color to auto plates, are available
j The former show room is being idea of a rustic bridge over the at police headquarters.
iwed as a reception room for cui- brooklet that ripple* between the
jtomers while having their cars basin and the pond. The lily pond
— I itores —
! serviced. This change greatly in*
will be cleaned and stocked with
!* "'vAr ...... Holland
136 E
Zeeland
| creased the floor space of the serfish from Macatawa Bay.
>* Main .......... Pennvllle
vice department.
White watching the drill of the

RESTAURANT

Street.

—

Netherlands Informationbureau,

Your spring picture-takingplans

Vanden Bosch, Tens Andrleeea.
Sylvia Vander Bie, Joan Viator
For Mitt Geneva Slenk
Bie. Wilma Vander Bie, Doratky
Vender Bie, Ma^lyn Connor; also
surprise shower was given the Mesdames Russell Morris,
Thursday night honoring Miss Anthony Westerhof. Bert Homkee,
Geneva Slenk, who will become Donald Zoerhof, Melvin Vantor
the March bride of Gordon Vender Bie, Glenn Zuverink, Harold
Beukema, Dennli Steinfort,
Bie. Hostesses were Mr*. George
Boerman, John Paul, Trade Van.
Vander Ble and Mr* Jack Vander
der Bie and John Slenk.
Bie. The event was held at the
home of Mr#. George Vander Bie.
As water freezes, it gives eU10
334 West 16th St. Games were

Shower Given

Sarprite

Lennox Produces

*

J
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Dutch Students

(rowers

Begin Studies at

On Prospects for

Differ

26,

194S

AAUW

Iltllfill lllfltl
TUfftt tULAIIII IITICE

Hears Discussion

On Family Relationships
Belle Farley Murray of the Uni-

Lod

versity of Michigan extenaion ser-

Peach Harvests

Seminary

vice,

Betrothed

Fennville, Feb. 26 (Special)—
In a preliminary survey of damage to peaches during the prolonged cold spell, answers vary
from "no peaches"to "there'll be

Thret Seminarians

Leave Netherlands to
Accept Scholarships

peaches."

Three Dutch seminary students

However, growers are

arrived recently at Western Theological seminary where they have

begun a year’s study on scholarihipc. The second delegationof

.

foreign students at Western in recent years, they arrived in time to
begin the second semester of the
year.

The atudenta are Roelof Van
Reenen from Utrecht, Karel

ALIEN STUDENTS HERE

Western Theological seminary

Roelof Van Reenen, Karel Han- here. All three of the Netherlands boys were awarded scholar-

hart and Arend Johan Nijk

(left

(Charles) Hanhart from Heem- to right) have begun atudiea
stede and Arend Johan Nijk from
Groningen. Members of the Reformed church in the Netherlands,
the boys were enrolled in semin-

at

ships.
all

agreed

that location is the reason for differences of opinion.Those on higher locationsreport a good showing
of bloom or branches "forced” inside, while growers who have cut
buds from tree* on lowland report
no live buds can be found.
The damage to trees is negligible compared with that in Van
Buren county, especiallyin the
vicinityof Bangor where the ex-

ships by the seminary for one
year of study.
treme low temperatures caused
the bark to crack and trees to
split.

Red Cross Campaign

aries there before accepting scholarships at Western seminary. Hanhart and Van Reenen were studying in Amsterdam and Nijk, at
Groningen.
Red Cross workers of Ottawa
Dr. J. R. Mulder, president of
county met Friday night at a din- are sponsors for each member.
. the seminary, has enlisted the coThe room was decorated by
operation of the Emergency Relief ner meeting in the Tulip Room of
Shirley
Smith and Anne Wierenfunds of the denomination and the Warm Friend Tavern. Purhelp from friends to obtain schol- pose of the meeting was to meet ga. Small arrows drawn from a
Valentine box contained the name
arship funds from which the stufund campaign workers for distri- of each girl and her sponsor. As
dents will be maintained while at
bution of supplies and to give in- the names were read, the girls
Western. Friends are helping to
formation about the campaign, pinned a Valentine corsage on the
•quip the boys with adequate
theme of which is "It's Red Cross sponsors.
wardrobes as NetherlandsregulaTime.”
A violin and marimba duet was
tions prevented them from taking
The Rev. William C. Warner, played by Shirley Smith and Anne
much clothing and money out of
chapter chairman, introduced Wierenga.Connie Tuinsma gave a
the country.
Van Reenen and Hanhart are James D. Boter, campaign chair- poem. Marietta Elgersma and
man. who was in charge of the Carol Jousma sang a duet and a
enrolled in the seminary's junior
dass and Nijk, who .has had more meeting. He gave a brief explana- clarinetand piano duet was played
tion of phases of the campaign.
by Eldora Goulooze and Janice
training, is in the middle class.
The Rev. Don Hallock of Grand Ashworth. A Dutch solo was sung
Although their scholarshipsare for
om year, all three of the young Haven who j acting as chairman by Belva Nyenhuis.Shirley Smith
men have expressed hopes that of the northern half of Ottawa played the marimba and Julia
county, introduced the campaign Kones played the accordion.There
they may remain here to complete
workers of his section and Mr. was also group singing.
aeminary training.
Boter introduced those of the
Barbara Elgersma and Gloria
First reaction to America,they
southern half of the county. Zone Hungerink were in charge of the
told Dr. Mulder, waa the impreschairman for Holland's residential program.Refreshmentswere servsion that life her* is much easier
area were announced as follows: ed by the members.
than in Europe. They reported seeing only one beggar since coming Zone 1, Mrs. Bernard Arendshere. An abundance of clothing horst; 2, Mrs. Andrew KlomparHealth Tests Offered
and the warm buildingsalso amaz- ens; 3. Mrs. Bruce Mikula; 4, Mrs.
Harold Klaasen.
ed the boys.
In Local High School
One of them summed up their It was emphasizedthat the Red
Dr. C. Dale Barrett, county
fadings when he said, ‘First off, Cross is this year trying to conI am deeply impressed by the ma- duct a condensed campaign in one health officer,explainedin Hol-

Workers Instructed

A strange phenomenon was noticed throughoutthe fruit country
since last fall, leaves that remained on the trees. This was caused
by the early frost last year when
thousandsof bushels of peaches
were frozen on the trees. However,
those leaves had fallen considerably before the extreme low temperatures came or the loss to buds
would have been still greater due
to moisture in the bud region retained by the leaf.
It is still too early for predictions about cherries,which are
more often injured by late frost
in spring. £ome growers are waiting to see if the age old omen "A
fog in February means a frost in
May." This year there was a heavy
fog the 18th day of February,
which

May

apeaking to Holland branch,

American Association of University Women, Thursday night in
the home of Mi*. George Stephena,
West 23rd St., offered helpful
suggestionsin family relation'

if a frost the same day in
occurs, may do considerable

damage.

OrffCCR laNATUM
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will

meet with Mrs. Clovis Dornan and
Mrs. Charles Green at the home
of the former next Friday, Feb.
27, with dessert luncheonat 1:30
p.m. Roll call will be on "Garden
Problems.'' the lesson on "Bugs”
will be presented by Mrs. Alva

wvaef Ine

MiMU a!
idmactiae
Q

fU<«ie

QlbtiaMM
SinniM

Wdk ifaa4Q

M<tioa
At iatca-

Cat

said.

"It is always a good idea to
think more and talk less," suggested Mrs. Murray. When faced
with problems in the home, it ie
important to discover why others
behave as they do; look for the
causes, she said. Give credit when
due. And always remember, said
Mrs. Murray, that in parent-child
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relationships,the adult carrieathe
major responsibilityfor good beMIrr Hirriet Overweg
havior.
Mr. and Mra. Henry H. Over"In trying to solve the problem*

weg, 235 Weit McKinley Ave.,
Zeeland, announce the engagement of their daughter,Harriet

that arise in human relationships,
let us honestly put ourselves In
the other'* place, and then try to
do something about the situation
Cecil, to Paul Morley, son of Mr.
if somethingshould be done," the
and Mr*. John Morley, route 5, said
HoUand.
Miss Bernice Bishop presided.

Mrs. Kenneth Allen, legislative
chairman,talked about the pend-

RCCOMU A PERMANENT PART If YOUR DRIVER LICENSE FMC

North Blendon
On Feb. K) the

Uniform Traffic Law
Will Reduce Accidents
first

of the

series

on traffic safety which explain
tli€ Uniform Enforcement Policy

Ganges

Lm

d

D h* wwf Q FiL

Viola tioni

This is the

The Ganges Garden Group

fad

lb

It ic importantto learn to live
together and be happy' because
one another, to learn to bring out
each other's strength and good
qualitiesrather than weaknesses,
and to realize that each person
ha* a right to be different,she

—

System of Accident Prevention. It
has been prepared by John Hoffman. chief of police of Highland
park, and president of the Michigan Association of Chiefs of Police which organization developed

the system over two years and

societiesof

M

•

ing federal "aid to education" bill
and it was decided to extend a
n’

s

the Beaverdamand

vote of confidence to Michigan
senators and congressmenon their

stand in the matter.
In other business a contribution
churcheswere guests of the local was voted to the vision testing
Men's society. The speaker was program in Ottawa county. Tentathe Rev. H. Kooistra of Beaver- tive plan* were announced for a
dam who chose as his subject discussion group on national and
•‘Personal Christianity." Refresh- internationalaffairs under the diments were served by Mesdames rection of Miss Metta Ross, proW. Driesinga, H. Driesinga, T. fessor of history at Hope college.
Miedema, J. Ter Horst and S. Time of the first meeting wsll be
announced.
Huttinga.
James Sal and Miss Kathryn In charge of the social hour
Deimer of Borculo were married were Miss Minnie Nelson. Mrs.
Feb. >2. Wedding vows were Peter Pnns, Miss KatherinePori,
Nicholas Hoffman and wf. to spoken in Borculo Christian Re- Mrs. Robert Horner and Mrs,
William G. Winter and wf. Pt. formed church in the presence of Henry Pas.

Borculo Christian

Reformed

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

tried it out in five pilot cities
Hoover.
Lots 1 and 23 A. C. Van Raalte's several relativesand friends. The
C. B. Wightman is reported not where it proved more effective in Addition No. 2 o City of Holland. couple is living in a house trailer
House Entered
reducing accidents than had prevso well at this time.
Wiliam Nyenhuis and wf. to on the farm of the groom s father,
Grand Haven. Feb. 26 (Special)
ious
methods—
Editor)
John Martin Timmer and wf. Lot Herman Sal.
week, March 1 through 6. Work- land High school chapel exercise! The W.S.C.S. held their month—State police Friday reported a
terial welfare of this country. It
ly work meeting at the home pf
The families of Minard Bruins,
The MichigaijAssociation of 32 Aukeman's Subd. Twp. George- Harold Haverdink and Art Over- breaking and entering at the Domis a thrilling experience to see the ers hope to reach the quota by Thursday morning, the health Mrs. Russell Knox Tuesday aftertown.
the
evening
of
March
6.
Workers
browski residence in Chester
test! to be conducted in the noon.
Chiefs of Police congratulates
full stores, and the well-supplied
John C. Dunton to John Walters weg attended a reception honor- township between 6:15 and 10:15
restaurants,where people can buy should turn funds in to the Cham- school. All students fn the high
Holland on b^ine one of the first
Elaine Ann is the name of the
ing
their
relatives.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pt. Lots 1 and 2 Howard's Addiber of Commerce office where school will be given hearing tests
p.m. Thursday while the family
aad order everything they like.
daughter bom to Mr. and Mrs. to adopt the Uniform Enforce- tion to City of Holland.
Gerrit Overweg at the American
was attending a PTA meeting in
“Then, there is that happy, op- volunteer workers will accept the during a three-dayperiod start- Robert Mulac in Douglas hospital ment Policy System of Accident
Legion
hall
at
Grandville
on
Feb.
Hudsonville Creamery and Ice
Kent City. Entrance was gained
Prevention.
timistic way of living, which is so money and handle supplies. Quota ing Monday. The tests will be
Saturday night.
Cream Co. to H. C. Hartman Pt. 12. Mr. and Mrs. Overweg were by prying the lock on the front
conducted by Mrs. Elizabeth BowMotorists should have confidvery difficult from the depressed of the campaign is $30,000.
Mrs. William Larsen was hosLots 56 and 57 Ohlman’s Asses- married by the Rev. De Krijter at door, breaking it and aplitting
During
a
question
and
answer
man.
ence in this new system because
and despairing attitude of the
tess
to
the
Ganges
Bridge
club
sor s Plat No. 1 Villageof Hudson- the Rusk parsonage. The bride is the casing. A glass bank containEuropeans.To me American life period It was brought out that
Vision tests will be given be- Monday with a dessert luncheon it represents the best thinking of
the former Martha Styf of Rob- ing $10 to $15 was taken from a
ville.
this
is
not
a
roll
call
campaign
police
and
court
officials.
With
is like the happy days of my
ginning March 9. and chest X- at 1 p.m.
Jessie H. Hirschl,to Mary H. inson. They are at home in the bedroom.Other money in the kitand
that
the
usual
roll
call
dollar
childhood, of which I have memrays will be available to all stuThe Baptist Mission Circle met the assistance of national auth- Swanberg Pt. Lots 22, 23, 75 and Kantenberg apartment at Bauer. chen also was reported miaaing.
orities they pooled their adminisories, but f know that kind of life will not be enough to meet the dents in April.
with Mrs. Arnold Green ThursRev. and Mrs. Sonnema enter- Officers said there were no duet.
The hearing tests consist of day, Feb. 19. Following the co- trative judgment.The result is a 76 Waukazoo Addition Twp. Park.
will never return to Europe. Here quota. However, any contribution
Jessie H. Hirschl to Andrew J. tained member* of the Chrisfian
plan which will reduce accidents
life is young and vital, but I feel will make the giver a member and three phases. Screen tests for
operative dinner at 1:30 p m., the
Herschel Pt. Lots 23, 24. 74 and 75 school board at toeir home here
and be fairer to drivers.
it is not my life, not Europe's life; give him members' rights in the groups of 40 will first be given.
lesson on "Weaving the Tapestry
recently.
Waukazoo Addition Twp. Park.
Failures in this test will take a
It is impossible to reduce ack is still differentand far away. organization.
of Missions," was presented byLast Friday. Feb. 13. the folRobert
Mickam
to
Russell
It
was
also
clarified
that
when
"pure tone" test. For those who
cidents without reducing violaam still young myself, but
Mrs. Green.
lowing
women attendedthe meetSchlukebir
and
wf.
Pt.
Lot
11
Blk
tions which cause them. Traffic
here I sometimes feel old, and I a man contributes at his place of fail. Paul Cromer of the Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Plummer violationscannot be reduced un- 3 Sunnyside Plat Twp. Spring ing of the Women's World Day
buaineas,
it
is
for
himself
only.
Health
department
will
determine
wish that I could be happy and
have received the announcement less police officersstop motorists Lake
of Prayer held at the Allendale
spontaneousagain as people here He does not contribute for his en- the cause and offer medical corof the birth of a new grandson on
who break the law and courts Guy Northouse and wf. to Gene Christian Reformed church: Messeem to be. I really become jeal- tire family. His wife can become rection.
Teachers who will assist Mrs. Feb. 8 to Mr. and Mrs. George assess penalties effective enough E. Nyenhuis Pt. Ea SEi NEi Sec. dames H. Wolbers, A. Papp, R.
ous when I see how easily people a member by contributingat home
Enders of Chicago. Mrs. Enders to prevent future violations.
Lamer, C. Moll, B. Kuyers, B.
14-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
get along with one another, how in the house to house canvass. Bowman are Peter Veltman,
was
the former Mary Ann PlumMartinie,
P. Marline, G. KlynBen
Heuvelman
and
wf.
to
GerTheodore Carter, Miss Doris
Hence, every motorist who
uncomplicatedand natural social
mer of Ganges.
stra, P. Standard.H. Overzet,
Brower, Edward Damson and Miss
would
like to see accidents reduc- rit Feyen and wf. Pt. Lot 15 Delife is.
Royal Neighbors Plan
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kiernan of ed will enthusiastically support Kleire's Subd. Twp. Jamestown.
H. H. Vander Molen, C. MeeuwLida Rogers.
There is only one thing I hope
Elkhart, Ind., visited relatives the police and the court. If the
Harm Busman and wf. to Am- sen. E. E. Elzinga, Margaret Mar—that America may realize its AnniversaryPotlach
here recently.
present number of violatorsstop- brose Busman and wf. Pt. NW| link and Mary Huizenga. The proown richness, its many possibili- A Royal Neighbors meeting was
Cards have been received from ped. warned or fined is not suf- SWJ and NEi SWi and also Pt. gram included a message by Mrs.
James A. Brouwer
ties, and that it may feel its re- held Thursday night at the hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Serene Chase of ficient to reduce accidents, the SEi NWi 22-8-14.
S. Bergsma of Grand Rapids who
sponsibilities. I am sure it has an Mrs. Joe Dore, oracle, presided Has 94th Birthday
Benton Harbor, that they are authorities must take more acHilma S. Rees to Carl O. Dahl- has labored in Ethiopia and India
enormous task in the world-chaos It was decided to celebrate the
spending their vacation with Mr. tion.
man and wf. Pt. NWi NEi Sec. with her husband who is a doctor.
of today.”
James A. Brouwer,veteran mer53rd anniversary of the club,
Chase’s brother. Hoyt Chase, in
Mrs. Banker presenteda short
The choice between paying more 10-8-16Twp. Spring Lake.
which occurs March 21, with a chant of Holland, observed his St. Petersburg^ Fla.
Sena Israels et aJ to Dick B. message on the theme "The
fines
or
having
more
accidents
is
potluck supper on March 26 for 94th birthday anniversary FriVernon Ten Cate 1$
Miss Phyllis Hathaway of obvious. Traffic fines are cheaper Riemersma Pt. Lot 4 Blk 10 How- World at Prayer." The song serday. In the evening he was honmembers and families.
Mountain View, Mo., has come to than propertydamage, injury or ard's Add. to City of Holland.
vice and devotions were in charge
Speaker at School
Cards were played with prizes or guest at a family dinner party
Dick B. Riemersma et al to of Mrs. Don Steven* and Mrs. F.
make her home at the residence death.
In observance of Crime Preven- going to Mrs. Ben Van Dam, Mrs. at the home of his son and
of Dr. and Mrs. E. T. Brunson.
The plan will provide uniform- Harvey Riemersma Pt. Lot 4 Blk Meyer*. Mrs. H. Lemmen was the
daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs.
tion week, the Holland Exchange Dore and Mrs. Lyle Wright.
Mrs. Darwin Secord and little ity. It makes it possible for mot- lo Howard’s Additionto City of accompanist. Special music was
«lub sent Attorney Vernon D.
Refreshments were served by William J. Brouwer, East 14th St. daughter have returned from Deprovided by women from the Alorists to be treated in the same Holland.
Mr. Brouwer was born in 1854
Ten Cate as speaker in Wednes- Mrs. Elmer De Boer and her comGertrude Vanden Brink to Jo- lendale Reformed, Rusk Christian
troit where they visited her par- fair manner by the polic- and
in a house on the corner of Eighth
day morning's chapel service at mittee.
ents for a week.
the court of any city that adopts seph W. Lang ano wf. Lot 8 Blk Reformed and the local Reformed
St. and College Ave. His parents
•Holland High
•
9 South West Add. to City of Hol- churches.
The W.S.C.S.will serve a sup- the plan.
were among the first settlers
He said that crime costs the Pioneer Girls Division
per Tuesday evening, Feb. 24 at
For the first time traffic viola- land.
Mr. and Mr*. J. Cotts of Grand
here. He began his career in buscountry 15 billion dollars a year,
Man- Elizabeth Lang to Ger- Rapids were recent visitors at the
the Methodist church for the Tex- tions and trafficconditions have
comparing that figure to 3^ bil- Has Valentine Party
iness at the age of 18. He servaco Co.
been measured. Now it is possible trude Vanden Brink Lot 8 Blk 9 homes of relativeshere.
ed on the school board for many
lions spent on education. He said
Mrs. Nellie Miller and daugh- to warn the least serious first of- Souih West Addition to Cty of
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Berghorst
that a major crime is committed
The Colonistsdivision of Pioneer years and has been a long time ter, Dorothy, spent Sunday in
fenders and penalize the more Holland.
called on their mother Mrs. Dick
every 18 seconds and that the Girls held a Valentine party Mon- member of the FourteenthStreet Holland with Mr. and Mrs. Robert serious violators strictly in acGerrit H. Kragt ana wf. et al to Berghoret, at the D. Berghorst
criminal population is between day night at the Woman's Literary ChristianReformed church conCunningham, daughter ol the for- cordance with how much they Harold Streur et al Pt. Si NEi home at Pearline one evening last
club. The party was to acquaint sistory and a Sunday school teachfive and six million people.
mer.
threatenedto cause an accident.
week.
Ten Cate said there was no or- the girls with their "pals,” who er.
This gives the first offender a
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Crane and
Mrs. P. Martinie and children
Mrs. Albert Komng spent Friday "Break," if the violation was not
.spent Feb. 12 with relatives in
in Grand Rapids and visitedMrs. too severe, and teaches repeaters
Borculo.
(From Friday's Sentinel)
I
I
I
Koning's sister,Mrs. Bessie Tis- and more dangerous drivers that
Because of the recent illness of
Mrs. Abe Timmer, 307 .West Rev. Sonnema the Saturday catthe worse they drive the harder
dale.
13th St., submittedto major surMr. and Mrs. L. A. Bartholo- they will be punished.
echism classes did not meet.
mew spent a day recently with The new traffic ticket tells the gery this morning at Holland Mr. and Mrs. J. Hirdes and Carher mother. Mrs. John Kinzler motorist the rules used by the hospital.
ol were visitorsat the P. Bruins
Regular meeting of the Ameri- home recently.
police officer and the judge in
in Benton Harbor, who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover and dealing with violator*.Thus, for can auxiliary will be held WedMr. and Mra. P. Standard redaughters, Margaret Ann and the first time all three can play nesday at 8 p.m. instead of Mon- turned home last week Wednesday.
Esther, were Sunday dinner the accident prevention game with
day after spendingsix week* in
•from the worlds
M.s. Peter Klynstraof Beaverguests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye. the same set of rules. This underFlorida.
standing
should
produce
better dam is spending a week with her
Mr*. George Glupkers of HolMr. and Mr*. F. Knoper and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
teamwork and better results.
finest
land is spendingthe week in the
baby spent an evening last week
Printed
on
the
tickets are 24 Carlton and family and Mr. and
home of her sister, Mrs. Alca Hoowith Mr. and Mr*.
Meeuwsen
specific items which contribute to Mrs. Lee Smith and family, all
ver and family.
at South Blendon.
(are spices and
80 per cent of the accidents.Thgseof Ann Arbor. Mrs. Carlton, the
A number from here attended
Mr.
and
Mr*. H. H. Vander
former Rita Klynstra, is improvthe Otsego Creamery meeting, are arranged in three columns.
ing from a serious heart ail- Molen were called to Grand Rapand dinner in Allegan Thursday, Those on the left are least dang- ment.
ids Sunday due to the serious conerous: those on the right are most
Feb. 19.
The Kiwania Queens will hive dition of their brother. Lew Vandangerous. When the officer stops
a violator he checks the items a Charter night dinner meeting der Molen. He died Monday. FuTuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the neral services were held WednesMr. and Mrs. Essing
that apply.
The violatorpresents this ticket Dutch Mill restaurant. Wives of day afternoon at the Sullivan FuFeted at Reception
at the court. By noticing which new Kiwanis club members ere in- neral home with burial taking
place at Rest Lawn cemetery.
column the check marks are in. vited. Officers will be elected.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Essing,
Miss Myrtle Elzinga who will
the court can know immediately Daughters were born this mornwhose marriage took place Feb. whether a warning is deserve or ing, at Holland hospitalto Mr. and become the bride of Oleri Gar11 in the parsonageof the Zut- how much fine would be fair.
Mrs. Clarence Kammeraad. 397 vellnk of Borculo on Feb. 25 was
phen Christian Reformed church,
Tliere are not enough officers Central Ave.. and to Mr. and Mrs. honored at two showers last week
the Rev. J. Visser* officiating,
to see every violation.But under Lester Woldring, 394 Chicago given by Mr. Garvelink’s relative*
were honored at a reception held this new system they will stop Drive. A son0 was bom Thursday and relativesof the bride-elect.
the following night in the home of
Rev. H. D. Ter Kerst of Holevery violator they do see. even at the hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Essing, route if the offense is not .the most Harold .Haverkamp. 25 West 21st land was In charge of servicesat
3, Zeeland. The bride is the formthe .Reformed .church' Sunday.
dangerous.
St. .
er Helen Stowie of Forest Grove.
Rev. H. Colenbranderof HudsonBeing stopped by an officer
Attendants at the wedding were may never be pleasant from ttfe THEFT CONFESSED
ville will occupy the local pulpit
Mr. and Mrs. Judd Easing. The motorist’s point of view. But if
Grand Rapids, Feb. 21 (UP)— Sunday.
immediate families a'nd a few you are stopped, remember that James FL Warner, 17, of near
March 19 Is the date set for a
friends attended the reception. little violations are like little in- Eaton Rapids, was serving a two- program in the interest of the
Pictures were taken and a musi- juries. ‘Unless’ treated, they grow year probation term today in the American Mission to Lepere being
cal program was presented.
into big ones most certain to theft of $282 from the Union de- sponsoredby the Women’s Mis-
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school.

Personals

VS

HU

IS

Ketchup

made

tomatej

G

Vln^r

Misses Ceola Bekius and Mar- cause an accident. Every time pot newsstand. Warner also muat
ilyn Stowie were in charge of the you see a violator stopped Just return the money.
gift room. Serving the 40 guests think to yourself "that stop may
were Mr. and Mrs. Sy Huizenga, have saved someone's life, posOf the 412,851 producing oH
Miss Mildred Ver Hage and Merle sibly my own."
wells in the U. S., 71.8 per cent
Slotman.
are. classifiedas stripper, or highThe couple is living at 276 Comic strips were not used in cost wells. They account for 12.9
Maple SL, Zeeland.
daily newspapers until .the 1890'6. per cent of total production.

$

sionary eociety of the Reformed
church.

Courses In agricultural education have been compulsoryin
French schools since 1879. Such
were not introduced into
sabook until about 1900.
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Celebrate Silver Anniversary

Hope Squeezes

By Muskegon Reds
In final

N!W$

By Adrian five

Moments

In 55-53 Victory

Holland High Leads

Christian Plays

WANT-ADS

Excellent Ball

LOANS LOANS

Dutchmen Come From
Behind To Tike Lead;

Hollanders Hold Slim

But Yields to Rally

Vande Wege, Buter High

RosendaU Gets 25

Coach

For th« second time this season,
the Holland High school cage

Ad*.

.

Load in Second Hall;

A

Milton "Bud" Hinga’a

Hope college Dutchmen took

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street. 2nd floor

To Edge Allegan

Foe Most'of the Way,

vastly Improved Holland
Christianquintet turned In one

their

• squad was nosed by two points in

second victory in two daya Satur-

of tta be*t game* of th# year Fri-

dying minutes of a game as the
Big Reds from Muskegon came

day night, edging a keyed up Ad-

day night at Allegan whipping
the Tiger* 56-47. The win was

rian college five 55-53. The locals
trailed in the early stages of the
gftme and wore a point behind at
the half, but came through In
great style to build up a substantial lead in the second half
which proved sufficient to offset
a strong Bulldog rally In the
final two minutes.

through to beat the locals, 35-33 in
the Armory Friday night. Holland
led through most of the first half.
''

It

was a

thrilling contest

saw every person
Armory on

in

which

the packed

his feet to see the fin-

LOAN!

Up

Christian'* 10th against five defeat* so far this season.

The Maroons tangled with

an

exceptionally “hot" Allegan club.

The Tiger* did

all their scoring

The Sunbeam Blue Birds of Vap
Raalte school met with their leader, Mrs. John Harthornc and assistant, Mrs, R. Bouws. Statloiyery samples were given to the girls
and they are going to begin theft*
sales, the profitsgoing both to the
building fund and their own treasury.

from beyond the foul line and hit
Mrs. John Stephens, librarisn for ths Hope college science departal minute of play. With two and a
With five minutes remaining in
with amazing accuracy. Christian, The Singing Blue Birds met at
ment, and Dr. Gerrit Van Zyl, hfad of the chemiitry department,
the ball game, the locals were ridhalf minutes remaining in the
on the other hand, played its best the home of tlieir leader, Mrs. Joe
•tack some of the eeveral hundred volumei of chemical reference
ing comfortablyon a 52-42 lead.
works which were recently given to the college by the daughter of
“set up" ball of the year, getting Jonker. The group has started the
contest and Muskegon ahead 34-31,
But Adrian caught fire and struck
one of Dr. Van Zyl’a former* teachere.
all clone in shots as a result of a "Hello World, Let’s Get TogethDon Piersma took the ball on a relack with three quick baskets
pass and cut or a pivot shot by er" project. They made paper
bound off Holland's backboardand
from near mid-courtby Fox and
one of the pivot men. Evidenceof doll#, called Barbara and Bob,
s went up for a shot but was fouled,
by Arbaugh. Hope then got their
the fact that the Dutch played and have started them on their
giving him two free tosses. But
hands on the ball and held it after
smooth percentage basketballis journey to tar away lands. The
the fifst shot was missed and HolHarv Buter added two free
that Coach Art Tuls' pivot men firls hope to have the pair in
land elected to take the ball out
throws and Vande Wege got one
garnered 42 points between the Mexico by their next meeting.
of bounds instead of taking the
charity toss. Hope was fouled
two of them. Big Duane Roaendahl The Bonnie Blue Bird# met at
second shot. The Dutch took two
several more times in the final
netted 25 while "Butts" Kool was the home of Judy Kolm with their
pecks at the hoop and Muskegon
minute and a half but refused the
Because of a chance reading of
guood for 17. When mentioning leader, Mrs. Jack Klaaaen. The
gained control of the ball. But the
shots
and took the ball out of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Spykerman
the offense, it must not be for- girls are making sock dolls which
Reds also took several shots at an appeal lor science books. Hope mittee for the annual meeting of bounds instead,and held fast
(Pcnna-Sas photo) gotten that the Holland "back line they will finish at their next
fheir basket and missed this time college has been .made the bene- the Ladies' Aid and Missionary
until the final buzzer sounded
The 25th wedding anniversary j briefly and led closing devotions. men" did a good job getting the meeting. Plans were also made for
with Holland taking the ball off ficiary of the complete chemical society to l>e held on March 11. signaling the end of the contest
library
of
the
late
Dr.
Moses
Cornball into the front lane against a future meetings.
Refreshmentswere served.
the board and rushing down the
Mrs. Nykerk, returned missionary
Hinga
placed the closeness of of Mr. and Mrs. A her* Spykerman
berg, former head of the departpressing
Allegan defense.Ooacb
Recently the Happy Blue Birds
floor.
Among
the
guestwere
Jak«
from Arabia, will lx1 the speaker. the contest on two things— Muld- was celebrated Mondax night at
Ken mis' strategy was a rushing entertainedtheir mothers at a
After a long shot was missed. ment of chemistry at the UniversMrs. Henry Roelofs spent last er’s leg Injury which- kept him their home on Lakewood Blvd. An Heemstra of Primghar,la.. Mr
detenbe, although it was not ef- tea given in the home of theft*
Gerrit Israels twisted in a tip-in ity of Michigan, it was announced week Wednesday at the Raymond
from performing his usual game informal gatheringand program and Mrs. John Heemstra of Orshot that narrowed the margin to today by Dr. Gerrit Van Zyl, head Leetsma home.
ange City, la.. Mr. and Mrs. Art fective against the speedy Hol- leader,Mrs. Andries Steketee. The
and that Adrian was a far better
was attendedby brothers, sisters Heemstra of Nappanee. Ind., al land guards.
• 34-33 with only one minute left in of the chemistry department at
girls arranged the refreshment!
Mrs. Peter De Witt was a team than most fans give them and cousins of the couple.
Rosendahl, Often and Kool com- on the table. As each mother arthe contest. As the Muskies mov- Hope college and former student
brother and sisters-in-lawof Mr*
credit
for
being.
Coach
Lyman
Nick Spykerman was toasimas- Spykerman; Mr. and Mrs. Art pletely dominated the backboards rived her daughter pinned a “Valed down the floor. Stan Yonker, of Dr. Gomberg. Thus library con- Thursday supper guest of Mr. and Abbott said after the contest that
Mrs. Henry Boss
ter and gave a humorous account Uittenbogaardof Chicago, broth with the Tigers seldom getting entine Lady" on her which she
stalwart forward, was fouled and sists of several hundred volumes
it was the best performance his
Mrs. C. Wabeke was a Wednesof the couple's anniversary in the er-in-law and sister of Mrs. Spy more than one shot at the hoop. had made herself. Karen Damson
the Reds made the count 35-33 as pertaining to chemistry in all its
club had turned in all year.
day guest in Grandville.
Yonker’s foul split the meshes with phases.
Tiie road to glory was not an and Gretchen Boyd poured At the
Hope fell behind as the ball Dutch language. Mrs. Charles kerman: Mr. a ' Mrs. Milo D<
Last year Dr. Van Zyl through
50 second left in the tilt. One of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Schermer game got underway and with Kuyjjers presented an account of Jong and Mr. and Mrs. Henrj easy one for the Tulsmen. They last meeting, Mrs. Steketee helpthe couple'scourtship and Milo De Muilenburg of Grand Rapids; Mr trailed at the end of the first ed them make silhouettes of themthe Dutchmen committed another the Hope college alumni maga- are announcingthe engagement of
only three minutes gone the Bullfoul with 30 seconds to go as they zine, made an appeal to all form- their daughter. Eileen Beth to
dogs held a 7-0 lead over the Jong gave an impersonation. The and Mrs. Nick .Spykerman anc period 16-11 and at one time In selves. She drew the outline
tried desperateh to gain control er science students to help build Willis Boss, son of Mrs. S. Boss,
Re\ George Douwstra. who mar- family; Mrs. Paul Kuyent anc the second quarter were behind their profilesand the girls filled
Dutch. Hinga started Mulder, but
of the ball. Muskegon took the ball up Hope's scientificlibrary. Re- Jr., of Zeeland.
saw
that his “Charley horse," ried he couple while minister at family, and several cousins frorr 18-11. 'apt. Russ Gilpin of the them in with black crayon. v
out of bounds and held the sphere cently one of these magazines, fell
Tiger* put on a one man scoring
Several Vriesland residents at- which he received in Hillsdale Fri- Hospers,la., 25 years ago. spoke Michigan and Indiana.
The Aiclciya Camp Fire group
into the hands of Sophia Gom- tended the annual meeting of the
yntil the final horn sounded.
spree for the host club, netting met at th£ Camp Fire office with
day night was hindering him and
Holland appeared superior as berg. daughter of the late Dr. Zeeland Co-Operative elevator took him out of the contest. But
live baskets on long one-handed their leader, Mrs. Heitbrink. iUthe tilt opened with Ronnie Apple- Gom!)erg: When she read of Thursday afternoonat the Zeelshots from far out. Allegan was ter handing in stories they com*
it was evident that Mulder'sser* dorn spearheading an attack Hope's drive she decided to give and City hall.
unable tc move in for a close-in posed with Indian symbols the
vices were nevertheless sorely
which put the locals out in front the entire science collectionto the
shot. Wit.i about three minutes to girls started making their noteThe Willing Workers met Thurs- missed and Hinga put him back
17-12 at the end of the first per- college.
go in hte second period,Rosendahl books.
day evening, in the chapel with into the game. Hope began to click
Included in this gift are all the
iod. Appledorn netted nine points
countered on a lay up shot to
Mrs. Floyd Boss and Mrs. Gerald and knotted the count at 13-all.
At the meeting of the WMfri
in that quarter as the locals show- American Chemical Society Journ- Zuiverink as hostesses.Others
move the Maroons out in front 21« Wastl Camp Fire group the girla
From
that point on it was .4 HoIland High school audltorlum
als,
Chemical
Abstracts
from
Voled class and a lot of spirit. The
20. Five quick point# gave Chris- decided to help the Cantewasteva
present were the Mesdames L. mp-and-tuck affair as the two
Dutchmen's offense never rolled ume 1 to date, the Journal of Am- Meengs, F. Nagelkerk.W. Kuip- teams exchanged basket lor bas- was filled Monday night with an
tian a 26-20 lead with a minute Camp Fire group with the "Kg
enthusiastic first night audience
like that again throughout the en- erican Chemical Society Volume
to go. The fighting Otismen came Tail" contest.Ten girls were asers, E. Bos, H. Heyboer, J. Van- ket. When the first half ended the
which
saw
one
of
the
best
senior
tire tilt after- they dropped off in 22 (189S) to date; and the Ana- der Laan. F. Ter Haar. J T. De locals were trailing by a 24-23
roaring back for two basket# signed hostess duties and 12 were
plays to be presented here in sevlytical Edition of Industrial and
the second quarter.
(From Tuesduy'aSentinel)
making the score 26-24 In favor chosen to make announcement*
Witt. H. Ter Haar. J. Wolfert. D. count.
eral
years.
The
play
was
repeated
Engineering
Chemistry.
To start the second period Jim
Kroodsma, L. Datema, G. Van
Hope came back in the second
Mr. and Mrs. William Modden of the locals.
about the contest to different
Tuesday, Wednesday and ThursAlso given were two volumes
Slagh swished a long shot which
Holland managed to stay ahead rooms. Marcia Glanton opened
Noord, J. Morren, G. Schermer. half to play it's usual brand of day.
187
West
18th
St.,
and
Mr.
an
written
by
Dr.
Gomberg
on
free
put the locals out in front 19-12.
in the second half, but were con- and closed the meeting with the
W. Van Haitsma. D. Tan is, D steady hall and immediatelytook
The three-act comedy, “Minick,'' Mrs Henry Borne of Grand Rap
t Chuck Meetsma netted
free radicals, a subject on which he
stantly pressed by the losers who reading of poems. The remainder
Wyngarden, and John Broersma. the lead and held It throughout
by
George
S.
Kautman
and
Edna
was
an
authority.
Many
volumes
throw for the Reds and Kruithof
ids left Siturday on a three-wee! never trailed by more than three
Carol Van Zoeren of Zeeland the second half. With five minutes
of the tinie was spent making InFerber, is a good play. It has hutipped in a left-handerfor Holland of valuable reference books in
vacation trip to Florida.
points.Christian'sbiggest lead of dian symbol stories for Trail Seekformerly of Vriesland has been remaining in the tilt the, locals
German.
French
and
Russian,
permor.
pathos,
human
interest,
and
making the count 2J-14. MuskeA son, Robert Wayne, was bor t!)e quarter was 34-28, but it was er notebooks. Their leader la Mrt.
named salutatorian of the senior held a 10-poirrtlead but Adrian
is full of good old-fashioned wisgon then gained a field goal and a iodical magazines and papers of class of 1948.
narrowed it to two points before
Monday at Holland hospital t soon wiped away 'The Dutch led Joe Moran.
dom. It depicts the struggle of
foul toss before Kompker bagged worth were also includedalong
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kimber, 11 40-37 at the end of the third perMr. and Mrs. M. P Wyngard- the tilt ended.
The Waditaka Camp Fire girl#
the older generation to adjust to
a free throw for Holland. Don with the first Decinial Index of en were last week Tuesday evenAdrian used a long shot attack
WeM
15th St., and a son. Miciiae iod.
took part in a Mother’s Tea for
other ways, and ofler.s a real lesGilmore then put in a dog shot Chemical Journals.
u.t* born Monday to Mr. and Mr;
The Maroons continuedto play mothers and daughtersof Junior
ing callers on Mr. and Mrs. G. against the locals with only three
sop in human nature.
just as the half ended with Holshots being taken all night inside
Vree
Leo Bcar.ss.route 1. Births tin smart deliberate basketball In the High age. The girls gave a play.
All the chancier-, are convincland still ahead 23-19 and looking Former Schoolmates
The local church services were the foul circle Hope on the other
morning include a son to Mr. an- final period to maintain a narrow- At their next meeting the group
much like a winner.
ing, hut Edward Auson ,n the
held in the remodeledchurch base- hand used its fast break effectiveMrs. Noel Castunega, 269 Fas margin unlii the three minute discussed their Fire Maker’s dintitle role of Minick. is easily the
In the third period both teams Hold Party Reunion
ly and scored only on dog shots.
ment Sunday.
Ninth St., and a son. Brian James automatic timeout. Then the ner. Suggestions were mado as to
star
of
the
show.
His
make-up
us
alowed down, obviously tired after
Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren was Harv Buter and Bud Vande Wege
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hansen Dutch began to pour it on and how to earn honors in the Frongood ami he does not overplay the
setting a terrific pace in the first A group of women who formerly
a Wednesday afternoon caller on pepperedthe hoop with dog shots
149 West 20th St.
marched to its biggest lead of tiers Craft. Their leader is Mre.
attended
the
Sherborne
School
of
half. Holland scored seven points
in the second half and paced the l>art
•Ml
ama'
Mrs
D. G. Wyngarden.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Uompor the contest when the final horn Ollie Winter.
to Muskegon's six in that perod. Beaverdam were guests Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dr- Witt ana Dutch scoring attack. Freddie I ,ellr‘s' ‘'onfi.ct between the of Detroit announce the birth o sounded.
The Aowakiya , Camp group
After trying for three quarters afternuoon ol Mrs. Jennie Voss at
family of Sturgis were Sunday Fox and Greg Arbaugh were the'youn« and ,i": ol<l ,s ^mme<i up a son, Charles Warren, Feb. IS
Coach Tuls said he was well met at Elaine Reininks home.
to get a rally started Muskegon her home on East Kith St.
long shot artists that gave Hope!‘n u,’rds-‘^ounR I*'0!*1*' don
.\L*s.Comport is the former Belt,
pleased with the performance of The meeting was also a farewell
The afternoon was spent in rem- callers on Mr and Mrs. Henr.
finallydid in the last quarter
the trouble throughout the tilt think old people have any sense, Van Langcveld of Holland.
Boss.
bis lads Friday night. Big Duane party for Elaine, as she will be
when they outscored the locals 10- iniscenceof former days spent tobut old people don’t think young
Mr and Mrs. Henry Johnsoi Rosendahl turned in perhaps hi# leaving town after the first of
Stanley Boss was C. E. leadei and threw a big scare into the
3. The Reds were calm as they gether and each woman brought
will quietly celebrate their 54tl best game of the year. He was alJ March. Miss Walz. their assistant,
last week Tuesday evening. Ak locals in the final two minute* ol
whittled away at the Dutch lead photos both old and hew to he enplay.
wedding anniversary at thei over tiie backboards, and present- discussed Budget Charts with
lene
Meengs
led
the
meeting
this
until it vanished.The climax came joyed by the group. Their former
Vande Wege again paced the
home. 29 East 13th St., tonight. ed « real target for the Christian them. Plan# were also completed
week.
teacher,
Miss
Minnie
Belt,
who
and the locals fell behind and lost
locals in tiie scoring column dropMrs. Louise Wylie, 295 Wes guards. Butt# Kool handled the tip for the pot luck supper. Gama
Gerrit
De
Vree
was
a
Tue^
out in the last two minutes. The had planned to be present, died
ping in 19 points, followed by
Howard Ave., has returnedfron in situation handily. Ru#a Gilpin were played and refreshment*
aternoon
caller
on
Johin
Freriks.
while
plans
for
the
party
were
ball game ended in confusion with
Detroit where she went to visi was by far the best Allegan player served. Their leader is Mrs. Jde
Mrs. Gerrit De Vree called on Harv Buter. who turned in an exthe Big Reds eeking out the 35-33 being made.
cellent floor game and netted 15
her sister. Mrs. Anna Greven on the floor.
Koning.
win.
two-course luncheon was Mrs Jennie Schermer.
good, who lias l>ecn critically il
Rosendahl led the scoring with
Mrs Henry Gerrits of South points. Arbough talliednine field
The Joyful Blue Birds met
Appledorn's 12 points was high served by the hostesses. Those
goals and one free throw for *
She was in University hospital a 25 tallies, and was followed by
with leader, Mrs. H. J. Masselink,
for the Dutch with Slagh gaining present were HenriettaDe Haan, Blendon spent Friday at the Mr* total of 19 points to lead the BullApn Ar!x)r for a time, but is nov Kool with 17. Gilpin garnered 20
at the home of Leslie Bosch forva
runnerup honors with 10. Gilmore Grace Steenwyk. Jeanette Dek- D. G. Wyngarden home.
dogs while diminutive Fox dumpslightly improved at the Plcasan for the losers.Christian made 12
The sacrament of holy baptism
Valentine
party. The girls drew
tallied nine for Muskegon and ker, HarriettSnoeink, Christella
ed in 12 points.
Rest Nursing home in Wayne.
out of ^6 foul throws while Alle- Valentines from the Valentine
Yonker got eight.
Voss, Viola Altena, Jeanette was administeredto Theodore D
Hinga said he was “very well
Prof E. S Avison of Hope col gan hit on nine out of 20.
box and played . game#. Prize*
Muskegon
FG FT TP Price. Johanna Visser, Hattie Lie- Wyngarden, son of Mr. and Mrs. pleased" with the road trip that
lege will take a group from th
Both reserve teams staged a were awarded to the various win-e
Rastemaker,f ...... ...........2 3 7 vense, Minnie K lamer, Dora Donald T. Wyngarden.tc Bar- netted the locals two wins “The
Palette and Masque dramatic clu
nard fought battle with the Alle- ners. Mrs Bosch served supper
bara Gayle, daughterof Mr. and
Yonker, f .......
........... 3
2 8 Knapp and Amy Mathieson.
lx>ys didn't seem to tire very easto Zeeland this afternoon wher
Mrs. Floyd Boss; Arlan Wayne,
gan seconds finally edging Coach and tlx* party ended with the singMeetsma. c ........ ..........2 2 6
iliy. even on the second night,"
they will present the one-ac
son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter
John Ham# lads 38-33. Allegan ing of
Babbit, g ........ ..........1 0 2
*
Hinga said.
play, "A Marriage Proposal," be
Haar at the Sunday morning serled 17-16 at the intermission. The Friendly Blue Birds of
Gilmore, f ......................... 4 1 9
The
win
put Hope in undisputed
lore mem tiers of the Zeeland Lit
vices.
Schipper was high for the Little Washington school met at the
Herberts, g
....... 0
1 1
second place behind Albion and
crary dub. High school senio
Maroons with eight while Hale home of Nor# Mullins. The girl*
A special collection for the Alma which are tied for the loop
Vanderzil. g ...... ...........
0 2 (From Wednesduy'H Sentinel)
1
girls will Im» guests at the per
The Sewing Guild met Thurs- building and organ fund will 1* lead with seven wins and two
had 25 for Allegan.
made the eyes for the owls they
formance and tea.
FG F TP are making. Mrs. Mullins feerved
Totals ......................13 9 35 day afternoon, with Mrs. Henry taken at both services on Sunday. losses.Kalamazoo travels to AlChristian (56)
Shervin Hungerink of Beaver- bion tonight to meet the Britons,
Otten, l
0
1
2 jello and cookies for refreshments.
Holland (38)
FG FT TP Boss as hostess. Others present
Kool. f
17 The group leader is Mrs. Neal
Slagh. f ................ ..........5 0 10 were the Mesdames H. Roelofs. J dam furnished special music on
6
5
and if the K-college men can
in
Kruithof, f ........... ........... 2 0 4 De Jonge, J. Morren. Ed Kroods- Sunday evening, in the local come through wuth an unexpected
Rosendahl, c
3
25 Houtman.
11
Edward Aviion as ‘Minick’
church.
Beelen,
g
2
4
Vander Kuy,
1
........... 1
1 3 ma, P. De Witt. B. Poppema. C.
The 1U-B Horizon group held
people
have
any
sense
either."
victory,the league w’ould be
Sunday school will meet again thrown into a four-way tie provid- Lucille S- hutmaat and Charles
Baker, g
2
2
H its first meeting Thursday at the
Appledorn, g ........ ........... 5 2 12 Van Haitsma, W. Vander Kolk,
Kempker, g ........ ............ 0 2 2 I. Hungerink. E. Brower, Jennie next Sunday. No sessions have cd the locals trim Alma in the Zwemer as Nettie and Fred MinPetroolje
0
2 home of Beverly Last. Mrs. Clar1
Israels,c .........
Marnnk, g
0
0 ence Wagner, new counselor, pre.. o
0 2 Do Witt, H. Dunning. Jennie been held for some time due to Armory Thursday.
ck, do a gixjd job in their roles.
Totals ...............
5 33 Schermer, G. Boss. J. Hoeve, H' the remodeling of the church.
sided. Officers elected are presiHope (55)
FG
FG F TP The other characters also are well
Wyngarden, M. P. Wyngarden On Tuesday evening. C. E. and Yonker f ................... 1
Total .......... 22
56 dent, Mary Mulder; vice-presi12
2
4 cast. Betty Cook and Marjorie
In the prelim contest the Hol- and Miss Marie Wyngarden.A catechismclass met at 7:30 pm Buter. Harv f
dent, Beverly Garvelink; secre..........
fi
3 15 I French as the maids in the houseland High reserves bowed to the lunch was served by Mrs. H. and The C. E. topic was “Why These Vande Wege f ..... .......... 8
FG F PT tary. Beverly Last; treasurer,
Allegan (47)
3 19 hold. Marjorie Mulder and Ted
Little Reds 47-37 in an exciting Mrs. G Boss. The next meeting Should Not Be Joined."
Hunt, f ............. 0
1
1
Marlene Houting; council repreButer. Herk g ............1
7 Stickels. diaries Van Duren and
5
Prayer, meeting will be held Van Dyke c .................1
contest. Van Dorple was high for will be held March 4.
Gilpin, l ................ ... 8
4
20 sentative, Marlene Cook; report0
2 Dorothy Ton Brink, all give gvx-d
Mrs. M. D. Wyngarden was a tonight.
Holland with 12. At 5:30 the HolSmith, c ..............
9 er, Lola Haight, it was decided to
.. 4
1
Mulder
.........
.......... 1
1
3 characterizations m their re.-peclahd Ninth graders took on the Monday evening guest of Mrs. Ed
Rev. John Pott preachedon the Hoi we r da g .................... 2
Burton, g ............
2
ft
4 limit lunches to two items. Next
1
5 live parts.
following subjects on Sunday:
Saugatuck varsity and were de- Kroodsma.
Miller, g ...........
2
3
7 meeting will be March 4 at Mail—
Randall Vande Water and Jack
The children and unmarried "Lost In The Night," and "The
feated by a 36-26 count
Boe, g ...................... 3
0
6 !ene Housing's. All 10-B girl# are
Totals ........................ 20 15
15 55 Essenburg, "pals ' of Mimch. lurgrandchildren of Mrs. D. G. Wyn- Cure For Fear." '
nlsh a fair share of amusement,
garden honored her with a birthMrs. D. C. Ver Hage spent last Adrian (53)
Total .................. 19
47
9
FG F TP and Eunice Schipper,Jacquelyn
FG
day party Saturday evening She week Wednesday with Mrs. C. Fox g ...................
0 12 Michielse i. Mary Houtman and
.......... 6
was 85 years old. on Sunday.
Wittegen of Beaverdam
2
Schultz g
....r...
4 Gloria Dykhuis, as "members ol
........... 1
A number of Vriesland girls enMrs. G. De Vree spent last Ryan g .................
1
••»••••••• 3
7 the committee," contributetheir
joyed a roller-skating party at week- Saturday afternoonwith Hobin c ........................2
0
4 bit to the success of the perthe Zeeland Community hall Mon- Mrs. J. Mulder of Zeeland
1
Champion f •••«•••••#••••••••••0
] i'ormance.
day evening.
The Mission Syndicate of /the Mason
1
3
The piay is staged against an
Mrs. Henry Boss was a Wed- Holland classis will have a supper Clark g ........................0
1
1 attractive modern setting.
Holland Jaycees turned out half nesday guest of Mrs. Peter De
at the Second Reformed church Arbaugh g ...........
.......... 9
1
19 Much credit Is due Mis* Ruby
a hundred strong to hear Len Witt of Townjine.
of Zeeland on March 4. Tickets
— Calvert of the high school speech
Colby, sportscaster,talk on’WesMr. and Mrs. John Beyer were are available from Henry Roelofs
Totals ...................22
9 53 department who directed the
Mias Edith Herlein
9
> tern Michigan sports. The general
Wednesday evening guests of Mr. or Martin D. Wyngarden
Mr. and Mrs. John Herlein of
play.
’membership meeting was held at and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden and
The Golden Chain union held a
Muskegon announce the engagethe Holland American Legion family.
prayer meeting at the Forest Grey Ladies To Meet
ment of their daughter, Edith
Memorial pirn Tuesday night, Mrs. H. Wyngarden was a reMuskegon Man Fined
Grove Reformed church on Mon- Thursday in Club
Marjorie,to Pierce E. Maassen,
with President Jim Hallan serving meeting of the Hudsonville, Vriesday evening.
son of the Rev. aqd Mre. Herman
as .master of ceremonies.
On
Drunk
Driving
Count
land, Jamestown, and Bauer coNorma De Hoop returnedhome
Maassen of Fries lantf, Wis., formA meeting of all Grey Ladies is
Oolby was introducedby Sey- operative elevator meeting at
last week after spending some- scheduled for Thursday at 4 pjn.
Grand Haven. Feb. 26 (Special) erly of North Holland. A June
mour Padnos..
Hudsonville on Feb. 18.
tiipe in Coloradoand oth£r West- in the Woman’s Literary club.
— Weibert M. Weeks, 34, route 1, wedding is planned. Miss Herlein,
Dwight Snyder, national Junior
Marjorie Hoeve- Pearl and El- ern states.
A
group
will
go
to
Ft
Custer
for
Muskegon,
pleaded guilty in Just- a graduate of Hope college, is
Chamber of Commerce director len Wyngarden spent the weekMrs. M# P. Wyngarden was a service in the Veteran’* hospital ice George Hoffer’s court Tuesday teaching at the Thornapple- Keland acting president of the Mich- end in Chicagp.Saturday afternoon guest of Mrs. on Saturday, leaving at noon from morning to a charge o( drunk logg school in Middleville. Mr.
igan organization, made his offiMrs. E. Brower and Mrs. C. D. C. Ver Hage.
Deter’s garage. In the car will, be driving and. was sentencedto pay Maassen, an Army Air Force vetcial visit to the Holland chamber.
Van Haitsma spent last WednesMr. and Mrs. Corneal Ver Hage Mrs. William Barense, Mis* Vir- S100 fine and $10'.15 costs. Weeks eran, is a sophomore at Hope.
He presented membership pins to day afternoonwith Mrs. I. Hunspent Saturday afternoonat the ginia Kooiker, Mr*. John Stevens, was arrested by city police at 3:30
WendeU* A. Miles and to Louis gerink and Mrs. E. Vander Kolk.
home of Mrs. .Albert Banning of Mrs. Neal Tiesenga.Miss. Crystal p.m. Sunday while driving a truck
Organization of Camp Fire Girls
Hekman. He also told of plans
Rev. and Mrs. Pott and David Drenthe.
Van Anrooy and Mrs. William on North Seventh St. He was was effected in 1911.
*Yor thfc national convention in' were Thursday callers on Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ver Hage, Mr Bennett
taken to the county jail to await
Philadelphia next June.
D. G. Wyngarden.
and Mrs. Janies Hop and family
The R.O.T.C.was first providThose who will go to Ft Custer his arraignment this morning.,
Wlllia Welling, state vice-presMrs. Ed Ver Hage and Mrs. of Hudsonville, Mias Marie Ver on Monday are Meadamea Edith
ed for in the national defense act
ident, .told members about the C. Faber met Tuesday afternoon
Hage of Zeeland were Sunday Knoll, Helen Vatoder Hill.-C C Gold can be beaten so thin that of 1916, and was established on
state convention to be held in at the home of Mrs. H. Roelofs,
guests at the Mrs. D. C. Ver Wood, Garret Datema. Dorothy one grain will cover an area of its present basis by an amendment
Grand Rapids May 14, 15 and 16. u members of the program comHage
.
56 square inches.
made in
r
Dykstxa and Virginia Zoet
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West Michigan Farm News Features Poultry Industry
Poultry Raisers

had an average of 192 eggs per
hen and used 6.9 pounds of feed
per dozen eggs, while hand fed
flocks averaged 176 eggs and con-

about 20 per cent below January

Extension Courses

receipts.

Management,

Soil

"Some decline from January is
usual because of the shorter
month, but the decrease this year does not wish to return to the
is greater than usual because of United States to testify before
recent price declines,"the depart- the House Foreign Affairs committee.
ment said.

greatly impaired.

Given Suggestions
For Saving Feed
Balanced Rations and

Well-Kept Flock

Down

Help Cut

Will

sumed 8 1/4 pounds of feed per
dozen eggs.
5. Half-full feeders cut waste
and lessen possibility of birds
wasting it by spillage.
6. Keep only healthy stock.
7. Automatic water systems are
Dairy", health department, water
a boon to higher production level works and sewage treatment plant
since birds need about two pints personnel in the state are being
of water for each pound of feed offered extension courses in var-

Offered by State

Fertilizer Raise

Health Department

Per Acre Yield
soil management
must go hand in hand
with heavy use of fertilizer if

Chicago— Good

practices

Costs

more crops per acre are to be harvested and plant food is to be

eaten.
ious phases of public health engi8. Housing pullets early means neering for the third consecutive
Right now with chicken feed better production and prevents >ear John M. Helper, director,
•carce and high priced the 10 sug- molt and low egg productionin Bureau of Engineering. Michigan

saved

MER-MIX POULTRY MASH

Cattle

.

Made With Farm Bureau M.V.P. Concentrate

Fundamentals of hydraulics related to flow and measurement of
water, wells, pumping stationsand
water distributionwill be taught
by Ernest F. Brater, associate
professor of civil engineering.University of Michigan, in Kalamazoo
beginning March 4.

MURPHY’S CHIX STARTER

“Urge amounts of

of the first 12 loads of unclipped,
poorly groomed steer calves was
$29.96 cwt.
Accordingto the buyers, breeding, conformation, quality and uniformity of the steers were the determining factors in the auction.
Livestockspecialists and stockmen present were of the opinion
that the way the steers were presented contributed greatly to the
final sale price.
The grand champion carload
was Herefordsexhibited by F. C.

advanced course in Fresh
Water Biology taught by Frank
E. Eggleton. associateprofessor

MURPHY’S POULTRY MASH

DeBerard.Kremmling. Calif. They
brought $56.75 cwt. The reserve
grand champions, Angus, shown
by J. Hadley. North Platte, Neb.,

Made

will open in Saginaw on April

Up

Committee

A

with Murphy'sVig-O-Ray Concentrate

all the

EARLY ORDER PRICES

“By growing deep-rootedlegumes such as alfalfa and sweet

On Our Best White Leghorn, Australorp,

clover in the rotation and giving
them a full feed of fertilizer carrying phosphate and potash, you
can open and ventilate tightlypacked soil and make the ground
a better storehouse for plant foo<j
and water. The roots of alfalfa
and clover push down 18 inches

and White Rock Chicks for hatching
egg flocks.

Unsexed Chicks .

or more below the pIonv layer.

.

$12.50 per 100

Sexed Pullet Chicks, $25.00 per 100

IMS Sugar Act

Get the Amazing Proof of Osborne’s

Protects Farmer

Customers Profits. $1,190.80 PROFIT

A

from 210

soil rebuilding."

in order to get better co-operation

To Set Round-Up Dates

Dozen

SPECIAL

"By using manure and legumes
and grasses regularly in thz* rota-

They pry through tight soils and
provide channelsfor the roots of
other crops following in the rotation. The organic matter they
leave is packed with phosphorus
and potash.
"Each of these practices has
beneficial results. Harnessed todouble safeguard on sugar gether. each helps the other. With
prices will protect for five years this teamwork, you get maximum
results in bigger crop yields ami
the farmer who grows sugar beets

A tentative committee had been
up in 1945 and several meetings were held. A program has
been started with local committees
in most counties.It was felt that
more information was needed and

Farm-to-ProiperMeeting

Paid 64c Per

Our Flock Owners.

ground.

and plowing back

Week We

For All The Good Hatching Eggs From

through runoff.
“You can slow down water runoff by contour plowing,* seeding
and cultivation.Rainfall will
then carry less soil away and have
more chance to soak into the

straw and crop aftermathyou can
increase the organic matter content and improve the soil's phy-

Harvey J.

disease.)

8.

Last

sical structure.

of zoology, University of Michigan, set

MURPHY’S TURKEY MASH

fertilizer

will give bigger yields most any
year," says the statement,"buf
fertilizeralone cannot do the
whole job of tioil conservation.
"Fertilizermust be accompanied
by management measures that
build up the soil organic matter
supply, improve soil structure and
tilth, save rainfall, and reduce the
loss ot topsoil and plant food

tion

sold for $50 cwt.

combatting brucellosis(Bangs

An

SELLING

statementmade public here.

Elliott, county club
agent. A gold watch Was presented
to Robert Henning, route 2. Coopersvilie. state Nvinner of the Home
Grounds Beautification project.
$25 United States saving
bond was presented to Ann Reisbig of Coopersville.one of four
Thirty representatives of the
state winners in the dairy proPure Bred Cattle association and
duction project.
farm organizations met recently at
Michigan State college Nvith members of the faculty and extension
service to work out a program for

Growers Set

the

Soil Improvement committee in a

,

MER-MIX CHICK STARTER

from "going down

MAKE MORE MONEY

drain", declaredthe Middle West

gestions below by experts should the fall. When pullets are bred to Department of Health, has anmature at five months, poor laying nounced.
be of interest to all poultry raisconditions defeat the purpose for
The courses which will be given
ers.
evenings in six different centerrin
1. Balanced rations save money which they were bred.
9. Improved breeding stock re- the state are sponsored by the
In the long run when casts are
Michigan section of the American
figuredon basis ot egg production quired less feed.
10.
Good
care
all the time will Water Works association through
in relationto proper diet. As prostretch food. When water pans or arrangement with the State Board
tein consumptionfalls oft, egg profeed hoppers go dry onl> a few of Control for Vocational Educa- PROPER GROOMING
duction dwindles.
times, productionand health are tion. Personnel from any section
2. The question of whether to
Exhibitors at the third annual
of the state ma> attend any course
keep laying flocks in the house
hut it is anticipated that atten- Feeder Cattle show and sale at
or turn them outdoorshas been Farm Bailding Meet
dance at each will be largelylimit- the Chicago stockyardsrecently
answered scientifically.Iowa State
East Lansing—The third annual ed to personnel from the surrounddemonstrated that proper groomcollege extension service says, farm building conference will be
ing community. The 32-hour ing adds to the attractivenessand
“we find penned flocks lay a held March 11-12 at Michigan
courses wil meet over periods sale price of their cattle. The 10
greater number of eggs on 15 per State college. The conference will
varying from 8 to 16 weeks.
top carloads in all classifications
cent less feed.
feature a builders'show for farm
A class in water bacteriology is had been clipped and groomed in
3. Insulated laying houses with structures and display of new
being taught in Battle Creek by preparation for the show. The
temperature and moisture con- equipment and building materials.
Dr. W. L. Mallmann of the De- above picture is an example of the
trol are replacing other types of The college agriculturalengineerpartment of Bacteriology. Michi- well-groomedherds that were exchicken houses. Well housed birds, ing department will sponsor the
gan State college. It began Jan. hibited at the show.
in a recent test, laid 187 eggs ,»er two-day meeting.
21.
The first 12 loads of steer
bird or 16 more eggs than a group
A beginning course in Chemistry
calves through the ring sold for
not well housed.
Tlie historyof ice cream making Applied to Water Purification,unan average of $42.96 cwt. These
4. Self-feedingin troughs saved can he traced back to Italy in
der the direction of Gerald M.
calves all had their heads and
food A test showed self-fed flocks the 16th century.
Ridenour, associate professor of
tails clipped. The average price
public health engineering. University of Michigan, and taught by
Douglas Wilson of the University,
began in Grand Rapids Thursday.
An advanced course in Chemistry
Applied to Water Purificationalso
will be taught by Dr. Ridenour in
Lansing.

MER-MIX TURKEY STARTER

IHacArthor Unreceptive
Tokyo, Feb. 23 <UP) — Gen.
MacArthur indicated today he

In

ONE YEAR. AN

EXCEPTIONAL RECORD made by Mrs.

and understanding among farmers and “"supers »’ho buy the sugar,
a new committee was deemed C- ‘L I3ourR- ^ashington represen-

The 1948 board of trustees of
the West Michigan Earm-to-Pros-necessary.
The neNV committeewill be
per Contest association will hold
its organization meeting Thurs- known as the Michigan Brucellosis (Bangs) committee and George
day evening in Muskegon.
The meeting will discuss plans BurroNVs of Saginaw was named
for the 1948 contest, and likely chairman.
Progress in elimination of reacset a date for the Round-Up at
close of the year's activities.There tors and calf vaccination was reis sentiment for holding it be- ported.
Peter Pyle, route 1. Zeeland and
tween Christmas and New Years
to take advantage of more favor- Peter Van Eyck, route 3. Holland,
attended as representativesot this
able weather and closed schools.

HENS

!

HOLLAND CO-OPERATIVE

CO.

“Buy Cooperativelyand ParticipateIn The Savinge"
88-90 E. 7th

Street

177 E. 14th

Street

Haarlem Branch

Farm Incomes Up
facturers Beet Sugar Association,
declared recently.

^

In addition to providing for fair

period, but wlien Gov. Sigler had
to undergo an operation,the event
was postponed until Jan. 30, to
assure his presence.

SAVE POWDER PUFFS
Don't throw away old poNvder
puffs but wash them and keep
them near the sink for pads with
to apply scouring powder suggests
a farming magazine

NO ELECTRICITY
electric-

ity.

All Poultry

WC

THAT

,we

SHOP

p!'rchased abou, *7V000 worth of
hatching eggs last season from our
fwckowners.

just in

THAT

^0U

i»hi

arc

a Profitableopportunity

®ggs.

THAT

hatching eggs were
shipped into Michigan last year from

THAT

WHY?

SERVICE

PURE

0 flockowner, you receive nothing but
the best chicks for a hatching flock at

Mic* mil

In

regular price.

we ore

II

Pullorum Controlled
Hatchery in Michigan hatching White
t*ie ,arge*t

he?

J

THAT
we ha,ched over one million chicks each
^ 1 year since 1942.
THAT

uhuh uw/ld

you prefer.9

We imagine you’d like to have your farm equipment repaired under the best conditions - by our.

we

hateh on,y •89* *rom owr own flockowners wbo have our blended stock of
Ghost ley, Hanson and Keuder Leghorns.

trained mechanics, working with precision tools and
genuine IH Service Parts, in our hilly-equipped shop.

And,

W®

confract»d over 50,000 Baby Pullets
each year the last three years, and no
one was left with Pullets that we could not sell.

also, well

ahead of each machine'snext

^

work season, while there's plenty of time.

We can fix you up just that way now, if you get
your mhne on our Early Bird Schedule for Blue

u* IS” !:od *h* lonS«* Whit. Leghorn
Hatching Season for a number of years,

Ribbon Service.Play

safe

.

.

.

give us a call today for

anything from a checkup to a complete overhaul.
2?^.

k

*Vim#

We’ll do

10 ••• «• about Baby

it

ahead of the season,1

•

Chicks. Hatrhina Flocks or Contract Chides.

1EMMEN LEGHORN FARM
Icut 16th

Street

Town Halls

Tlie

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Phone 9004

A.

DEVISSER SONS

HOLLAND,

,

MICHIGAN

PHONE

West Ottawa Soil Conserva-

I

Robinson township hall. The
schedule includes Stone school.
Feb. 24; West Olive school, Feb.
26; Harlaam school, Feb. 27; Olive
town hall, March 1; Holland town
I hall, March 2; Blendon town hall,

1

1|

9215

International Harvester Equipment and Service

I
BEAN EARLY BIRO

March

J | March

4 and

5.

Boroulo school,

eggs per dozen

oz.

oz.

and over per dozen,

or over.

Our volume of

this stock enables us to give you chicks on any date you wish.

j

Sure, we can give you either oat -hut

I

$50.00 per 100 to $28.00

FOR OUR HATCHING FLOCK OWNERS and LOCAL DELIVERY!

whereas most chicks are hatched from 23

tion district and extension service
are scheduling a series of meetings
which begins today. The feature of
the meetingswill be the presentation of the new 1948 film made by
Robert Briola. conservationist
This film will depict many Ottawa county scenes.
A two-hour program of movies
includes a 20-minute discussion of
"Grass." according to Leo R.
Arnold county agricultural agent.
He and conservationists believe
that more attention must be paid
to grasses if farms are to retain
fertility. "Grass" is to be stressed
in ail counties of the state in 1948.
Ottawa county fanners will be invited to attend a "grass day" In
Muskegon early in the summer.
Nine such events are scheduled for
the entire state.
The meetings, which will start
at 8 p.m., will begin today at the

Leghorns exclusively.

THAT

OF OUR

Meetings Planned

a.5

THAT

Flock Owners

BETTER WE ARE

These Chicks are hatched from eggs that are graded out 26

THAT

THAT

Raisers - Lemmen

HANSON and GH0STLEY BABY PULLETS FROM

per 100

.°ne f*ockown«r alone received $1,218.00
Premiums on his hatching eggs in 1947.

in

THAT

5517 HOLLAND. MICH.

Virjini* P«l< Phone

FIELD

ne.ar,7 carloads of

other states.

BREEDING FARM

REDUCING THE PRICE

you ore not supplying us with hateb-

if

U.S. R.O.P.

EVEN THOUGH THE EGG-FEED RATIO IS MUCH

SERVICE

pald
flo«howners$20,723.10
extra Premiums in 1947.

OSBORNE’S

NOTICE!

projects.

About two and one-quarter million rural families in the United

THAT

Send For Your Free Catalogue Today

Despite Markets

prices, five other benefits to the
farmer from the Sugar Act of 1948
Washington— Despite the break
listed by Bourg included a guaranin commodity prices, farmers still
teed market, stabilizationand asare getting morp money from sales
surance in farm planning, continof farm products than they .'.id
uation of government sugar paya year ago.
ments to sugar farmers, crop inTh#» agriculture department esarea.
surance. and tax-exemptsugar.
timates that total cash receiptsby
Sugar prices safeguards arc esfarmers from marketing this
tablished by a section of the Su4-H Leaders Discuss
month
would he 10 per rent highgar Act which says the United
er than in February. 1947.
State's
Secretary
of
Agriculture
April Achievement Day
It estimated February total
shall among other things consider
cash receipts at S2.000.006.000.
or
Plans for the 4 H achievement the relationshipof sugar prices
and
the
1947
Consumers'
Price
Inevent to be held at Holland High
school April 6 were made at the dex of the cost of living, Bourg
Ottawa countv 4-H club leaders p >inted out.
meeting Feb. 12 at Coopersville. During each of the next five
Seventy persons attended the years a minimum of 1.800.000tons
meeting. P. G. Lundin and Leora of beet sugar will be guaranteed
Smith, state club leaders, also a market in the U. S., Bourg said.
"Such an annual quota, plus rehelped in finishingclothing and
strictions on imports specifically
handicraft
f
During the general meeting, fixed each year, affords stabilizaawards were presented to two out- tion and provides opportunity for
standing 4-H club memliers by definite crop and farm planning."
he said. "Therefore the importance of planted-acreage history
in sugar beets cannot tie overemphasized. because in 1948 there is
no acreage restriction,and each
grower will be permitted to plant
as many acres in sugar beets as he
chooses.
Sugar beet quotas probably will
be roimposed on individual farms
in 1949 and the acreage the farmer plants this year will count
strongly in determininghis acreage in 1949 and in future years.
Bourg pointed out that the program of government sugar payment to the farmer not only has
been self-sustaining
since 1934 but
has shown a profit of $12,000,000
per year over and above administrative costs.

Originl plans this last Near
were for holding it during that

States still do not have

Paul Merkel.

tative of the Farmers and Manu-

4 Extra Pullet. Per

»

100

-

98%

PulleU Guaranteed

CONTRACT CHICKS

BABY PULLETS COST YOU $29.00 per 100

-

We

Agree To Buy Bock All Good

Pullets at following prices:

*
Each
90c Each
$1.05 Each

.

6 Weeks

.............. 75c

12 Weeks

............

$1.20 Each

8 Weeks

..........

16 Weeks

............

$1.60 Each

5 Months

.....

$2.00 Each

,10

Weeks ............

Ready to

Lay

.

................ $2.25 Each

YOU PAY FOR CHICKS WITH PULUTS WHEN WE GET THEM
t

LEMMEN LEGHORN FARM
EAST 16TH

STREET

RHONE

9004

HOLLAND, MICH.

